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PREFACE 

The appearance of this Part in such close proximity to Part XX of the series is 

the result of a generous benefaction from U.N.E.S.C.O. It may indeed well be 

that this Part will be in the hands of subscribers before its nominal predecessor 

since, as it was a condition of the U.N.E.S.C.O. grant that it should appear 

before the end of the present year, work on Part XX, which is in its final stages, 

was held up to make this possible. 

When it was known that a grant would be forthcoming to expedite the publi¬ 

cation of the Oxyrhynchus papyri, it was decided to use it to assist the publica¬ 

tion of a volume consisting entirely of literary texts—the first of its kind since 

Part XV—as many texts of the greatest interest were ready in manuscript 

awaiting publication. In this Part Mr. Lobel has put together all the fragments 

of Sappho and Alcaeus and of commentaries on their poems which he has 

identified in the Oxyrhynchus collection; no reader is likely to underestimate 

the skill and patience this has required. It will be observed that the volume 

has no index verborum; the reason for this departure from precedent is that as a 

complete edition of the poems and fragments of both poets is in active prepara¬ 

tion and will include a complete index, to make a partial index here would 

have been wasted effort. 

With Part XXII we shall return to the familiar pattern of the composite 

volume; it will include some fragments of Ionic poetry, and, among the extant 

literary texts, of Aeschylus and Terence, together with a number of documents of 

the Roman period. 

It remains to thank the staff of the Oxford University Press not only for 

their accustomed skill and accuracy but for enabling us to place this volume 

in the hands of readers within less than a year of the date of their acceptance 

of the manuscript. 

C. H. ROBERTS 
OXFORD 

August, 1951 

General Editor of the 

Graeco-Roman Memoirs 
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NOTE ON THE METHOD OF PUBLICATION 
AND LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 

The method of publication follows that adopted in earlier Parts. As there, the dots 
indicating letters unread and, within square brackets, the estimated number of lost 
letters are printed slightly below the line. Corrections and annotations which appear 
to be in a different hand from that of the original scribe are printed in thick type. 
Square brackets [ ] indicate a lacuna, round brackets ( ) the resolution of a symbol 
or abbreviation, angular brackets <( )> a mistaken omission in the original, braces { } 
a superfluous letter or letters, double square brackets \[ ]] a deletion, the signs ' ' an 
insertion above the line. Dots within brackets represent the estimated number of 
letters lost or deleted, dots outside brackets mutilated or otherwise illegible letters. 
Dots under letters indicate that the reading is doubtful. Letters not read or marked as 
doubtful in the literal transcript may be read or appear without the dot marking doubt 
in the reconstruction if the context justifies this. Lastly, heavy Arabic numerals refer 
to Oxyrhynchus Papyri printed in this and preceding volumes, ordinary numerals to 
lines, smaller roman numerals to columns. 

The abbreviations used in citing papyrological and other publications are, in the 
main, those adopted in previous Parts. Attention may perhaps be called to the 
following: 

-T/i. = E. Lobel, AXkcliov MeX-q (Oxford, 1927). 
A/x. = E. Lobel, Pavlovs MeX-q (Oxford, 1925). 
Milne = H. J. M. Milne, Catalogue of the Literary Papyri in the British Museum 

(London, 1927). 
Mitt. P. E. R. = Mittheilungen aus der Sammlung der Papyrus Erzherzog Rainer 

(1887- ). 
P. Gr. Vind. = Papyrus Graeca Vindobonensis, in Mitteilungen aus der Papyrus- 

sammlung der Nationalbibliothek in Wien, by H. Gerstinger and others, 
1932-. 

Schubart, Pap. graec. = W. Schubart, Papyri Graecae Berolinenses (1911). 
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NEW CLASSICAL FRAGMENTS 
2288. Sappho, Book i i 

It is inferred, from the fact that Hephaestion adduces as a specimen of Sapphic 

hendecasyllable the verse which begins the poem preserved through its quotation by 

Dionysius of Halicarnassus, that this poem was the first in the first book. The same 

verse now reappears at the top of a column in the strip of papyrus, containing part of 

the same poem, here published, and to that extent lends support to the hypothesis. It 

is disappointing that the problem presented by 11. 18-19 cannot be resolved by the 

help of what the new manuscript offers there. 

The writing is closely similar to that of 2076, also a Sappho, and, if I had to state 

an opinion, I should say that though smaller it was by the same copyist. 2076 and 

1809 (Plato, Phaedo) I likewise hold to be by the same hand. It is ascribed to the early 

second century. 

4 

12 

8 ]pva,ov-7)\d[ 

]p.u7racSe[ 

]i<eeccTpod[ 

]«rvaSiV[ 

]cSiap.€Cca>[ 

]^faSe£{.Ko[ 

20 

]/xetStai[ 

]p€ott[ 

]a»TTt[ 

]atvoAai[ 

W 
B 



2 NEW CLASSICAL FRAGMENTS 

19 ] , the tip of an upright well above the general level followed by what looks like the overhang 
of c with a dot (prima facie a stop) below it on the line r, appears to have been made out of « . [, 

an upright with a trace of ink to left of its top; v acceptable though not strongly suggested. 

I What appears to be a variant nouaXcxppov, offered by some of the manuscripts of authors who 
quote the verse—I say ‘appears’, because the accentuation -o<f>p- found in every place suggests that 

mere error explains the occurrence—receives no support from this manuscript. 
5 1-uiSe always so accented (when the accent is shown) in book-texts of the two Lesbian poets, 

e.g. 7, 2; 1231 1 ii 8 (Ep. ti 3, 2; 6, 7)- . 
8 So/xov . . . xpvciov (not xpdctov . . . dppa), as the punctuation shows. 
9 I am shown to have been wrong in printing vira£ev£atea (Ep. a 1, 9 App.) on the analogy of 

£ev£aica. This text implies that initial £, like any other, is written cS when it becomes medial through 

composition. 
II The sign ' implies 8iv[>-, as cod. F of Dion. Halic. rightly spells (though it continues erro¬ 

neously -rjvrec for -evrec). 
14 peiSiaic- again rightly preserved by cod. F. Correct Ep. 5.1, 14 App. 
19 The first visible sign seems necessarily to be the top of <j> or <p and there is no room for a letter 

between this and the next, which seems to represent c. The missing letter—there could scarcely have 
been more than one—at the beginning of the line must therefore have been a vowel. I can suggest 
nothing within the conditions but dip c. riva Sqvre TTeidco dip c dyqv ic pav (pL^orara; is not unacceptable 
in itself but it necessitates a change in the only evidence we have (pdv for cav) and the neglect of the 
stop which seems to be recorded in this manuscript after c’. The discrepancy between aip and pat may 
be thought of little weight, since pm might be merely a duplication of the first syllable of pmvoXm. 

I should add that it strikes me as strange that the a of ayeiv should be thought to require a mark 
of length and an accent. I have consequently entertained the notion that dy-qv means dyrjvm but I 

can adduce no use of aywpi which provides an acceptable solution to the problem. 

2289. Sappho, Book i 

It is natural to seek in the first book of Sappho’s poems the provenance of Sapphic 
stanzas in the Lesbian dialect and the identification of fr. 9 of the following with 
certainty and of fr. 6 with fair probability is quickly made. This is the sixth manu¬ 
script (or seventh, if we include the ostrakon published in Ann. R. Sc. Norm. sup. Pisa 
(Lett., &c.) Ser. II vol. vi (1937) i 8 seqq.) containing parts of that book. It cannot be 
said to add much to our knowledge and in two places (frr. 2, 5 and 4, 1) it brings new 
darkness. 

The hand is a small uncial approximating to the common angular but still 

retaining some features of the second-century round type. I suppose it may be dated 

in the later second century. Cf. 2080. 

Two pens appear to be distinguishable in the additions to the text. One may well 
be that of the original copyist, to whom I am inclined to ascribe the interlinear and 
marginal writing at frr. 2, 5 and 7; 4, 6. 



2289. SAPPHO, BOOK I 
3 

5 

io 

15 

Fr. i {a) + (b) 

] oicSa [ 

] ko.kk[ 

] \cnpi[ 

]e KTCL [ 

w i.i: 
].+ ffa[ 

] / CT^X[ 

] cociSa>[ 

] racer _[ 

] TTOTVLd _ [ 
] XPVcott[ 

]/Ca7T77o[ 

].av/*[ 

]rapa [ 

].[ 

Fr. 3. 

1W.[ 
]r#i4co_[ 

3.^[ 

5 .] [ 

Fr. 4. 

]a/?/<aAeiorrace _ [ 

]7ravovK€xr][ 

Apeoprav [ 

]^tav[_ JpaireAe[ 

5 ]. aire'^af 
ea>c£aj[ 

]__aca_[ 

]acat[ 

].ocSe[ 

>.[’ 

Fr. 2. 

].“?.[.].[ 
J/c^wce' _ rovya [ 

]atc 

jKaV^myepoj^taf 

5 ]/cyaevoaveotct[ 

].a^[.]A[.].[ 

]&*. []r°.[ 

Fr. 5. 

’ M 
]ce/c[ 

*]AAcF.{ 

]atcu[ 

5 ]8.[ 

M 



4 NEW CLASSICAL FRAGMENTS 

Fr. 6. Fr. 8. 

M ’]...[’ 

] [ ]^e.[ 

>o[ ] [ 

].™.[ ]y?wl 

5 ].a-7reS[ 

'].vveoL 
Fr. 7. ] [ 

]..pic.[ 

].«.[’ 

]y/xevr[ . 

] kg£A_[ 

’ ].[’ 

• • 

Fr. 9. 

Zp. a 6, 4 seqq. 

]... c 
rot jSaciA^ec 

]avrec/x[ €KTeXecc]avr€C p[ 

]ev7rep _ [ vpojra jx]ev rrepi _ [ 

]ixddev[ Tin S’ d7Top]p.ddev[T€C 

>T[ 
ovk e8uva]vr[o ktA. 

• 
Fr. II. 

Fr. 10. ].’[ 

M 

]/xa,[ ]..«[ 

]yov0[ ]tV[ 

>:.[ 5 ]i«.[ 

Fr. 1 There is no doubt that (a) stood vertically above (b) and I am fairly confident that they 
actually touch (just below the stichometrical e in the left margin) but there is a possibility that there 
was some interval between them i .[, a trace on the line, perhaps the start of a stroke rising to 
right 3 Tp made out of something different, perhaps v 4 Of a only traces of the upper left- 
hand side of the apex. The ink which follows is what has soaked through the top layer, which is 
lost 6 Perhaps a is meant but " has a distinct slope to right 9 Of r only the extreme left- 



5 2289. SAPPHO, BOOK I 

hand tip of the cross-stroke .[, the foot of a stroke rising with a slight slant to right with a dot 
above it level with the tops of the letters 10 .[, the apex of a, 8 or A; hardly „ § ii The cross¬ 

end of tWrr n° thTZOfa bUt 1 d°Ubt whether v or T is mt>re probable 13 ]., the right-hand 
e cross-stroke of y or r 14 Or a[.]a[ 15 The tip of an upright 

. .. 1 ]•> 1 t^lnl5 X but cannot rule out k .[, the lower part of an upright descending below 
the line, <f> suggested , ].[, the tail of an upright descending below the line with a trace above to its 
ig 2 etween € and r a dot on the line and a horizontal stroke touching r below its cross- 

s ro e, e.g. e parts of an upright descending below the line, p acceptable 3 1 seems to be an 
lnser ion made currente calamo 5 The last 1 has an unusual serif to the left of its foot, but (for 
ci) would also be anomalously made and inconsistent with the accent 6 ]., a dot level with the 
ops ot the letters [.], presumably 1 7 a.[, apparently the start of a stroke ascending to right 

FT. 3 Perhaps from the same neighbourhood as fr. 2 1 ]., the bottom of a curved stroke 
meeting the bottom of an upright; perhaps <r made into 1 or vice versa, but other interpretations 
open After v the lower part of an upright After o the lower part of e or c 2 .[, a trace perhaps 
compatible with oor<o 3 -C, the lower part of an upright 4 ]., the upper part of an upright 

r n Frj41 .[jPHmafacneAbutlcannotruleout, 5].,perhapsp 6 ].., the top of an upright 
followed at an interval by a dot which may represent the top of another; between them what looks 
like a small o above the general level .[, p appears to me more likely than v, but I cannot rule this 
out 8 ]., y or r 9 .[, a or 8 

Fr. 5 1 seq. appear to be written smaller than the others 3 •.[, perhaps n[- most likely, 
though one would expect 1 to be taller 5 Or .two dots level with the top of the letters. 

^'r' ® 4 ]•’ right-hand end of a cross-stroke suggesting e .[, an upright with its top hooked 
over to left, perhaps n 

Fr. 7 1 ]., the right-hand part of a cross-stroke as of y or r but no trace of an upright .[, an 
upright with the foot slightly hooked to right, apparently c 3 ]., an upright, v suggested [, a 
suggested 4 Perhaps the top of a circle 

Fr. 8 1 Only the bottoms of letters; I should guess <f>iv but the traces could be combined to give 
several alternatives 2 .[, y or the left-hand part of 77 5 ]., traces compatible with £ 6 ]., 
the right-hand ends of the arms of k or y 8 ].., ya would suit but of y only the right-hand tips of 
the upper and lower arms and 8 is not ruled out in place of a .[, perhaps the left-hand bottom angle 
of a or 8 9 ]. h I believe, at, but I am not sure that a single v is impossible 

Fr. 9 3 .[, the left-hand end of a horizontal stroke to right of the lower part of 1 

Fr. 10 3 '.[, e or 6 followed by the top of a loop; p one possibility 

Fr. 11 1 ]., the right-hand end of a cross-stroke as of y 3 three letters might be repre¬ 
sented, of which the second and third might be ci or ei rather crushed together 4 ]., the right-hand 
end of a cross-stroke touching the top of 1 5 .[, 77 or perhaps y.[ 

Fr. 1 4 If e is, as it must be taken to be, a stichometrical note, it should stand in a copy of the 
first book of Sappho s poems opposite the last line of a stanza (500 = 4 x 125), not as here opposite 
the second. I cannot explain this inconsistency, if it is not due to mere error. 

7 seq. 27/a. a 16, 7 seqq. crtiye . . . [aic?] . . . iStoyaen 
9 ira[ip- appears to be ruled out, apparently eVi[ or possibly er^ 

Fr. 2 1 Possibly Joipijyac 
2 'jxrjv KeXer’, ov yap[ 
4 For the possibility of l]Kavrp> see Ap.. xiii n. 1. o<f>Xic]i<dvrjv would not scan here, ayepcoy/a 

heretofore only late; for the adjective dyepoiyoc in Sappho see 2293 fr. 1 (a) iii 12 n. 



6 NEW CLASSICAL LRAGMENTS 

k eluuev’ one possibility but there are others (rst p. plur. pres, or impf. ind., perf. part, pass., etc.). 
oa(v) is puzzling. The context suggests that it is equivalent to o?a(v), but oi is not normally reduced 
in dissyllables (X^. lvi seq.) and otav actually occurs in Alcaeus D 14, 12. Moreover, rot- m tolovt-, 

TOLavT- appears as re- not to-. The various senses of the ordinary 6a do not seem to be wanted here. 

Fr. 3 3 M]t0i 

Fr. 4 1 No syllable is missing at the beginning of the line. Tr}ap><d\ei.a. was certainly not written. 

I am at a loss to explain the text. A verb might end in -Aijoi (aSiKijei Zp. a 1, 20 App., nodqco 

a 8 App.) and KaXqco is said to be Aeolic, though only /cdAWt occurs in our texts (Xp.. xliii). An adjec¬ 
tive might end in-A^ox or-Aqioi (X,x. liv, 2165 fr. 1,6). To separate Aefoi, supposing that to be a correct 

Lesbian form, leaves the unmanageable ]ap*a (preceded by 0-3 consonants). 
2 The short a points to irav, short in Lesbian, or a compound. 

6 ea>c corresponding to ac (or dac)? 

Fr. 6 The vertical relation of v-q in 1.1 to kv (which may well be €kvtt) in 1. 4 and the situation of 
the short line, 1. 2, with respect to them make it reasonable to identify here Zp.. a 3,15-18. >o[ of 1. 3 

will fall in the gap between ]ovcu/c[ and ].i of Z/x. 53, 17. 

Fr. 7 In spite of some similarities apparently not identifiable with Zp.. a 1, 1-4 

Fr. 11 5 Tojtct, ra]ict 



2290. SAPPHO, BOOK IV? 7 

2290. Sappho, Book iv? 

It will generally be thought reasonable to assume on grounds of dialect, metre, 

and, as far as they go, contents, that the following fragment is to be attributed to 

Sappho and, if 1787 contained the fourth book, to the fourth book of her collected 

poems. No more can be made out than that some female person, presumably the 

poetess herself, is addressing someone to whom she appears to claim to have been a 
staunch friend. 

The piece is written in an angular script of a common type ordinarily assigned to 

the late second or early third century, with lection signs which seem to be partly 
original, partly due to a second hand. 



8 NEW CLASSICAL FRAGMENTS 

{a) 

].[ 

]v7TjpO _ _ [ 

Jl'OJCTrpOCTT'O _ [ 

] _arovyaAa[ 

5 ].0'Aoic.ouS[ 

] ac8o(,c’oAtya[ 

(b) 
] _ evd(f)€pecda[ 

] _ (friaTic _ _ _ [ 

w[ 
] 8a8tovetcop[ 

IO T..[ 
jtc^a/cawra •[ 

*[ 
] _ a0’aAA owa[ 

«[ ] _av •TipaS[ 

vl 
]atTtcet770t [ 

a[ ] < caveyajreyap[ 

15 (f> t A _ [ ] _’acKevev7j/x’[ 

X KaX [ Jaip-eA^c^v •[ 

€CT,[ ]cf)i\acf)a f/xeyupaye [ 

.M ]eva[ Jaica.f 

]. .S’ovtap[ J_[ 

20 ] _ TnKpOCVpi[ 

].[>a 0tt.[ 

]_ _ro8eStc[ 

] _ d)TTL ce _ [ 

~\a(fnXrjca>[ 

25 ]to)tiAo[ 

]ccovyap _ [ 

] _ #a.i/3eAea>[ 

L.[ 



2290. SAPPHO, BOOK IV? 9 

5 

].[ 

]v 77/00 _ _ [ 

^VOJC 77/OOC 770t[ 

] _ arov yaAa[ 

] deXoLc ooSy[ 

] olcSolc' oAiya[ 

] _ era (frepecdci L 

] _ <f)ia tic _ _ _ [ 

c/4 

i o roy[ 

*[' 

ce[ 
<—> 

v[ 

] S’ aSiov elcop\ 

o\ic9a Kavra • 

Ae]Aa0’ aAAovia[ 

] _av ripa$[ 

]a/ TIC CLTTOL 

a[ 
<—> 

15 <f>iXrj[ 

Ka A _[ 

c’ct.[ 

.M 

] _ cav • eyco re yap[ 

]li ac kcv evrji /x’[ 

]at p,eXrjcr]v 

\<f>LXa (fratp? iyvpa ycvccOat 

]era[Jaic* aj[ 

. S’ ovta/)[.]c[ 

20 ] _ TTLKpOC Vjl 

]_[JTa.0aS[ 

] a roSe S’ lc\0 

] _ CUTTL C € 4 

]a (f>iXrjcaj[ 

25 ]rco Tt Ao[ 

]ccov yap _[ 

\cdat ficXcujp 

u 



10 NEW CLASSICAL FRAGMENTS 

Fr. (a) and (b) The relative position of these is fixed vertically by the fibres, their distance 
apart cannot be determined except roughly by the metre. 

i The bottom of an upright 2 Of ]y only the second upright .[, the extreme lower tip of 
a tailed letter 3 Of r[ only the left-hand tip of the crossbar 4 ]., an upright, t or v 5 ]., 
the lower right-hand arc of a circle, perhaps o, but farther away from 6 than would be expected 
Of y[ only the tip of the left-hand branch 6 ]., the right-hand tip of a cross-stroke level with the 
tops of the letters 7 ]/x possible but represented only by two spots of ink, one above the other 
8 ia is perhaps only a slightly abnormal a After c the start of a stroke rising to the right from the 
line 9 ]., a spot of ink level with the tops of the letters n ]A represented only by the tip of 
the right-hand stroke on the line 15 ]/x represented only by the top part of an upright inclining 
slightly to left 17 After r perhaps the left-hand arc of a circle 18 Of r[ only the left-hand tip 
of the crossbar 19 Of /? only the tip of the tail, of c only the top curve 20 ]., the foot of 
an upright on the line 23 ]., a thick dot level with the tops of the letters, k not suggested 
.[, an upstroke inclining slightly to the right, y, it or the like 25 Of ]r only the crossbar, perhaps 
£ possible 27 Of ]c only the extreme tip of the top curve 

2291. Sappho? 

Aeolic verses in stanzas of three lines are naturally attributed, to Sappho, since 

we know of no poems of Alcaeus so composed, but too little is legible of what was 

contained in the papyrus here published for the hypothesis to be either confirmed or 
disproved. 

There are prima facie parts of three pieces. In col. i paragraphi under 11. 3 and 5 

indicate a two-lined, under 11. 21 and 24 a three-lined stanza, so that, if we assume 

that there were not more than two pieces in this column and that there are no errors, 

such as wrong location of a paragraphus (or paragraphi) or omission of a line (or lines), 

a piece must have ended either at 1. 9 or at 1. 15 or at 1. 21 and the next begun accord- 

ingly either at 1. 10 or 1. 16 or 1. 22.1 I do not discuss these alternatives here, since, as 

will be seen when I come to speak of the metre, other considerations exclude all but 

the first of them. There are certainly errors in col. ii. Under 1. 2 is a paragraphus 

(accompanied by a coronis which the copyist notes was not in his exemplar) only two 

instead of three lines away from the last preceding. Under 1. 5 is a cancelled para¬ 

graphus. Under 1. 6 is a paragraphus four lines away from the last preceding but six 

from the next following,2 after which paragraphi occur regularly under each third line. 

If we suppose that the paragraphus under 1. 2 should be under 1. 3, the position of all 

the paragraphi from col. i 21 onwards would be harmonized and the correction of that 

under col. ii 5 explained, but a new poem (if we accept the coronis added by the 

copyist de suo) would be made to start with /catlap [, which is not inconceivable but 
not specially attractive. 

1 Because the sixteen lines between the second paragraphus of the first pair and the first 
paragraphus of the second pair can be distributed into two-lined and three-lined stanzas in only 
three ways, namely, 2 two-lined and 4 three-lined or 5 two-lined and 2 three-lined or 8 two-lined. 

There is no reason to doubt that there was a paragraphus under 1. 9, but it happens that the 
papyrus is broken away. 
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Of the metres exemplified in col. i it is not easy to give a satisfactory account, 

the only unequivocal verse being the Telesilleion in 1. 4, and it is not necessary to 

repeat here the speculations to be found in the commentary. But ten lines, namely 1, 

3> 5> 7> 9> I][> I4. I7» 2°> 23> are distinctly longer than the rest and are separated in the 
upper part of the column by one, in the lower part by two shorter lines. It is obvious 

that, if a poem in two-lined stanzas consisting alternately of a short and a long line 

is followed by a poem in three-lined stanzas consisting of a short, a long, and a short 

line, the order shown by 11. 22-24, the last occurrence of a single short line will mark 

the beginning of the second poem. This would make 1. 10 its first line, which squares 

with the evidence of the paragraphi (above), but is otherwise an unwelcome conclusion, 

since 1. 10, as at present read, appears to have the scansion not of the first but of the 

third verse of the three-lined stanza. This may be the fact, but to accept it would 

necessitate the assumption of error in the manuscript and in the prevailing uncertainty 
I see no point in discussing the possibility here.1 

The text is written on the back of a second century account in a coarse hand 

of the common angular type in use from the late second to the early fourth century. 

This example may be assigned to the third. The lection signs and interlinear additions 
are, so far as I can tell, by the original hand. 

1 Though a speculation about the possibility of evading this and other difficulties at the cost of 
assuming the omission of one verse will be found in the note on Col. i 10. 
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Col. i. Col. ii. 

. ]. ya. . eSa/3aio[ ]. a croc,[ 

. [. ]oi77oAuayaKr[.. ]a.. F. .wa[ 

.. . cucca/ziaci. fe. [. ]toic_[. ] [] £££* f <*>vr)p[ 

XopSouciSuiKpeKrjv A Kaufrai [ 

oAic/3 Sokolc TrepKad evoc reueva. [ 

. .ov.^CL<f)L^0(f>[. .]vcoc a/epeu S[ 

].... Se. eAic. [. ]. cuTrp. ravecue (fioiTCU. [ 

. ,ocSeSio[ ,]cu. ]. jouce[ 

] uaAcoS’ r 1 €V7]rel 1 y ]..[ 

]. €/raiSf[,, ]-77ai,' [. ] £vca[ 

]. .6... [. ]em[ ]y8oypytcti/[ avrave[ 

] . [. . 8rjXLTTO)V a yKcova[ 

].wxp.[.]t.plov 
-i 5 r 

e/C7raic of 

ouro[ 

]....[.1 rav[ 

].a[. Jepaic 6UcS[ 

T[ ] 

at plo.[ ]pcavov[.pyiav 

~\ycop.€v [ ] 7TLK . [ 

] vvp,ve[ ] r 
><a[ ]eva[.]</>o, [.. Ju.aSeAcfxzav ..]c.[ 

ajcvaL\ ] 10 f euo[.]Sa J 

,imcSe[,. ]k€l deAr][ > auaSec[ 

Seiyyucf \Spvre Xv aKrcSav > KCLK ITT , [ 

rovjxapyoyoy. e^aide Aa» t077aiS[ 

rjp, av.[ 

Col. i There are traces of ink in the margin above v. i to the left 

1 .].> a small curved stroke level with the tops of the letters, possibly the extreme right-hand 
side of the loop of p After ya an upright with a cross-stroke to right of its top ].a,paor^a 2 . [.], 
traces consistent with the upper and lower parts of 8 ..[, possibly ic, but 1 almost completely rubbed 
away and of c only the bottom left-hand corner 3 The first letter was circular; of the second only 
a trace level with the tops of the others; the third had a tail descending below the line and a long not 
quite horizontal cross-bar, level with the tops of the letters, extending to the right, neither y nor r 
satisfactory, i/r? Between 1 and 1 what looks like A, but not the A of this hand, perhaps . 1 was a badly 
executed v e.[.], ore,.; the only indication about which I am moderately sure is a stroke descending 
from the level of the tops of the letters left to right, e.g. <=a, c8, e\, but the fibres are in disorder, and 
even this may be illusory After oic a stroke rising to the right from the line with the beginning of a 
cross-stroke starting to the right from its top, followed after a blank by a cross-stroke which might 
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be a continuation, next a thick upright, its top slightly above the general level, its foot curving out 
to the left, beyond this obscure traces on the line of which the last might be the foot of an upright 
4 « represented only by a short upright stroke on the line 5 The left-hand side of 9, the left-hand 
stroke of A, the top of 1 are missing Since a vowel must follow j3, perhaps a p very clumsy and odd¬ 
looking 6 Perhaps simply tovt[, but the first r then rather broad and a trace on its left not 
accounted for; Teov would more naturally suggest itself as a reading 7 Before 8 perhaps the 
overhang of c Between e. e, perhaps the middle of a stroke descending from left to right . [, a loop 
on the line, e.g. 8 ]., the right-hand part of the cross-stroke of r or the like 8 ].., perhaps ojv 

9 ]..> two uprights The left-hand half of the cross-bar of r is very faint, but y not probable 
Before \ the lower part of an upright descending below the line 10]., the extreme right-hand 
tip of a cross-stroke touching e about the middle 12 For n perhaps y 13 ]., the end of a cross¬ 
stroke touching the top of e After r the top of an upright above the general level, 17 suitable 
T4 ]. ?> the top of an upright, ]v a possibility 16 [,.], or one broad letter 20 o_[, the lower part 
of an upright descending below the line 22 Between 1 and 8 a dot level with the tops of the 
letters; apparently not vd for 1.8 23 The letter after tc began with an upright, those between Xv 

and a.K had a loop on the line to the left and the tops of two uprights to the right; ncoXvavax would 
therefore suit 

Col. ii 1 .[, the end of an upright descending below the line 2 .traces compatible with wv 

4 .[, on the line the lower left-hand arc of a circle 5 .[, the left-hand side of p or v probable 
7 .[, perhaps the apex of 8 8 ]., the tip of an upright above the general level 17 .[, the lower 
part of an upright descending below the line 18 .[, an upright with traces to the right, p not 
particularly suggested 21 .[, the left-hand side of 6 or possibly 8 23 There is no trace of ink 
between k and tt .[, an upright with a thickened top, descending below the line 25 .[, a small 
curved stroke slightly below the line, perhaps the left-hand end of the loop of a 

Col. i 1 Though the o is damaged, c appears impossible. Not therefore weSd/laic but possibly 
7reSa f}aio[v, but tt cannot be verified. 

For a speculation about the scansion of the lines with uneven numbers see on 1. 5. 
2 The circumflex seems to show that the verse began with a monosyllable, since Lesbian accentua¬ 

tion as exhibited by the papyri has no perispome dissyllables (or polysyllables), and a monosyllable 
is required for correspondence with 1. 4. 

If rhoXvavaKTiScuc, the form might be equally well nominative singular or accusative plural. 
The same name appears to recur at 1. 23 and the feminine adjective IJwXvdvaKTic in Zp. inc. lib. 40 
(where the reference is to one of Sappho’s rivals, Andromeda or Gorgo). 

3 The line seems to begin with — see on 1. 5. 
4 Prima facie yopSatct Sia/cpeK-rjv. On 81a for £a before a consonant see Xp. xxv. But the division 

Xop8aic(’) I8ia Kpix-qv is conceivable. 
5 The reading of the beginning of this line is manifestly very improbable, but the scansion as far 

as the second c corresponds to that of the beginning of 1. 3. Between this c and n there is a space 
sufficient for a narrow letter which suggests that an 1, ligatured to c as in 11. 3 and 4, may have dis¬ 
appeared. If so, the scansion of the remainder of the verse may be supposed to be w —«-> — «_«— as it 
pretty certainly is in 1. 7. The whole line would then be Telesilleion +iambic perpov and the stanza, 
as marked by the paragraphi under 11. 3 and 5, Telesilleion, Telesilleion+iambic pirpov, would be 
comparable to the Glyconic, Glyconic+iambic pzrpov used by Alcaeus (Xp. frr. 119 seqq.). It may be 
worth recalling, though I do not know that the fact has any particular significance, that in 2295 fr. 1 
this is written in two lines, divided Glyconic+1 syllable, Telesilleion+iambic perpov. 

7 Perhaps e’AeAic8[e]Tcu, but I cannot verify it. 
TTpoeavecoc would naturally come to mind, particularly in the vicinity of 4>iXo<t>[p6]vcoc, but though 

there is some uncertainty about r, I should say c was not a possible alternative. 
8 If two syllables are missing before oc, and the spacing shows there are not fewer, I cannot 

reconcile the resulting form of verse with the required Telesilleion. The difficulty is removed, if the 
verse is not a Telesilleion but, say, a Glyconic, which it theoretically might be, if the second piece 
begins here and not at 1. 10. See the note there and at 1. 22. 

9 The present reading of the end of the verse, from 10 onwards, obviously allows for too many letters 
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to make w - o — ^ the scansion required for correspondence with 1. 7. But I cannot accommodate 

it any better to the second verse of the three-lined stanza. 
10 It is plain that this verse as read cannot be a Telesilleion but that it can easily be made to 

correspond with 1. 24 on the assumption that both are iambic dimeters. A Telesilleion might be 
obtained by supposing that xa should be read kA, but though a is damaged no alternative appears 
possible and in any case ]<tkAiS(.[, .] seems an improbable sequence of letters. If it is an iambic dimeter, 
and therefore the third line of the first stanza of the second piece, 1. 8 need no longer be a Telesilleion 
but will correspond to 1. 22, whatever that is. On the other hand, it will become necessary to suppose 
that the first line of the next stanza has been omitted, though nothing is preserved to show that the 

copyist (or a corrector) indicated this. 
11 There appears to be room for a narrow letter between 1 and jS but nothing can have stood there 

consistently with the metre. I cannot explain the peculiar sequence of letters after £. The word does 
not appear to be the same as that at the end of 1. 17. 

22 I have suggested in connexion with 1. 8 that the first line of the three-lined stanza might be a 
Glyconic, but it is not easy, if the estimate of letters lost between e and k is correct, though not 
impossible, to make a Glyconic of 1. 22. It can only be done by postulating a double consonant 
followed by two separate vowels as the three missing letters. There is no great difficulty in devising 
such combinations, for example, Se[£ia], but I can think of none that throws any light on the context. 
Another resource, which I cannot exclude, is the postulation of four missing letters, two of them 
narrow or written close together. It is not possible to scan the line as a Telesilleion nor, since the 
letter which seems to stand between the presumed 1 and d is no vowel, as a Glyconic of the form 
--KJ KJ — 

23 It appears as if at least one syllable must have been formed by the letters lost between c and 
e and that the line cannot therefore have been the Alcaic hendecasyllable. Perhaps it is a Glyconic 
preceded by an iambic penthemimer. 

24 Presumably t6v Mpyov m'Sei^ai diXco, an iambic dimeter. 

Col. ii 2 Marginal notes as a rule refer to the column to their left. This refers to the coronis to 
its right. For ovk rjv meaning ‘was not in the exemplar’ cf. ovkv evT avri? written against a coronis 
in an unpublished papyrus of Simonides. 

13 1 does not account for all the interlinear ink, but leaves a dot over the mark of length un¬ 
explained. It is not impossible to interpret eViratc’—Ik 7tcu c(<r) or c(oi) is a conceivable collocation— 
but I cannot explain the addition. 

23 There is no trace of ink between k and v and, though slightly more than the normal interval, 
hardly room even for o. It seems to follow that xax must be interpreted as xal Ik 
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2292. Commentary on Sappho. 

This small scrap contains two names already known to us from Sappho’s poems, 

Gongyla, a friend, and Gorgo, a rival, and two others, Archeanassa and Pleistodike, 

which are new. Though the single lemma cannot, as it stands, be an exact quotation,’ 

its last three words are compatible with the assumption that it comes from a Sapphic 

stanza, that is, from the first book of the collected works, but I find none among the 

surviving fragments to which the comment can apply and it is in itself a somewhat 

mysterious pronouncement, a characteristic of other such commentaries, even when 
they are more complete. 

The hand is a neat specimen of the upright angular type, though the angularity 

is not very pronounced. It may be compared with 1606 and assigned to the second 
half of the second century. 

L.C.l.r ..[ 

. ceepaKapyeaya[ 

cayopycocvvSvy a titou[ 
.[. .K^TprAeicToSi/aj 

5 IwtJjPyoicw^.e [ 

].a.[. .].°yyvXr)cov[']yic9r) [ 

cer[ _ _ _ ]oi.vovyapToo oy 

p[.. ]. 8 _ TatTjKaraTTy _ [ 

]a[. _ .]ttA[_ ]tcroSt/c7y[ ]y [ 

IO ] . c9rj _ 6t[ _ _ ]kv[ 

] . [ ] . 0-T6T0VT [ 
].y. ay [ 

. ..].ce €Aa xApyedva[c- 

ca Topyto( _) cvvSvyo(c)' (xvtI tov 

c[vT^v^ ■ rj nXeicTohUrj 

t\t]l r[o]pyol cvvt,vt; /xe- 

ja r[rjc] royyvXrjc 6v[o]p,ac9rj- 

c€T\yiL • KjOLvov yap to oyo- 

p[a ]fS_rat rj /card Trjc [_]_ 

?[...] nX[e]iCTo8LKrj[' Jy 

6vopX\ac6rjceT\ai\ kv- 

M J. ar€tovt 

]_vo ay 

2 . ..[, the lower part of an upright descending a little below the line followed by the bases of 
two letters which might be ax 8 Possibly S]<t8otcu, but o not suggested by the trace on the line after 
8 ]..., the feet of two uprights followed by the lower part of an upright descending well below the line 
11 ]., the upper part of an upright 12 ]., a thin stroke curving up from left to touch the top of 
the left-hand angle of v 

2 seq. The natural interpretation of 4 seqq., ‘Pleistodike shall be named mate to Gorgo along 
with Gongyla’, is that they paraphrase the lemma, but in this there appears to be no mention o*f 
Pleistodike and the mate to Gorgo to be Archeanassa. 

Apxtdvacca: for this as a Mytilenean name cf. Strab. 599, Schol. Nicand. Th. 613, 'Ap. 55 24 
3 Either Topywc, if cv&yoc is constructed with a genitive, or ripyan, if that is the Lesbian dative, 

must be written, e/ra would seem to imply that a genitive was wanted, ropyot that a dative stood in 
the text. 

cvvSuyo(c) dvri tov : this statement should be received with scepticism. Svyoc is Boeotian, 
not, so far as is known, Lesbian, Aeolic. cvcSv-yoc, would be expected. 

10 Perhaps some form of Kvpioc. 
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2293. Commentary on Sappho (Book iv?) 

Not many words need be wasted on the wretched scraps which follow. That they 

come from a commentary on poems by Sappho is made clear by the occurrence of the 

names of Atthis and Gyrinno and a statement about Peitho s being the daughter of 

Aphrodite known to have been made by her (A/x. inc. lib. 84); that it was a com¬ 

mentary on the fourth book (at least, if we are right in assuming that compositions in 

the metre of 1787 and 2290 made up the fourth book) is a reasonable conjecture 

founded on the lemmata in fr. 1 (a) Kvdeprjac tpo<f>oc (col. ii 5), /xot Ze^vpm mevp-a (col. iii 

22), yuj TO KaXXoc (col. iii 17), which suit a line of the form 
The commentator seems to have had the unpleasant trick, found elsewhere, of some¬ 

times or partially Atticizing his quotations, so that the gain even in the way of 

isolated words or phrases is less than it might have been, and the general character of 

commentaries such as this may be more advantageously examined in less disrupted 

examples, in this volume 2306 and 2307. 

The hand, which varies in different fragments between light and heavy, may be 

compared with that of 2176 and assigned to the second century. 
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Fr. i (a). 

Col. ii. 

]x. 

5 

k 

J va[ 

f®.[ 

] VTL 

] . ecet 

] . OVTCOV 

}KvOepeuxcTpo 
Col. i. 

]. .VTrlei,°-XXoLc 

’> 

] t 

i° ]M 

Se0iiy[ ]8ijr]ceLpr]KeTr][ 

7reidu) ' [ }rjce(f>pjvei7]p,[ 

TacaXXr][ ] _ eavTr]CTjp[ Col. iii. 

yopeve -vp\_ ].[.]^eAotca[_ _] [ 
J • • • 
f[ 

> 6lkov€tp[ 
...['' 

]aciv x[ ] 

]/ ap,pLiayy[ ]nva[ J .[ 
k Sai//,[]va#[ ]_ocw[ pa>xov[ 

• Ivarj.. 77e [ 
] cacyepac: [ 

15 Aey’o jityLte[ 

p€V[.].H 

] Kcuyvpi,vv[ 

] TacToiavTac [ ] [ 

]. ycoTOKaXXoceTHT [ 
#eAere[ 

T 
]. .fa l-it'CovTLyaprjveiT 

OJi§fe/c[ ]tov etmtKatapeT7]c7To[ 
20 . 8war[ ]et/x ai’ Aappir ot eAeye lot lo 

Xeppec[ Fr. 1 (6). . . ]/cax/<a kclAAl ev(jirjjxeLcda\ 

TtStav[ 

J TTpOCTrj[ 

].[ ]rjCKCu poi'ie^vpojTjvevjiaA 

])(dovv[ J cotSav[< ')p(f)opr]To[ 

■f T[']c7TpO'[ ] . °-^v[ ]yov8eKa.' [ 
25 Trjepvy' [ ] _arp[ ]c 7raiTacp,[ 

]P9V.[ . ]8 vvyeypl 

Fr. 2. 
].[ ]woav8[ 

]_ uca _[ 
• ] _ LOVK€w[ 

]_vvva[ 

] _ Aayrjj[ 

]Star[ 

]cpappe [ 

]XTjTLc[ 

c 
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Fr. 1 (a) col. ii i Perhaps xa 2 ]., a high dot like the right-hand dot of a trema or the end 
of an acute accent 3 ,, below the hij.e the end of a stroke descending from the left, possibly x 

4]., the lower end of a tailed letter rather close to the o, perhaps v 5 .[, an angle on the line et 
converted into 77 with a thicker pen 6 ]., the extreme lower tip of a tailed letter 7 Fr. inc. 
lib. 84 10 At an interval before 8 what looks like the upper part of a tall vertical stroke but may 
be the tail of a letter in the line above At the end a crossbar as of r 11 Above x three small 
letters, o the first, or a high stop and two small letters 13 ]., an apex Of 9 only the upper right 
hand curve, p possible 14 .[, on the line the start of a stroke sloping slightly to right, A, p, or the 
like 15 There is a sloping stroke against the upper left-hand side of o which may have been meant 
to strike it through The next letter is most like a but it is not formed like the others and a high dot 
between it and p is not accounted for 18 ].., a long-tailed letter followed by the right-hand side 
of o or perhaps simply ]p with a rather large loop 20 Ink to the left of 8 consistent with a diple 

Fr. 1 (b) On the position of this fr. see commentary 22 An arc on the line, e.g. c 24 ].? 

the right-hand end of a cross-stroke as of y 25 ]., the same. 

Fr. 1 (a) col. iii 12 The lower left-hand stroke of A or * 16 After <: a small loop on the line, 
perhaps a At the end the lower part of an upright, y, t, or the like 24 ]., the lower part of an 

upright 28 ]., part of a crossbar as of r 

Fr. 2 May belong to col. ii 
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Fr. 3. 

’].[ 

].[ 
] [ 
] [ 

5 ]oyri _ [ 

]?TOLr] % J_[ 

]rjdeiav[ 

10 ]cAov [ 

]S.[.>W 

]6cvca_ [ 

]."/*[ 

]-couay[ 

15 ]a7ra^Tour[ 

]oti77-avra7[ 

]7rpa)Tov[ 

].[.]otc77poa[ 

]9a V€Lv[ 

20 ]jpeccovya[ 

1 «■ F 3 S6t 1?6 ,surface layer has disappeared 6 After v the left-hand side of a circular 
™T °i7 the, l0W6rr Part 0f t!le tail 7 Of 6 only the right-hand end of the crossbar f, 
perhaps the left-hand tip of the crossbar of r, but perhaps simply a stop 9 Before v the end of a 
stroke descending from left to right, e.g. A n ]S8 or ]Sa? r3 ]., perhaps the top right-hand 
curve of p or c 14 ]., apparently the lower dot of a colon 16 Or possibly 10 18 1 T the 

Kpossibk °f a Str°ke deSCendmg fr0m left t0 riSht’ K> A’ A 20 ]., a dot level with the top of 
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Fr. 4. 

>opO.[ 
] _ TCLTTVy _ [ 
]jU,evov:i'[ 

]vo7]jU./Lt.aa[ 

5 ]f^€pot.’[ 

]...[ 
].y[ 

Fr. 4 2 ]., possibly the top right-hand arc 
of a circle .[, the top left-hand curve of a 
circular letter 5 ’[, I cannot rule out /5[ 

6 The second letter e or c 

Fr. 5. 

* ]..f [ ’ 
]xvpl [ 

]l)™ [ 

]7]ce^o [ 

5 ]u7roAe 

] _OCT17[ 

]Aiya[ 

]a)vn[ 

• • .• 

Fr. 5 1 at or At possible 6 c looks more 

like o 

Fr. 6. 

].«*[ 

]..[ 

Fr. 6 1 ]., on the line a small hook as of y or tt 2 ]., on the line the tip of a stroke descending 
from the left ' .[, on the line a small hook as of A 3 I cannot combine the remaining ink into 

letters of this hand 

Fr. 7. 

]otcAoc[ 

]_ou/ccu_[ 

]ovya[ 

]°7..[ 

Fr. 7 2 The right-hand end of a crossbar, 
y or t .[, the left-hand tip of a crossbar level 
with the top of t 

Fr. 8. 

[ ] 

].* 

] .y.[ 

5 ><¥>[ 

Fr. 8 The surface of 1. 2 is stripped. In 1. 4 
there is no trace of ink to the left of the remains 
of the first letter, though the surface looks in¬ 
tact 1 ]., the right-hand end of a crossbar, 
y or r p might be y 4 Before y the lower end 
of an upright descending well below the line 
.[, the top of an upright 
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Fr. 9. 

21 

]at>T_ [ 

]mCLTr' [ 

].Tta[ 

Fr. 9 i A long-tailed letter 2 .[, an upright inclining slightly to the right 4 The top 
01 € or c r 

Fr. 10 (b). 

5 

10 

15 

^2
, 

0
 

H
 

1-1 
Ph 

].[ 

• • • ]#iyAu[ 

].cyap[ ~\raev[ 

]r]K£T'[ 
]?...[ 

JAarcuc _ [ 

] _7repica[ Fr. 10 (b) 1 Possibly £ 4 ewa would suit 
but only the extreme tops of the letters remain 

] _ TOTH) ' _ _ [ 
]oC(f) TjCLVa [ 

]vi)7TOTOV [ 

].[ 
M 

U 
] a/xevrjv [ 

~\jr]La)8r]\e[ 

]aT#tS oc[ 

]aPT7jc[ 

]'T]l3ady[ 

Fr. 10 (a) x ]., the upper right-hand curve of o or m 2 .[, perhaps the left-hand side of e or o 
3 .[, traces of an upright 5 [., traces consistent with 6 but perhaps illusory 6 After 77 the 
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lower half of an upright .[ a long-tailed letter 7 Or ]co 11 The 1 right-hand end of a crossbar 

cutting l below the top 

upright 

14 Of ]t only the lower part of the stem 17 ]., the upper part of an 

Fr. 11. Fr. 12. Fr. 13. Fr. 14. 

]vav: xl ]pi ayrjK _[ ].vp[ ’].[ 

].7Thl ^ucraOe tc[ ] _ atyi[ ]ratra[ 

] _ (p _ vaiy[ MeM ]eC7JTOlT[ 

Fr. 11 2 ,[>theuPPer 

left-hand arc of a circular 

]vxnc v[ 

5 ]?.tac [ 

w 

]rotm[ 

letter 

Fr. 15. Fr. 16. Fr. 17. 

V.[ M 

]CTV.[ ]w’or[ ].M 

]«0.[ 
]reA.[ 

Fr. 17 2]., u or p or less prob¬ 
ably <f> 3 .[, an upright 

Fr. 1 (a) is contained in three detached pieces of papyrus. The approximate distance of the 
upper right-hand from the left-hand piece is determined by the supplement of col. ii 7. The lower 
right-hand piece is placed so that the ends of the lines are in a rough alinement with those of the 

upper. 

Col. ii 5 The sense must be that in this place Sappho calls Peitho KvOepr/ac rpo<f>oc but in another 
passage her daughter, iv aAAoic 8e dvyarepa (rrjc) AtfipoSOrjc ciprjKe rr/v Tleidd (as in Schol. Hes. Op. 74). 
The commentator, therefore, took rpo(j>oc as ‘nurse’ (or possibly ‘mother’), but if there is anything 
in the equation of Hesychius, rpo(f>oi- Opeppara, there may have been no such contradiction as he 

makes out. 

Fr. 1 (b) The horizontal position of this scrap is fixed by the cross-fibres. Of the vertical 
position I am not sure. ]x6°w\t[.]c (e.g. poydoovrec) and Tavv\nTepvy- are indicated in 11. 23-4 and 
24-2. In that case the trace in 1. 22 will be ink that has soaked through the upper layer and may 
be the tail of the k in fr. x (a) ii 22. 

Fr. 1 (a) Col. iii 12 seqq. I should suggest dyepd>xovc ... ayav e’yotlcac yepac, one of the half-dozen 
etymologies offered by ancient authors (which the curious may find in Cramer A.O. i 29 and 44, Et. 

Mag. 7, 49, Et. Orion. 5, 16, Et. Gud., Apoll. Soph., Hesych., Eust. Od. xi 285, Tzetz. Chil. ix 118, and 
elsewhere) and close in the form of expression to Eust. II. ii 654 ol ayav yepac egovrec, 11. iii 36 d^iovvrac 
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ayav yepac though it does not present a-y-p-x in their proper order. Alcaeus is quoted (inc. lib. 
00) tor the sense aKocpoc /cat aXa^cov. 

, I, l8./5°" 1S what 0ne Would exPect in Lesbian from meg-yon (cf. ttAdfa, nra^co) and Ha. 5. 7, 
6 should be corrected accordingly. But apparently pecS[ again at 2301 fr. 3, 3. 

19 aXXa p.r,7TOT£ Xdyei on ‘but perhaps she means’; the apostrophe is mistaken. 
23 av^^o(/)oprjTo\_f cf. Up,, a 9 App. avepoi (j>epoL€v. 

25 It is not to be believed that ndi represents the scansion of the vocative of naic, see Hp. 

xxxiii. To distinguish nal from tt&l, if that is what was aimed at, ™t or nai might have been used. 
26 I suggest: avT-rj (or ravra) jrpoc Av8pope]8T]v yeypa[TTT<u and in the next line imo Av8\pope8-nc. 

for Andromeda see Hp. inc. lib. 16 and 18. 

Fr. 3 20 Probably Kpiccov ydp, which is perhaps to be recognized again at 2290, 26. 

(^0 :4 I should divide and supplement: iv railr^t] Trji cuSijc Ae[yet on 

2294. Bibliographical details about a book of Sappho 

The general character of the following fragment is hardly in doubt. A succession 

of verses in the Aeolic dialect, disconnected in sense and preceded and followed by 

prose, containing among other things a stichometrical statement, can be nothing but 

a register of first lines in a book of Sappho or Alcaeus and a note of the length of the 

book. The mention of ‘Wedding Songs’ further limits the possibility of authorship to 

Sappho. But on many points of detail our curiosity must remain unsatisfied. What 

was the number of the book in which these verses occurred ? Is it really asserted that 

only the second to tenth were wedding songs and that these were appended to a 

piece of a different sort ? What is the explanation of the fact that the metres of verses 

known from ancient quotations and reasonably assigned to the wedding songs (e.g. 

Zp. ’Em0. 7 (a) App.) or actually stated to be from them (e.g. ib. 10 App.) do not appear 

here ? These questions might have been answered if this morsel had been only a little 

better preserved. I do not need to dwell on the services that might have been rendered 

by the whole of a work, of which this is presumably a part, containing similar informa¬ 
tion about all the books of Sappho. 

The hand is a small neat uncial of the same type as 853, 1231 though much more 

carefully formed. P. Flor. 112 may also be compared. I suppose it is to be dated in 

the second century, probably nearer the middle than the beginning. 
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U 
] f VCVTCOL [ 

] _ Se Ik €kclc _ rjco a[ 

] t evToyapeweire[ _ ]r]TTpof3[ 

5 ] _ CLT6Tavev7To8avvp,(f>av[ 

-\TcaT(u8aKppvi8aTavu)K[' _ Jiv[ 

].copyavdepLevaravcoK^_ _]yoca[ 

]. _aymt^ap(,recmept8e[- _ .]/^o _[ 

]. [. . ]. 7oraoi8aLcj)pev\_,. . ~}av _ [ 
io ^caLOica\iyvpav\_ _ _] av [ 

-\p,PpovacapoL _ a _ ty<,aA(./c[ 

~\ce(j}o^aLCLdepLeyaXvpa _ [ 

]. .tJXpt>co7TeS(.A[ Jcaua>c[ 

]. CTtXpAQ [ 

15 ]p>€TCLTr]V7TpOOTr]y[ 

] _ epovraieTnyeypa\_ 

]Aapud 

] _ v^XiovKa _ _ eAret [ 

].[ 

2° ](?07T. . . .[ ].e.[ 

.].*>[ ’ 
]cav ef rait 

]_ Se (SeVa) /<(at) iKacrrjc o (rrpdjroc) [ 

] _ ej/ to yap eWe7re[ _ 77po/?[ 

] _ are rav eaVoSa vvp,cf)av [ 

]ra 77atSa KpovL8a rdv 16k[oXtt\ov [ 

] _ c opyav dep,eva rat' to/<[oA]7roc a[ 

ayvcu Xdpirec Ihepi8e[c re ] Mh[ ecu 

o\ttttot aoiSai <^pev[ ]av.[ 

Jcatotca Xiyvpav [aoiJSar 

ycTjj.fjpov acapoL yap A/xaAi/<[ 

]ce (f)C>l3aLci9epLeva Xvpa _ [ 

]. .7] ypuco77eStA(A)[o]c 2lua>c[ 

]. c^x(ot) M[ 1 
]p,erd rrjv vpu)rr]v[ 

](j^epovrau e7nyeypa[ 

’ETTidajXdpua 

-\ vf3Xiov Kal fieXno [y 

] 

1po7t.... 

i I am by no means satisfied that the traces are rightly combined. Three letters may be repre¬ 
sented 3 ]., perhaps two letters, of which the second would be t, e.g. ]ot, ]an or ]ct 4 ]., on the 
line what suggests the extreme tip of the right-hand stroke of p, 5 ]., a dot level with the tops of 
the letters 7 ]., a trace compatible with the lower right-hand arc of o 8 ].., the traces suggest 
v as the second letter but it was unusually broad if the preceding ink represents the tip of the 
right-hand branch of a 11 yap p is not at all satisfactory, being represented by an angle 
on the line, touching the tail of a, which suggests S, but for 8 there is nothing like enough room 
12 .[> the lower part of an upright 13 ].., perhaps three letters represented. Immediately before 
V I should suppose the apex of 8 or A; this is preceded by the tips of three strokes, the first apparently 
descending left to right, the next two more or less upright 14 The position of the bar seems to 
point to l but the remains better suit 17, though this figure is anything but certain 16 ]<f> not 
verifiable . 18 ]., a thick upright stroke apparently turning to left at the foot 20 After v the 
top of a circle, e.g. o, then only the extreme tips of strokes ]., apparently the right-hand end of a 
cross-stroke as of y, r ,[> perhaps two letters represented, e.g. c.[ 

3 The most likely interpretation that occurs to me is, "ten poems (cuiSat) and of each the first 
verse (crtyoc)’, which, if it refers forward, would lead one to expect ten initia. There are in fact ten 
lines before the colophon-like 1. 14, which are prima facie acceptable as initia, though the first is 
different from the other nine, a difference to the explanation of which there is perhaps a clue in 
11. 15 seqq. 
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tn p IwwT 1S a P-Vr?.ly verse word and if the whole of this line is verse—and the context appears 
0 exclude the possibility that it is a remark about ‘the word iwcr,ref—it must presumable a 

port on °f one of the dactylic measures. The remainder, whether one metre or LVe TZrlnted 

are «r.a,„ly none of them dactylic, though cue way of emending 1. „ would pmduce dactylic’ 

• 5 seqq. It is known that some books of Sappho were not, as the first second and third for 

theTeSSdTem'S no’ particular^on” expl'St al 

The parts o them thT “ ^ ^ the Same metre’ Nor is there any certainty that they are. 
11 ToPand tV h h f • , Presfved are not inconsistent with such a supposition, though two 

hiJd T ii would nnemh1C fS tueyKtan,d and conformity will be the result of emendation and a 
thKJ ' ’ f perhaps naturally be taken to have had a different clausula from the others But 

defective at be^n^n^and^end! " Sh°Uld * ^ t0 C°nfUSe When V6rSeS exemPlifying them are 

the assuninHonthcfif0 T^?[ I? R natUral ^eSS’ which’if * COuld be verified’ would lead farther to 
n ^ nPt i /* , * metre t0 be recoSmzed is the acatalectic Ionic tetrameter in which apparently 

a whole book (partly preserved in 1787 and 2290) was composed. apparently 

of theTorm'faQ® <the br!de’ for whose wedding the poem was composed. But in view 
o tne^torm of 11. 6 and 6 possibly a goddess is referred to. 

eu7ToSa vv^av now also at 2308 2. 

suJ™ ®eewS !ikelV° be the end of a temporal adverb (-o]ra rather than ■«>«). natSa KpoviSa 
suagests rav LOKoXirovAfiav. I call attention to the remarks I have made at Ap. Ixxxix. 

• ?•, ,0t the word °pyav and the phrase opyav 9ep.eva are ambiguous. Perhaps ‘conceiving anger’ 

the relative"111 erpretatl0n as ally> though the exact opposite cannot be ruled out. rdv is presumably 

8 This calls to mind the verse quoted from Sappho as a choriambic tetrameter, heart vw dBpai 

Xapvrcc KatotKoiLOL re Motcai (Z> me. lib. 13). But v]w is not certain here and Sevrev] would project 

ant consMeration1 5’ th°Ugh (smce <*« is quite uncertain) this is not a very import- 

9 dot Sat or aot'Sat? 

The metre shows that only one short syllable is missing between <f>Pev[ and ]av, that is, a vowel 
and a consonant at most. The preceding and the following line contained three letters in the equiva- 
lent space. 

, IO Since three consecutive shorts cannot occur in the interior of an Aeolic verse the a before 
Aiyvpav must be long. If the circumflex on at were correct, the end of this word must come at oi A 

word-form consisting of afot preceded by one, two, or three consonants is not theoretically impossible 
ut 1 \ ery much suspect that what was intended is atoi, though the further articulation of the letters 

before Aiyvpav remains dubious. 

11 Prima facie ydp.Ppov- dcapoi yap v/idAiKec, that is, an Asclepiad, for instance. But there are 
other possibilities. 

12 -ci Bene- is an impossible scansion, -civ 9epe- is contrary to Sappho’s practice (so far as we 
know it, F.p. lxxn) Something could be understood by -]Ce <f>6paic dcp.iva Adpav, namely, ‘she put 

own her lyre and (tend)ed her hair’, one of the acatalectic dactylic metres (probably the longer, in 

p fit bl W 10 6 ^ WaS comPosed)- ®ut there are too many indeterminates for guessing to be 

13 Ammonius 77. 8Ae£. 23 quotes a verse of Sappho which comes to us in the form dprUoc pev <£ 

XpvconeSiAoc avwc (A7/x. inc. lib. 8), but it does not appear possible to identify it with what is pre¬ 
served here. r 

14 seqq. The first of these lines pretty certainly refers backwards. I should suppose, though this 

is less certain, that 11. 15-17 likewise refer backwards, and I can suggest an interpretation of them on 

that basis, do what 11. 18-20 refer I do not see any hope of determining. 

14 Two possible theories about the statement made here occur to me. The first is that the 

damaged figuie at the beginning is the number of the book, of the poems in which 11. 4-13 are a 

register of inilia. Sappho is credited with nine books of lyrical poems and whatever doubt may be 

entertained about the number, it is a maximum (27/x. xiii seq.) On this theory, then, we must read 
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ZaMovc jueA<Sv] ij, ‘Sappho Bk. 8’, or something to the same effect, in spite of the slightly eccentric 

relation of the bar to the number noted in the apparatus criticus. 
The second possibility, of the likelihood of which I cannot judge, is that the figure is simply a 

repetition of the number of poems, e.g. oiiSat'jt. 
crCx(oi) pAQ. The only other book of which we know the length is the first, which contained 

1,320 verses (Z>. a 16). 130-9 seems a remarkably small figure, but I know of no way of testing the 

assertion. . 
A register of prose initid with a stichometrical note attached to each may be seen in P. Flor. 37 
15 seqq. c/,6Povtcu by itself means ‘occur, are found in a text’, but perd r-qv Trpdrrqv inclines me 

to conjecture that (At Stpovrai should be supplemented and that what was said was to the effect that 
‘the poems which follow the first are entitled Wedding pieces’, that is, that the second to the tenth 
of the initia listed above are the first verses of the group of compositions of which we find another 
mention in Schol. Verg. Georg. 1, 31 ‘Sappho ... in libro qui inscribitur imBakdfua ’. 

I cannot gauge what the probabilities are for and against a book’s being made up of nine em- 

daXapua appended to another piece ex hypothesi of a different sort. If it were so made up, it might 
naturally be said to have the title ‘ ’EmdaXapua ’, though in fact only nine-tenths of it had that title. 
But it must be pointed out that there is a number of ancient quotations usually assigned, because of 
their contents or the connexion in which they are quoted—only one is actually described as to 

2j(17T(I>u<6v . . . £ttl9aActpiov tovtl (Alp. EttiO. 10 App.) to the book of €7rt0aAapta, which are in metres 

not found among those exemplified in 11. 5-13 of this manuscript. 
The correctness of the proposed interpretation of 11. 15-17 must, therefore, remain doubtful. 
18 It is nearly certain that |3o|9Aiov must be recognized, but I cannot explain what stands before 

u/3 in the manuscript. 
Kal jSe'Ariov is commonly found in grammatical writings in commendation of readings, inter¬ 

pretations, and the like. 

2295. Alcaeus. 

Like many other of the literary rolls from Oxyrrhynchus that of which the 

following fragments formed part seems to have been deliberately tom to shreds in 

antiquity. To judge by small differences discernible in the writing of different groups 

of the surviving scraps and by the impossibility of combining most of the pieces into 

larger wholes, we may be dealing with widely separated parts of the roll. At any rate, 

out of upwards of 800 verses not a single complete one, it would almost be true to say 

not a half of one, can be recovered, so that at present the only value of these remnants 

consists in such evidence as they provide about the dialect, which must be reserved 

for treatment elsewhere. 

The manuscript has some claims to be considered a choice copy. The upper and 

lower margins are stained yellow for a certain distance (like those of 1806, for instance) 

and the ink is particularly black and opaque. The text is written in a practised and 

elegant uncial, to be compared with B.M. 732 (Kenyon, Palaeography pi. xix) and 

assigned to the first century, and is liberally provided with lection signs (including 

tremas, of which these are early specimens, in some cases placed not above but by the 

sides of the iotas to which they belong), due in part to the original scribe but more 

often to a contemporary corrector, who has also made some alterations, not always 

improvements, of reading and may be distinguished by the use of a heavier stroke and 

less opaque ink. A considerable number of marginal and interlinear comments have 
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been added by other hands (how many other it is hard to say, perhaps as many as 

half a dozen, though it is impossible to be sure that the original scribe and the corrector 

do not figure among them), but their use is not great, partly because they are hard to 

decipher or illegible, partly because the text to which they refer is lost. 

Fr. i. 

\iapfi\aipei Se[ [leyac So/xoc ydA- 

kcol Trjatca S alpfppcf KCKocprjTai creya 

XapijvpaLCLV \ Kvviaia. tear rav 

5 Xcvk}ol KaT€7r[epdev ltttuol Xocfxu 

vcvolclv] K€(f) dXaicLv dvdpojv ktX. 

Fr. 1 i The lower part of a hooked upright, followed by the base of a curved letter slightly 
above the line, e.g. >f.[,]vf.[ 2 seqq. Ap. 119 & 

Fr. 1. 

]...[ 
]aipetSe[ 

]atca8a[ 

]77patcir[ 

S ]ptKaTe77[ 

]xe(f>[ 

Fr. 2. Fr. 2. 

]™9[.].[ 

]eiXdcepyac[ 

0tTTa/c[ 

_ ]vrjpOVT\ 

. .}tp41 

.].[ 
JetAac ipyac 

co\vrjp ovt[oc 6 iia.Lop.evoc to jieya xperoc 

ov]rpeip[eL raya rav ttoXlv, d S’ eyerat ponac 

Fr. 2 1 Of 77 only the lower part of the second upright, p, v might be other possibilities 2 Of 
c[ the middle of the left-hand side 3 seq. Ap. 129 

Fr. 3. 

]aTay[ 

Y.tW 

Fr. 3 1 After o the lower part of an upright, 1, p, v among the possibilities 3 ]., the extreme 
tip of a stroke ascending to the right, v probable 
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Col. i. 

Fr. 4. 

Col. ii. 

12 

] 

3]: 
]. 

] 
1 OV | 

3 
]aro' 

3 
a ira [ 

]..[ 
]8ajU,ac_[ 

JAaotcAo [ 

]toIcovk[ 

rjfiaX’a^ _ [ 

TTCoycove[ 

(f)OLTa[\vSrj _ [ 

ratcu.c 

7re/3iCTypo(^iS5 _ r 

Ka7T7reTra8fi[ 

. 4C 

0e/3^tdv’C7ToS[ 

N 
<^dtratcO|U,77[ 

(800) 9 ' cxcXtjt^ 

! T rt 

Fr. 4 Col. i margin 13 I am not sure that the signs should not be differently articulated, ]Aov 

Col. ii 1 .[, bottom left-hand arc of a circle 2 .[, left-hand side of a circular letter 3 .[, 

left-hand side of a circular letter 5 .[, lower part of an upright with a hook, v suggested 7 
Room for 1 between a and v but presumably av meant .[> on the line the end of a hooked stroke 
rising to the right, probably A 8 There are traces compatible with accents over both 0 and 1 

.[, apparently the top of an upright 12 Before a a spot compatible with the top of the second 
upright of fj. 13 Or tt[ 

Fr. 5. Fr. 6. 

’ ].P[’ M.U 
]crm_ [ ]ayye[ 

]a-rotc[ ]vvSe ]«■[ 

]u|Li ev[ 

]_t/cec -o[ 

V€KKO [ Fr. 6 4 ]., perhaps v 
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^r’ ® 1 ]■> a stroke descending to the line with a slight curve to right 2 1 inserted by a 
different hand .[, the left-hand side of a circle 3 Above a a trace which may be part of “ 5], 
a or A but this does not account for what looks like the right-hand end of a horizontal stroke to left of 
the top of 1 6 ]., the right-hand side of a circle .[, the top of the first stroke of u or v 7 
remaps the top of v or x 

Fr. 7. 

]t/rdv[ 

].7TP°.[ 

]nSef^[ 

5 ]cKa[ 

].™[ 

Fr. 7 Perhaps from above the right-hand side of fr. 4 

1 If r, of which only the hook of the downstroke survives, is right, the preceding letter may be v, 

otherwise there is too much space between the two letters After 1 perhaps the beginning of a marginal 
note 3 Jt? probable, though only the top of the second upright is left .[, the left-hand arc of a 
circle 6 ]., e or c, apparently not o 

Fr. 8. 

]tCTOl[ 

J ?CT.L 
]wSco[ 

].o^[ 

Fr. 8 2 Above f a grave accent between dots, through its tail an acute accent, and a second 
acute accent parallel to the first, all apparently in the original hand though the first acute is a shade 
thinner than the second .[, o or possibly w 4 ]., e, 6, o, c possible 
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Fr. 9. 

] _ a/ca _ [ 

] LOVoX^iOCo[ 

^v8eSvcrav[ 

]cSojU,’ep7y/x[ 

5 ~\eTOJV(f>L\(Jj[ 

]oc •gAAajcot/c[ 

] vpov£,u>r]v[ 

]varotct /[ 

Fr. 9 1 ]., on the line the end of a stroke descending from the left, e.g. a, A .[, a dot level with 
the tops of the letters 2 ]., the end of a stroke descending from the left, e.g. a, A 7 ]., a dot 
slightly above the level of the top of the left branch of v; l not suggested 

Fr. 10. 

]a4>pevl 

]aA aujjrjpoLCi\_ 

]rac orpvvv[ 

]ectr'Aeovr[ 

S ]o7T7ra[ 

Fr. 10 1 .[, a slightly curved stroke on the line, a as well as a circular letter possible 6 The 
extreme tops of letters, of which the second most suggests p, the third v 
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Fr. ii. 

]jOOCTCoS[ 

~\roici,ve _ [ 

}y9pajTTtov[ 

4 ]yeTcupoL 

]Aoi 'Kpavvavbla! 

].a. (f>cuTdvT€<:[ 

on some differ f cross'st1roke as of T apparently written by a subsequent hand 

whatTooks^ik-e rh fr v, $ ]” \6 low*r end of a stroke descending from left Between a and 0 
inclined tothSkf1 hkUPT [ ,ross'stroke of v with traces of an acute above it; I am 

clmed to think at followed by a dash (to fill a gap not intentionally left) is what is meant Above c 

k kk . a ,rather uPrl§ht acute; perhaps part of an interlinear letter 7 ] , a cross-stroke as of 

end" Vext the? ap0SH°Phe (2nd hand) over its middle and an acute (ist hand) over its right-hand 
end IN ext the tops of letters, perhaps occa (the acute crossed out?) 

Fr. 12. 

JfPfT.C 

]otpaS[ 

]u-Su_[ 

5 ]_ iare[ 

]aic8[ 

]aLKCL [ 

]. cctl/[ 
]oXvfx[ 

io ]apa>[ 

]pdva>[ 

]tuA _[ 

JaAAo [ 

]7ToA _ [ 

Fr. 12 2 .[, the top left-hand arc of a circular letter 4 _[, the hooked lower part of the first 
stroke of a, A, v, simm., or perhaps the lower left-hand corner of w 5 ] , a trace compatible with the 
extreme right-hand side of the loop of <f> 7 .[, the middle of the left-hand arc of a circle 8 1 
a dot level with the tops of the letters 12 o[ or co[ 13 f[ or perhaps y[ 14 [, the left-hand 
lower part of a curved stroke, which would suit A, but might be a, o, w 
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Fr. 13. 

].[ 

5 

~\vKd _ eAe[ 

]oicdAia.[ 

] _ Lvi)7rdv[ 

10 ] W€ _ TCUv[ 

]«§[.] ck[ 

Fr. 13 1 The base line of 8, $ or the like 2 ]., the lower part of e or c Or y\_ 4 .[, a dot 
level with the tops of the letters, t or another letter with a crossbar possible 5 Or possibly 
6 .[, a crossbar with a vertical stroke below curving to the left, not n or r, possibly £? 7 y. or n 

8 je or ]c . [, the upper part of an upright turning over slightly to the right, 1, p among the possibilities 
9 ]., a hook level with the tops of the letters, above it the upper end of an acute accent; or ']i3w 

may be possible but I should doubt it 10 Before r traces on the line consistent with a 1 ap¬ 

parently a later insertion 

Fr. 14. Fr. 15. 

]vrec_[ 

]k(XT#[ 

M.M ]cocS[ 

]eiAtr[ 

]tp^xv[ Fr. 14 1 .[, o or c 

5 ]cdvctt[ 

]ydva[ 

Fr.15 1 ]., the lower end of an upright, 1, 

v, simm. 4 eL has been made out of -rj by a 
second hand. 
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Fr. 16. 

] .A’coc[ 
]eAai[ 

’]iva[ 

].M 

Fr. 16 i ]., A or perhaps a 4 ] , the 
upper part of a tall upright as of <£, followed 
by a trace suitable to the right-hand side of an 
upright; <f>tr probable 

Fr. 17. 

• • 

].acda[ 

]./**#[ 

^ 1 ].» the middle part of an upright 
3 ]., the middle part of a stroke descending with 
a slight inclination to right 

Fr. 18. 
Col. i. Col. ii. 

... p.€V<l>v[ 

J . 'O^TO)V 7TT.[ 
TT€pi<f>lTTa.KOl\_ 

7"UT7y Cr ojyirep^ 

1OVOV r t r 
J rpl 

-,avT€ra f.. aro, [ 1. r 
IgaTOoco ocUAov<f>ovo /*?l 
. .iac rjiavaypcovKavr] 

J. • .orry.yc.pLO'VToc ct[ 
aXXaeTrXrjyTjc 

] 9.[ 

]• xp[ 

][ 

C11 1 !he ,UPper Pa,rt of an uPnght Schol. I Prima facie wopevcov but I am 
doubtful how the signs should be combined a Before o a horizontal stroke touching its top The 
letters at the end of this line seem to be separated from the rest of the note by the line below them 
2 Smaller than the rest of the text but written, though more cursively, in the same hand 2 seqq. 

cio Apparently three marginal notes: (a) tp[ to <f>ov6, separated by spaces from that on its left 
and by a horizontal stroke from that below; (b) avrera to . iac; (c) Vi to en\VYnc. They may relate to 
11. 3, 4, and 5 respectively (a) 2 The signs between e and a are the left-hand arc of a circle ligatured 
o « at the top and the end of a stroke descending from left and touching a at the bottom. Only one 

letter may be represented 3 The slanting stroke before oW (which is written larger than the rest) 
resembles the symbol ccri raised off the line _ (b) 3 The first sign looks like the upper half of v but 
there is no sign of ink below it (c) 2 The ink at the beginning is level with the tops of the letters 
i cannot make any guess at its interpretation. Between v and v prima facie y, between c and p prima 
lacie r Between o and * what would be read as c but must presumably be meant for e 3 The 
nnal c is anomalous but I do not think the ink can be combined to give v instead of a 

Col. ii 4 Perhaps ov[ but the surface is damaged and I cannot rule out 9 for o followed by some 
other letter beginning with an upright hooked to right at the foot. 

D 
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Fr. 19. 

' m 

>Z[ 
]icai .[ 

]. . Ktpafieqj[ 
] . . a.TTOT7]CTex[_ 

]u)CKepap.e[ 

]co^(f)6pr]c[ 
]...[ 

Fr. 19 3 .[, the lower part of a stroke starting below the line and ascending left to right, a dot 

above its left end, x possible 5 Above 77 a trace of ink not accounted for 

Fr. 20. 

L.aa'[ 
].a7raiS[ 

](JL>V€t[ 

] ^ [ 
5 ] _ Kairn'i 

Fr. 20 1 ].., traces compatible with 7re .[, e, o, w possible 2 ]., right-hand end of a cross¬ 
stroke touching the apex of a, t not suggested 5 Besides there are two dots, in the ink of the 
text, above the line between a and n 

Fr. 21. 

5 

fv[ 
7TVp[ 

€KO)[ 

Kat [ 

Aeu [ 
SdtcA[ 

8trjA[ 

d/xo[ 

Fr. 21 This fragment is at present missing and I can only give a copy of a transcript made at an 
early stage 4 y[ or 7r[ 5 . [, k or p 



Fr. 22. 

] . V7TOr)v[ 

],i)fiar’[ 

2295. ALCAEUS 

Fr. 23. 

].^[ 
][ 

Fr. 22 1 ]., a trace compatible with e not 

“ 2 ]., a dot which might be the tip of the 
upper right-hand branch of k 

Fr. 24. 

]’ 

]tw[ 

] 
]:.[.].[ 

Fr. 25. 

]«Te.[ 
>o.[ 
] [ 

Fr. 25 1 .[, A or * suggested 
c, or co 

Fr. 24 The yellow stain suggests that this 
is the top or near the top of the roll. 3 The 

second letter might be p, the last a or the like, or x 

Fr. 26. Fr. 27. 

€U[ 

• • 

].[ 

cuA[ ].cov[ 

To[ ]Kaj3aAaj[ 

It 

Fr. 26 4 What looks like an acute accent 
written through a short 
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Fr. 28. 

J(X7TCLpOpKKX O.TTIOJV 

-j cuvecTdXnEv 
i • , (aevvavrac 

]repdcu>a<vpov c*upov 

]a 7rap opKia 

]tcAa 

]repac to cKvpov 

]ac ]ac 

5 J. rpayov *] _ rpayov 

V Y 
] ayp,ara ] _ ayptara 

’] ’] 

] ' l$apL€V ] [iSapiev 

10 
]’ 

]porapidrd[ ] 

I 

] 
]porapLara[ ] 

] / 

]vatov 

] 

]atSav 

J 

Jydahv 

1 

iS 

J 
jdi'Sav- 

].f.[ ]. ].f.[ 1. 

] arepcovem _ [ _ ]vvcovarov amcov 

jjTra7rAe€t ..J TavTaovcco^eeXXeineiy 

]. arepow ini @[p]vvoova rov 

] 

]accav~u[ ]accav ev 

20 ][[cI]ctJACtr _ [ _ _ ] vaacepvccopiev- ] oiku [_ _ Jc vaac ipvccopiev 

' ] ] 

Fr. 28 5 ]., a spot of ink on the line and above it the right-hand end of a crossbar above the 
level of the letters, perhaps a mark of length 7 ]., the top of a stroke, slightly above the level of 
the letters, descending with a trifling inclination to the right 9 ]o perhaps possible but not satis¬ 
factory 11 The mark of length is on an erasure Of the second short only a dot is left 13 w~ 

1st hand, v add. 2nd hand 15 Over the second a a jumble of strokes in two inks 16 ]., a horizon¬ 
tal stroke nearly on the line, like the base of £, though the lower branch of some /cs is nearly as straight 
.[, the lower part of a vertical stroke 17 ]., a dot on the line 20 After kv an isolated dot level 
with the tops of the letters 
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Fr. 29. 

]«:eccdA[ 

] _apauT[ 

Fr. 29 2 ]., the right-hand end of a crossbar touching the top of a Of p only the loop, perhaps /? 

Fr. 30. 

]*°.[ 
JcymAd [ 

]eSau0icop[ 

]ea>[Ja/cu 

5 ]a)V7rdAacovS[ 

] _ owfivdiL 

] _ oAtSavrcova _ [ 

].F[ 
].[ 

Fr. 3,° 2 Between v and 77 the lower part of a stroke curving slightly to right, like the tail of e, 
the second upright of v and tt, certain is 6 ]., the top right-hand curve of a circle. The mark of 
length appears to have been written on '' 7 ]., the lower end of an upright below the line, 
t probable a could equally well be A .[, the foot of an upright on the line 8 ]., v etc. as in 1. 2 

Col. i. 

Fr. 31. 

Col. ii. 

]. enaive [ 

] KotAaiccu! 

]c -XP^ J 

javaoc 

]opoc 1 Ta)S^[ 

] g C7TLC-y[ 

]aa»jv [ ] [ 

Fr. 31 Col. 1 3 c anomalous Of xp only the lower halves; a suspended letter may be lost above 
P 4 The horizontal line looks more like a sign of abbreviation than of length 

Col. ii 1 Only the bases of the letters 5 Above <0 a grave accent (perhaps by the 1st hand) 
has been washed out 
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Fr. 32. 

/TTO-X 

Fr. 32 1 .[, part of an upright, curving at 
the lower end, e.g. v, t 

Fr. 34. 

]flVTl[ 

]vTo[ 

Fr. 34 2 Or possibly a>[ 

Fr. 36. 

]qjyov[ 

]q)0id>c[ 

Fr. 36 1 Of y only the tail, but it is strongly 
suggested by the spacing 2 Of 6 only the 
upper part, which is abnormally narrow 

Fr. 38. 

]8vX [ 

] 

]..:.[ 

Fr. 38 1 .[, the lower end of an upright 
3 The upper right-hand branch of x or the like, 
the top of a circular letter, the apex of a or the 
like, the upper part of a tall upright: ycaf, 

and similar combinations possible 

Fr. 33. 

u 

M 

]°c.C 

].[>to.[ 
5 ]a>vav8p[ 

Fr. 33 1 On the line a curved stroke, the 
end of a stroke descending from the left, followed 
by the bottom left-hand quarter of a circular 

letter 3 .[, a dot above the level of the letters, 
perhaps the left-hand end of the crossbar of r 

or i 4 .[, an upright, perhaps n or v 5 ]w, 

only a short curve on a single fibre, o and other 
letters equally likely 

Fr. 35. 

>cexo^e[ 

]cKVpOv[ 

]**?.[ 

Fr. 37- 

M 
/ 

JcovTa[ 

>S[ 

W[ 

5 ]ywv.[ 

].a[ 
w.c 

Fr. 37 1 .[, the bottom left-hand quarter 
of a circular letter 4 Over i traces of ink, 
perhaps " 5 .[, a spot of ink, suitable to the 
top of the second upright of v 6 ]., the tip of 
an upright 7 .[, a loop open to the right, 
below it a trace of a stroke ascending from left 
to right 
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Fr. 39. 

39 

5 

]px<*°[ 

]. 
] _ emAaiSav •£ 

iv 

V- .41 

:n 

Fr. 39 2 A slightly curved upright 
of length written on a short or vice versa 

5 marg. a, 8, A among the possibilities 6 A mark 

Col. i. 

10 

Fr. 40. 

. Col. ii. 

] .[...]»£ 
] «'/”)£«?...[ 
l.ove \ r 

]r°TVKaLTOVL9[ 

]mc 

]apipL€a>v[ 

]Xd[X7TpU)T€ _ [ 

]3tdc77i8ocaV[ 
qjceTriTTjca[ 

']v6oKdnrpio[ 

. ]TreXXdyapdfi\_ 

].7reVa.[ 

J.Sev^api/cu[ 

. Jovrec/aeAi/c _ [ 

. ] . TpOTTT€cl8dp\_ 

'] ' [ 

]..." xapr [ 

>c 

Fr. 40 a. 

• • 

]Td)vrj[ 

]aiAeA[ 

].C 

Fr. 40 Col. i 3 marg. Or ore; neither v nor r as normally made 

Col. ii 1 .[, traces of a stroke rising from the line left to right, a, 8, A suggested ]., the foot of 
an upright on the line 2 k might perhaps be ff 8 Above the left-hand side of tt the right-hand 
ends of three parallel horizontal strokes, possibly e Of n and the three following letters only the 
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tops; for e perhaps o, for AA any combination of a, 8, and A might be read Or A[ 9 ],,« or c .[, 
the end of an upright below the line 10 ],,oor<u Above this line there is confused ink apparently 
consisting of accents, some deleted, and an interlinear note (of which I can read nothing with any 
confidence except Ae above xa) n .[, a trace below the line of a curved stroke, p possible 12 
]., a dot of ink slightly below the left-hand end of the crossbar, c suitable but not verifiable 

Lower margin am possible, but m not suggested 

Fr. 41. 

]evocvofxco 

] 

]y€7raipeoc 

i * 
]oic/j co^ieyan 

]c 

Fr. 42. 

• • • 

] [ 
J.acav.f 

]f ” 

] [ 

Fr- 42 1 ]., traces compatible with a letter like A Of y only the feet on the line of the upstrokes 
3 ]. .5a cross-stroke level with the tops of the letters with a slightly curved short stroke at right angles 
to its left end; the whole might be ]y A might be S 

Fr. 43. 

• • 

]fVC [ 

]77ep/?aA _ [ 

bvc [ 

]'[ 

Fr. 43 1 ]c also possible 2 .[, an angular remnant like the middle of £ or « 
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Fr. 44. 

] . ttvA _ [ 

]vetc [ 

] < pavaLej[ 

5 'Ivl 

Fr. 44 1 ]., on the line part of the base of a circular letter 
c or a similar letter 

2 Or ] .itt 5 .[, the top of 

Fr. 45- 

].evev__ [ 

]y6eAr]CKrj[ 

\jxdT7jcq _ [ 

]]8cufxa)[ 

] €VTOCaf)V [ 
5 ].[]:[' 

Frr. 45 6 and 50 are now located by means of 2296 fr. 1. I still cannot attach them with certainty 

Fr. 45 r ]., on the line the tip of a stroke descending from the left .the lower left-hand 
arc of a circle or the foot of an upright hooked to right followed by the hooked lower end of an upright 
descending below the line 3 /x[ or y[ probable 4 .[, the top of an upright, probably 77 or 1 
5 ].[> the top of A or 8 possible ])[, or ].)[ e.g. .]£, y, r followed by d[ Schol. ]e suggested .[, 
perhaps v An isolated sign below <f>v is not accounted for 

Fr. 46. 

].cd[ 

]jU.yU,aToca[ 

]p°v[ 

Fr. 46 1 ] .77fy suggested, but the remains may be combined differently If c was preceded by t, 
y[.]i might be written 
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Fr. 47. 

Col. i. Col. ii. 

] CVL.[ 
Jiycar? 

dXAo[ 
J.paroaSa/za 

] <hpj{ 
C*vvp , 

]ava>A.COlOe[ 

]l>77e/5 
5 ]'Td>.8€[ 

Fr. 47 Col. i marg. 1 o very unsatisfactory, being merely a hook, open to the left, on the upper 
side of the right-hand end of the cross-stroke of r 2 All after 8a very cursive and doubtfully read 

Col. ii 1 .[, a small loop consistent with the left-hand edge of <j> 5 Betweeen o> and 8 an 
inserted letter, perhaps 1, with what looks like a small thick e above it 

Fr. 48. 

]v7ravep _ [ 

] _ ndcOaX [ 

]XAcuca~r8d7To[ 

5 ]T,€fi7rpop,ax[ 

](pT _ CKa~6p}\ 

]p-(f)6paLC[jb _ _ [ 

]fieve[ 

]tuva[ 

10 M 

] [ 
Fr. 48 1 >r or ]py possible 2 .[, a trace compatible with a circular letter The interlinear 

letter has lost its top and, if 1, is not central between the dots, but e is not suggested 3 ]y. pos¬ 
sible, but perhaps there are parts of two letters, ].i .[, an upright, 1, n 5^ 1st hand, p altered 

to v by 2nd hand 6 toc or possibly Tec 7 no or possibly fie .[, the thickened top of an upright 
9 Over a[ there may be the lower tip of an acute 
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Fr. 49. Fr. 50. Fr. 51. 

]co7jy[ ] [ 
3f°..[ 

].4i 
kxwl ]™[ ](f>a[ 

• M ]M.[ 
Fr. 49 2 Or ]« M ].[ 

Fr. 50 is now known to stand 
between frr. 45-6 (q.v.), though 
quite different in appearance 3 
Or 6[, sim. 

Fr. 51 3 Or 

Fr. 53. 
Fr. 54. Fr. 55 

>?[ 

] ] 
] am04 ] 9... 

. ]..[ 1.ava. [ | Ciec 

Fr. 53 i Or 9[ 2 Traces 
of ink above the line on either 
side of 7t 3 Or ]j> 

Col. i. 

5 

Fr. 56. 

Col. ii. 

]acn»ca[ 

] ' .[ 
] .[ 
l.lJTa .[ 

] T-[ 

Fr. 56 Col. ii 3, 4 The left-hand strokes of a, A, or the like 5 The text hand may be r[, but 
there is to the left what looks like a small c in a different ink 
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Fr. 57- Fr. 61. 

].[ ]S.[ 
].« 

Fr. 57 2 ]., the upper part of an upright 

Fr. 58. ]A#[.J.[ 

. . ]«.[ 

]..[ , , 

]ro.[ Fr. 62 1 Two heavy upright strokes have 
been written on ifi, one on either side of the central 
upright 2 .[, the lower part of an upright 

Fr. 58 1 The base and the lower left-hand followed by a dot on the line, perhaps two 
arc of circular letters letters 

Fr. 59. Fr. 63. 

. ] « [ 

].[ ].:.m 

]>[ 

Fr. 63 1 .[, an upright with foot hooked to 

Fr. 60. 

right and the left-hand end of a cross-stroke 
through its top, perhaps it 2 The first letter 
has two thin strokes in the same ink as the text 
rising to right from its top; these may represent 
a deletion. The second and third have circular 
tops, d rather than e followed by 0, 9, or the like. 
Above . A interlinear writing by a different hand, 
most resembling ]*• but perhaps two letters 

• 

].[ 

Fr. 60 i The hooked foot of an upright 
2 A stroke descending to the line from the left, 
perhaps ]«r 

Fr. 1 5 xaTenlepdzv represents Kadv-rrepdev (which has been substituted for it in the quotation) as 
(TT<EP8a, 2297 fr. 5, 8 5, vnepde. It is not surprising that the correction was never made, for the ex¬ 
planation of the form is still to seek. 

Fr. 3 13 r]y •rSe probable, as at Zp. a 3, 2; a 6, 7. 

Fr. 4 Col. ii As far as they go the lines may be alternately - X - w w[ and x - w w[ and the metre 
the same as Ap. 27. 

5 Trcltywv in the next verse suggests the possibility of d£vpoc here, though the word is not attested 
except in Hesychius and in the sense of ‘blunt’. 

9 /ca777re77d8/x[evoc, for example, which I suppose to come from the Lesbian equivalent of /cara- 
TTaccoj. This word together with deppav ctto8[ov puts one in mind of the punishment described in Schol. 
Ar. Plut. 168, Schol. Ar. Nub. 1079, Suid. in patf>av(c. 
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11 -aic participle, the 2nd pers. sing, being presumably -ate. 

12 /xacA7?T[, in Up. a 11 App. part of a shoe, but here perhaps no more than a thong. 

Fr. 9 Apparently a complaint about Alcaeus’ changed fortunes and loneliness. Cf. 2165 fr. 1 ii. 
suppose two syllables to be missing at the beginning of 11. 2, 8, one in the others, but it is not easy 

to find supplements of the right length relatively to each other. See on 1. 8. 

4 mu 6 k°rizont£4 stroke below 8 is a paragraphs, it has strayed far from its usual position. 
6 The mark of length over the letter following «[ is not consistent with the supposition, which 

every other consideration supports, that these are Sapphic stanzas. 

8 If adajvaTOLci is assumed, of]£upov, ot]oc, and vv]v or cv]v would be about the right corresponding 
length m 11. 7, 6, 3 but even Ka-Te\chop' would be short in 1. 4. 

Fr. 10 looks as if it might stand above fr. 11 at no great interval. 

Fr. 11 contains prima facie Sapphic stanzas. 

6 If the mark of length (which is not original) is correct, ^oiVav is infinitive, but I suspect it is 
wrong and that ^olravrec is meant. 

_Fr. 13 4 «]J8vac Mvr[i\r)vac. kuSvoc has a rather fleeting existence as a variant of KvSpoc in 
Hesiod ©coy. 328,"Epy. 257, Aleman ap. Schol. Pind. Pyth. iv 319, the writer irepl TaplXt»v ap. Athen, 
lii 116 c (?). Liddell and Scott cite it from I.G. xiv 2117, apparently mistakenly. But it seems the most 
probable reading here. 

Fr. 18 Col. i 2 It is hard to see how Jranjc can have been part of the text except as ]tot’ 17c. 
3 Perhaps <f>\ovov on the strength of the note, which I cannot in other respects understand at all.' 
4 Presumably avTtrd^aTo with nothing lost. 

5 The note (apparently a paraphrase of the text) is complete and should be able to be interpreted, 
but apart from the detail I cannot make out the general grammatical form, ovk au . . . should be 
preceded by el and aAAa eVAJy7;(c) by some other aorist. ijt dv ay-rpe should be followed by a future. 

Fr. 28 The long verses might, as far as they go, be Asclepiads, except v. 17 in which cut 4>pvvu> 

occupies the place of-uu-, Since the even lines are consistently shorter than the odd, it must be 
assumed either that two (or a multiple of two) verses have been lost after 17, for in 19-20 long and 
short have changed places, or that different pieces are represented. 

3 a<vpov appears to recur at fr. 35, 2 and, I should be inclined to suppose, in 'Ap.. 36, 13 (P. Berl. 
9810, where indeed it does not seem possible to read an v). At the meaning and the reason for the doubt 
about the length of the v we can only guess. I offer the guess that it is the vocative of a noun like 
yacTpwv, (jnickojv, a term of abuse (perhaps playful)—though I find nothing from which such a noun 
could be derived except CKvpov, a plant that sends cattle mad—and that there was some confusion 
with cKvpoc ‘marble drippings’. In that case perhaps -repa c. If the marginal note implies that 
Apion took pewavrac CKvpov together, ‘waiting for CKvpov’, the interpretation as a vocative falls to the 
ground. But it need only mean that ‘Apion holds that the a in pivvavrac and the v in CKvpov are both 
short’, not much of a contribution to knowledge, but as much as need be expected from this quarter. 

Apion, who is mentioned again on 1. 17 and in frr. 54, 55 (and perhaps at fr. 4 col. i bottom and 
fr. 40 col. ii bottom), was not known to have occupied himself with Alcaeus.1 The sign like a large 
apostrophe (or antisigma) in this place and again at v. 17 appears to be a renvoi, the similar sign at 
v. 5 a divider. 

17 <Ppvvojv the Athenian general killed by Pittacus in the struggle for Sigeum, Strabo 599 seq., 
Suid. in ITmaKoc (Olympiad 42), Jerome’s Eusebius (Olympiad 43). The line is metrically anomalous, 
the others ending like Asclepiads, whereas this is longer by a diiamb. The fact that Apion could read 
€ti &pv(v(uva) suggests that ]. artptov em is the proper interpretation of the mipdZocLc. 

18 Schol. ‘These are lost, there is a gap’. What then is the line, of which the end, written in the 
same hand as the annotation and then struck out, is preserved? 

19 Not av. ‘Let us’ (or ‘we shall’) ‘draw our . . ships into the sea’. 

1 Though, as Professor Page reminds me, ol irepl Anuora are adduced for a misinterpretation 
of piheic in Ap. 73 (b). 
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Fr. 29 The appearance of the recto is consistent with a position at the top of the same column 
as fr. 28. 

Fr. 30 The appearance is consistent with a position to the left of fr. 28. Further, I should judge 
that there is a fair chance that fr. 37,1-3 contains left-hand portions of the same lines as fr. 30, 6-8. 

4 Whether ap.v precedes 8p<ov, fr. 32, 2, cannot be verified. See on frr. 32-3. 
If a guess had to be made, ‘perishing memorials of ... of old time, Aeolids from’ (or ‘scions of’) 

might do as well as another. 

Fr. 31 The appearance is consistent with a position in the neighbourhood of fr. 30. 

Col. ii 5-6 E.g. a]|cthc. 

Frr. 32-3 It seems possible, though not certain, that these two fragments join. Vv. 4-5 would 
then read: 7rap.[.]<uo. | Spa)v>av8p[. The suggested combination of fr. 30,4 ap.v with fr. 32, 2 Spatv would 
necessarily lead further to: 7raf'.[.]ato.ea>[-]a/itl|8pcMvar8pajv7TaAdcuv8[, but though there arises no in¬ 
congruity in the letters, the appearance of the papyrus seems to me very much against this possibility. 

Frr. 34-6 resemble each other and frr. 32-3 sufficiently to make it reasonable to suppose that 
they came from the same neighbourhood. Although I cannot verify the conjecture, I do not think 
the combination of fr. 34, 1 with fr. 30, 8, to give Muti[X]tjv[, by any means impossible. 

On the location of fr. 37 see note on fr. 30. 

Fr. 40 Col. i ]ro(u) Tv\pa\vvic 

Col. ii Note the apparent metrical discrepancy between w. 7 and 11 (if — ^ ^ : — w — D, first 
lines of stanzas, between vv. 4 and 8,12 (— ^ — [: —]— w ^ —[), second lines of stanzas, between vv. 6 and 
10 (u —uu—[: w —w —w[) fourth lines of stanzas. It would be possible to equate the first pair by 
supposing that v. 11 was not — ^ —[ but w]— w <-{, and the third by supposing that *apiWwas a mistake 
for xo-pIkv. To equate the second pair it would be necessary to invoke synizesis in v. 4 (a/x/xecov), and 
on that hypothesis the second and fourth lines of the stanzas would also be equated and the metre 
might be the same as that of fr. 4. I merely call attention to these possibilities. 

2 The first example in a book text of the treatment of vowel-j-f-f-consonant not c. 
7 I presume evd . Perhaps the boar was on the shield (cue ini rrjc d[cm8oc?). See Chase, Harvard, 

Studies xiii (1902) 98 for a list of representations of such. 
KanpLoc is not the form we should expect this word to have in Lesbian. 
12 I suppose from (afcTpanra). Cf. crpond (Paphian), Sropnaoc (Zeus at Tegea, 1G. v(2) 64). 

Fr. 41 3 dipeoc abnormal 
5 i^A]otc/?a> 

Fr. 54 This fragment is very doubtfully assigned. It may well be from a different manuscript. 

Fr. 55 The same remark applies. 
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2296. Alcaeus. 

The authorship of the following fragments is established by coincidences with 

2295, which itself contains quotations to which the name of Alcaeus is attached. 

By means of fr. i of this manuscript three fragments of that can be brought into 

a close relation, though even now I cannot join them to one another with certainty, 

but only point to the possibility that the distribution of the letters in the line was 

nearly the same in both manuscripts. The spacing of the lines is exactly the same 
in both. 

The hand (which seems to be responsible for the single accent) is of the common 

angular type, comparable with 1610, though slightly less upright, and assignable to 
the second or third century. 

Fr. 1 with 2295. 

# m L.?vev..J fr. 45 

17)CK1jv[ ly 6eX]rjc Krjjv[ 

]fxa.Trjcr)v[ ]l/*aTrjCirjvj 

]rj§cupLajv[ \rj 8a[jxojjv[ 

]t0aTaic/c[ \tdaTa ^lck\ 

] _ a>vrav[ ] _ a)VLTajv[ fr. 50 

jmcrcuc • [ ]7TtCTLOJCj • 

Jbbi/cavovL /ca]8 St/cLavjOv[ 

jcecdat. •ro[ L....j]ceLc^jat-ro[ fr. 46 

],eXocKp_[ Lce^et]reAjOC xpo[ 

}rocavroc[ L/x/xaJroc ajUTOc 

] _ TjpovOa _ [ ].Vlpovj6eX 

Fr. 1 4 ]i is close to the break and might be part of another letter, e.g. rj, not, I think, v 5 ]_, 
a dot level with the tops of the letters 9 ]., a horizontal stroke, level with the tops of the letters, 
which might represent y or r, not, I think, n. The corresponding letter in 2295 fr. 46 may well bear 
with a circular instead of an upright shank n [., a dot level with the tops of the letters [, an 
upright 
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Fr. 2. 

] 7repce[ 

hTe.C 
]..T?[ 

]..[ 

Fr. 2 1 ]., traces of an upright 2 .[, an 
angle off the line; perhaps o intended 3 ].,, 
an upright with traces to its left; perhaps ]ai, 
]8t, or ]Ai, or a single ]v 4 Traces of three 

uprights 

Fr. 3. 

K[ 

Fr. 3 Beginning of a stanza and beginnings 

of verses 

1 .[, an upright with a thickened top; per¬ 
haps p or v 2 .[, a trace suggesting the top 

left-hand arc of a circle 

Fr. 4. 

]7rpcuci[ 

]aroi/caTe7r[ 

]vOLCLVKe(f)[ 

]AjU,ara 'X [.M.]cu§[ 

5 ]tttoiciv[ ]ept/cei[ 

].ec/PK[ 

Fr. 4 contains parts of Ap. 119, 3 seqq. and overlaps 2295 fr. 1,4 seqq., of which the stichometry 
is repeated. 

6 The slanting stroke below c looks like an acute accent but is too far above the line; it may be 
meant for a mark of separation, for which it is also misplaced, but less so. 

Fr. 1 I take these verses to be the remains of Sapphic stanzas, 11. 2, 6, and 10 being the short 
lines. If this is correct, only one syllable is wanting at the beginning of 11. 1, 9, and 10 in the right- 
hand transcript. 

2 parrjcqv: cf. 2166 (c) 31, 3; Sp. inc. auct. 12, 3; Theoc. 29, 15. 
4 I can see no reference in the interlinear note of 2295 fr. 45 to what survives here. The accent 

there may be taken to indicate the article rale. 
7 8u<avov[: Kav appears to be fixed (if these are Sapphic stanzas) as the fifth syllable and therefore 

as long. iKavov is consequently ruled out. I suggest ko.8 SUav. On the length of the a of lkolvco see 
Ap. xiii note. 

9 ]l. TTeljceLcdjCu appears to me compatible with the data. 
10 Zev]c exei reAoc Kpo[vt8aic . . . clvtoc is a supplement brought to mind by Semonides 1, 1 seq. 

and Archilochus(P) ap. Aristid. 45, 39. If this is near the truth, the word ending in -np-aroc should 
be recoverable, the sense being tt&vtoc xpv^aTOc or npaxp-aroc. I do not know what the chances are 
that xpvp-a itself could be spelt with two fis. If it could, e/cdcrco xPVP-fiaT0C would serve. 

Fr. 4 !p»c[oc: The quotation has apKoc (otherwise specifically attested for Alcaeus, Ap.. 159) 
but tpKoc fleXccov is Homeric. 

r 
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2297. Alcaeus. 

One hand appears to be responsible for the bulk of the text, notes, and lection 

signs of the following fragments of Alcaeus, though there are a few additions by 

another or others. I should say that it is the same, though in the text somewhat larger 

in the notes somewhat smaller, as that of 1092, and indeed this may be the manuscript 

referred to in the introduction to that number.1 It may be compared with P. Rendel 

Harris 28 and the Euphorion published in Ann. Scuol. Norm. Sup. Pisa iv (1935) (for 

my knowledge of the appearance of which I am indebted to Professor P. Maas), and 
placed in the latter part of the second century. 

Fr. 1. 

]rade[ 

]remAAoy[ 

]a 

] CJCTTpLV 

] aTe7uAoytCjUov[ 

5 ] ,€W€KUC 

]_a<.#ec tc- 

^ /ca/ca>crco[ 

KpLvoy[ 

n f[ 
JeeSeiya/>T[Je.[ 

]y\eovTiovTcuLK[ 

J.cto rjKvv[ ]eyeravTa 

10 jrjt'at npoca<f>[ 
T7ji.cKT]vr)ia[ 

J /3actAi8[ 

]rat- 

]xet U7ra t_ [ 

joTcr c8etoA[ 

*5 ] 

Fr. 1 4 ]., an upright, 1 or v 5 ]., a loop above a hook, perhaps 6 ]r or ]y 9 ]., 
the top of an upright, 1 or v 

1 There is a number of manuscripts in similar hands of which I have identified a Herodotus, 
Bk. Ill, and a Plato (Phaedo, overlapping in places 229). 

E 
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Fr. 2. 

Col. i. Col. ii. 

].c vp{ 

] 77oAiv[ 

]ov TreXr’a _ [ 

] Ka.c[jey[ 

].[ AaivS [ 
\coifieic 

> 6e(jov9e[ 

Fr. 2 Col. i i ]., o or in 3 ]? probable 
Col. ii 2 For t perhaps v could be accepted 3 .[, a dot at the level of the tops of the letters 

4 c inserted by the original hand 5 .[, traces compatible with the lower left-hand part of e, o, w 

Fr. 3. Fr. 3. 

5 

JyvSeSiocf?^ 

] _ naccedepcoc•t#[ 
_ Jpar^pactcTatce [ 

_ ] _ vSrjcemfiva _ [ 

] _ 07Tecj)€vyereK[ 

.l^Se^ac/ce^eu. [ 

> ] _ oipa •Tdpfir)v86[ 

v\vv Se A Loc du[yaT7]p 

coxracce depcoc. r _[ 

Kjpdrrjpac tcratc e_[ 

t]cup Srj c imp-va _ [ 

_ \707T€(f)aVV€T€K[ 

6 Se 0ac K€ Zevc[ 

JjU.ofpa. Tapj3r)v S’ o[ 

Fr. 3 1 Of v[ only the tip of the tail, but the distance from 6 is against p 2 Of r only the 
tip of the tail .[, a dot on the line compatible with a, A, e 3 p.[ or v[ 7 The accent on rap 
appears to have been washed out, that on o is represented by a mere dot and a circumflex is equally 
possible 

Fr. 4. 

]t/cao 

TTpXepLOV£Kepcao[ 

]770T6tJ aSecrroTOVTudov [ 

]...?• 

S ]KaAAt777]t 

] pevoic 

']. 
]Tf 7T0f . . . . [ 

_]iKcnpLeda[ 

]pLCLKap?)Lav 
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Fr" 4 i Though 1 is close to the edge, 1? cannot be read 2 ]a probable The traces of the last 
letter are off the line, which suggests o. Perhaps co 4 The tail of a letter below the line followed by 
a horizontal stroke on the line and this by the right-hand stroke of a or A, e.g. p£ao or vgao 6 ] 
an upright, 17, /x, among the possibilities 7 The two letters after 01 (for which I cannot quite rule 
out op) are rubbed and could not be verified, next a short upright with a hook to the right at the 
bottom, not 1 perhaps c, followed by the lower part of a similar stroke, perhaps tore The interlinear 
ink looks like the top half of k, but I am not sure that it all comes from one pen 9 Apparently 
the last line of the column 3 

FT. 5. 

(«). 

. .[...].[ 
5 > TOL7TO^)(iCajX(f}OT€pOLjieV [ 

c^otvt.tc 

e/XjSqujSAtSecci. 'TovTo/ieKai [ 

[lovov •TaS’a^p.ar’e/rTreTrf 

. JjU,ey[_ e-nepda -Taiy[ 

(c) . . 

]..[ 
]evotc _[ 

]ve77ay[ 

]7ravS[ 
]oic7rept[ 

5 ]po\r)[ 

W . 

].□.[ 

] _ _ ai77(.[ 

]..[ 

(b) 

Fr. 5. 

3ffCOlVTo[ 

] 
] _ ayyiieya raaytuyiao^oprj 

' ]. 

]. pouf .[Jw/uar.c 

.[...].[ - ] 

TOL TroSeC (IjlcfiOTepOL /xevo[ 

iv (jLfifjXloeccL • TOVTO pL€ /cat c[aot 

j-LovOv ■ ra S’ axp-aE eKTT€Tr[ ] dyptena 

. .]/A€v[' eTTepda, ra>v[_ 

’V 

Fr. 5 (a)-(d) The horizontal relations to (a) of (c) and (d) appear to be established by the fibres of 
the back. I see nothing to show their distances from it, but it seems to me at least possible that (c) 1 
represents the extreme lower end of the right-hand upright of the first v in (a) 8 and the tail of the 
letter next following. The first letter of (d) 2 will have stood below the y of (a) 8, but as I trace none 
of the cross-fibres of (c) in (d), (d) may (and, if I am right about the proximity to (a) of (c), must) 
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have been separated from (a) by at least as much as the height of (c). (b) is at first sight very dis¬ 
similar to the others, being stained and frayed, and I might not have been able to locate it with 
certainty by the evidence of the cross-fibres, but the suitability of the sense produced in 1. 7 by its 
combination with (a) seems to me to decide its vertical relation to (a), from which in that line it 
will be separated only by one vowel. 

Fr. 5 (a) and (b) 2 marg. Or] oy There may be ink above v, indicating the presence of abbrevia¬ 
tion 4 . .[, a trace of ink in the left-hand margin followed by the lower part of an upright descend¬ 
ing below the line 6 e/r corrected to ev, apparently by the original hand 7 ]., a trace level 
with the top of a, suggesting the tip of an upright 8 ]., v suggested 

(c) 1 A trace on the line followed by the lower part of an upright descending below the line 
2 .[, the foot of an upright 3 y[_ damaged, perhaps 7r possible 

(d) i A trace below the line, perhaps not ink, followed at an interval by the foot of an upright 
2 ].., a dot on the line followed by the lower part of an upright descending below the line 3 A 
trace level with the tops of the letters followed by what suggests the apex of a, S, A, or the left-hand 
apex of /x or v 

(On the location of frr. 5 and 9 see now p. 59) 

Fr. 6. 

*u ’ 
jocaAAayi [ 

jOTaxrdAAoTa • [ 

].re&p [ 
5 ].per rjcat-) [ 

Fr. 6 Perhaps from the column preceding 
that containing 5 (a), fr. 6, 1 seqq. opposite the 
spaces between 5 (a), 5 seqq. 

4 ]., a trace compatible with the right-hand 
end of the cross-stroke of e Above ye a washed- 
out grave accent 5 ]., the right-hand end of 
a cross-stroke suiting y or r 

Fr. 7. 

]’ ..[ 
] «/>.[ 

] .At 
] e£a[ 

5 ] ..[ 

Fr. 7 1 The lower part of an upright 
descending below the line (more to the right than 
the other first letters) followed by the foot of a 
stroke sloping slightly forwards 2 .[, the 
lower part of an upright 3 Before 8 the feet 
of two uprights sloping slightly forwards, after S 
a dot on the line 

Fr. 8. 

*7r[ 

Fr. 8 Between ( and a a trace of a horizontal stroke slightly below the level of the tops of the 
letters; presumably c 
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Fr. 9. 

(*) . 
(«) . . . M' 

]^...ocM ].o>v [ 

] •aAAaf?eon{ ] (frpd [ 

3 [ i [ 

. Frr- ? W both appear to come from the bottom of a column and though I cannot follow all 
the cross-fibres with certainty I believe there is a fair probability that (b) stands on the right of (a) 

at the level shown. They may even touch, but though this leads to a plausible result in 1. 3, I cannot 
explain the result to which it leads in 1. 2 

(fl) 2 ].. , the tip of an upright followed by a heavy middle dot, not certainly ink, and the lower 
part of a stroke descending below the line. Between this and the upright before o there are only 
faint traces level with the tops of the letters which might represent another letter (and must, if ioc 
was the text) .[, a faint trace just below the line 

t \ V aPParently the right-hand end of a stroke descending from left and touching the middle 
of the left-hand curve of 3 ]., an upright apparently with ink descending to left from left 
of its tip, i.e. n- But this may be illusory and I cannot rule out a combination of this stroke with the 
prece mg v in (a). In that case the previous line will end Xatov (a vowel being necessary and a the 
only vowel that can m any way be considered consistent with the ink). The surface is damaged after 
a and this may not have been the last letter, though it now looks as if it were 

(On the location of frr. 5 and 9 see now p. 59) 

Fr. 10. 

]cca.[ 

].r 

Fr. 10 1 .[, apparently the start of a stroke rising to right 2 Apparently a loop as of $ or p 

Fr. 11. Fr. 12. 

]...[ * Lt[ 

].-.[ ] [ 
]vtocoj[ 

Fr. 12 1 ]., an upright close to the edge 

Fr. 11 1 The lower parts of uprights, the 
first descending below, the second standing on 
the line, the third sloping slightly forward 
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Fr. 13. 

]acd[x a[ 

]vvtolxp.[ 

] _ €CV[X[JieL^[ 

]Aoce^ei [ 

5 ]fCat770 _ [ 

Fr. 13 1 Above ]a perhaps v 2 .[, a 
trace compatible with a 3 ]., a trace com¬ 
patible with 8, A 5 .[, 8 or A 

Fr. 14. 

Fr. 16. 

]vvn[ 

]atcai _ [ 

]ocdeov [ 

] _ a<^ocr[ 

5 ’].[’ 

Fr. 16 1 Perhaps the first line of the 
column 2 .[, traces both above and below 
the line, the latter apparently a low stop or 
divider 4 ]., apparently the top and bottom 
of a stroke descending left to right, perhaps 8 or A 

Fr. 17 

] .VPevela 

] Sucrav[[coJ] _ [ 

_ ]a/c^va[ 

,]fjpav8y[ 

Fr. 14 1 On the line before y the end of a 
stroke descending from the left, x possible .[> 
the lower part of an upright 2 .[> a stroke 
rising to the right, A or x 

Fr. 15. 

]acSe7r[ 

] _ CTLVa[ 

]atc .[ 

5 ]. Au/c[ 

]'C 

Fr. 15 ]., the right-hand tip of a crossbar, 
y possible 

]M 

J_xaAC 

]pov[ 

Fr. 17 1 .[> below the line the tip of a 
slightly sloping upright 

Fr. 18. 

]’ [’ 

> c 
]ov -a[ 

Fr. 19. 

] _ apew _ [ 

]7raAoc_ i.[ 

] 
] _ a)C€CT€(f>a[ 

Fr. 19 1 ]., y or t .[, the bottom of an 
upright, e, l, y possible 2 After c two dots 
below the line, a stop or casual ink 
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Fr. 20. Fr. 24. 

’ ]/[ 

]eo- [ 

] C 

] [ 

5 ]tch [ 

]a>vavr)p,[ 

] PX^.t 
]pO)t7ToAu _ [ 

Fr. 24 2 .[, the start of a stroke ascending 
to right 

Fr. 25. 

Fr. 20 6 After p apparently a divider 

Fr. 21. 

M 

]A7re[ 

Fr. 21 2 a small hook followed by two 
dots, one above the other, perhaps c:, but the 
fibres are disordered 3 May be the last line 
of the column 

Fr. 22. 

]opoc [ 

]a)vro[ 

].r. C 

Fr. 22 3 ]., the top of a circular letter .[, 
a crossbar level with the tops of the letters 

Fr. 23. 

• • 

>ax[ 

]yp<vT _ [ 

] _ tvea[ 

Fr. 25 1 .[, o or co 2 ]9 among the 
possibilities 

Fr. 26. 

]rav[ 

Fr. 27. 

' h 

]...ol/cu[ 
]v€f?[ 

Fr. 27 2 ]..., parts of three uprights, per¬ 
haps ].yov 3 ]., perhaps the top of a grave 
accent or part of an interlinear letter 

Fr. 28. 

].[.]/w[ 
J.aracacc [ 

]Aatct[ 

Fr. 23 1 ]., a trace suggesting the loop of p 
.[, an ascending stroke compatible with a Fr. 28 2 schol. ]p. probable 
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Fr. 29. Fr. 30. Fr. 31. 

• • 

].t[ 

• • 

]777r[ 
’ M 

].[.M lvT€[ ]jOetTa[ 

Fr. 29 1 Perhaps ].e 3 two uprights 
some way apart, e.g. yi, yq or perhaps n, but 
there is now no trace of a crossbar 

Fr. 32. Fr. 33. 
Fr. 34- 

]v^. [ ]/nev[ ]eSa[ 

:m . . >a[ 

Fr. 32 i a[ or A[ probable 

Fr. 35. 

]/«*{ 

]".[ 

].[ 

Fr. 35 2 .[, e or p probable 

Fr. 36. 

] > 
] . w.[ 

Fr. 36 2 a[ or A[ 

Fr. 37. 

] [ 
]w [ 
] [ 

.[ 

Fr. 38 

]Aa [ 

rpocr[ 

Fr. 39. 

] [ 
]vK-aTa_[ 

]p,cova[ 

] [ 
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Fr. 40. 

]....[ 
].oAov.[ 

]/ccota[ 

]./ e<K[ 
5 U[ 

M. 

Fr. 40 1 ]iTTr probable oy[ among the possibilities 2 ]., a dot compatible with the right- 
hand side of the loop of p 4 ]., the right-hand end of a crossbar, r probable .[, a tail com¬ 
patible with p 

Fr. 41. 

]fm[ 
].rcu[ 

]7TO0[ 

Fr. 41 The writing is slightly larger than that of the other notes and I am doubtful whether 
the fr. is rightly assigned to this manuscript 

Fr. 42. 

Fr. 43. 

J.C • « 

].77/xoo[ Jaciv 

]avrAia[ # • 

Fr. 42 Perhaps not the same hand as that of the other notes 

Fr. 1 Perhaps Alcaic stanzas. 

1 seq. Ae]£ic 77 iv 7-771 £07771 ‘the current expression’, presumably that in the next line, #f]ar’ emAo- 
yi.cp.6v, interpreting Krajr imXXoy[ov of the text, ‘on consideration’ or the like. For the doubling of the 
etymologically single A of tniXoyoc in order to break the somewhat inconvenient succession of shorts, 

see Ap. Introd. § 13. 
This commentator’s use of £0777 for what is more often called cwrjdeia, ‘contemporary usage’, has 

escaped Liddell and Scott, flLoc is similarly used, e.g. Ap. Dysc. R. ’.E/app. 130, 6 Schn. 
5 has been added in a hand which does not appear to recur. 
6 decic is quoted from Alcaeus as equivalent to 7701770.0, presumably meaning ‘doing’ or ‘making’ 

(not ‘poetry’), Ap. 174. 
10 The schol. suggests the possibility of the supplement f}aciX]-qXai. 

Fr. 2 ii 3 The accent shows that ttcXt is complete at the beginning. I do not recognize it and 
hesitate to compare the Cyrenaic tovtcu (for TeXerai) meaning Icrcu (Glossa xviii 212). 

4 Part of KaTacfiivvvpi. 
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Fr. 3 5 (n)i<j>awe re <c[al is the natural presumption. 

6 ddc, meaning ecoc not reaic, is guaranteed by the metre here but apparently ac at Zp. a ii, ir. 
0ac is the reading of the papyrus at Ap. 48, 8 but ac at Ap. 62, 20, neither metrically guaranteed, 
ac is also found in the quotation Zp. ft 1 App. and ? 2289 fr. 4, 6. 

Frr. 4-10 appear to come from the same region. 

Fr. 4 1 idrjKao seems ruled out; perhaps r}viKao. 

2 iicepcao is not a form of commentator’s Greek and presumably is taken from the text. I must 
suppose it is second person singular aorist middle of Kcpvapi, although this verb is otherwise attested 
only in forms from the present stem. The sense will be ‘mixed the cup of battle’ (cf. 2306 i), for 
Kcpva.pi (Kcpavwpi) does not appear to be used as a synonym of pelyvvpi in the phrases meaning 
‘joining battle’, (pelgavrec . . Apeva, or something of the sort is thought to be attributable to 
Alcaeus, Ap. 91.) It may be supererogatory to add that Kctpecda 1 would give eKeppao and, moreover, 
is not constructed like k6ttt€c9cll. 

3 The schol. implies mdai . . . dSec]7rdr<o, ‘of an ownerless wine barrel’, in the text. 

Fr. 5 2306 ii seems to show that this is the continuation of Ap. 87. 

5 -rroSec feet or sheets ? As a pure guess I should prefer the first, ‘my feet entangled in the 
ropes’. 

6 ptpPAiSec: cf. Et. Mag. 197, 30 j3ij8Ai'8ec . . . cgoivta rd eV jftjSAou ncnXeypeva, the ottXov . . . BdBXivov 
of Homer Od. xxi 391. 

7 dxpara: called <j>6pna. by Alcaeus at Ap. 51, 1 and Sappho at Zp. d 9, 13. 

I suppose were flung abroad’ or something of the sort, but -iraXag- cannot be read and I doubt 
whether vaAaccco would be the proper word. 

8 cvepda: cf. KareTTcpdev 2295 fr. 1, 5 = 2296 fr. 4, 2. Before it possibly [^6]pVvr(ai). If fr. 5 (c) 
is to be attached immediately below this line, pcv <k[o\p is an acceptable interpretation of the indica¬ 
tions. 

{c) 5 inter!. Perhaps rjofc 7rept[ AAkcllov, tPirraKov or the like. 

Fr. 6 Prima facie the Alcaic stanza. 
2 seq. aAA’ ayi ... at vora KaXXoTa; cf. Ap. 22, 10 seq. 

5 Not KpeTTjcai, presumably ]yperVcai. The line seems to have been cancelled by being enclosed 
in a pair of brackets, of which that at the end survives. 

Fr. 10 Cp. 2295 fr. 29? 

Fr. 14 4 I cannot say that po]ipav is an impossible reading. 

Fr. 23 1 For instance, Mv]p l vva[ 

Fr. 25 r Mvrcp[ suggests nothing but the eponym of Mytilene or a word derived from his name 
see bteph. Byz. m MvTiArpn). 

2 vcd.vi.Sec (-ac), vedviai are possibilities. 

Fr.28 2 aAJAatct glossed parataic is indicated. This dAAoc—whether aAAoc in a specialized sense 

°r a faAA°C’ aS a fresh piece of evidence to be found in the Addenda to this volume 
p 146 (1789.10) seems to assert (? cf. Hdn. n.p.A. 932, 29 L.), may be recognized in dAAcuc (= pdrVv) 

aXXoippovciv, and perhaps elsewhere (see L.-S. in ^Aeo'c). At Hes. Theog. 872 I suggest that the true 
reading is neither at 8 oAAai codd., Hesych. in pa>f>avpai, nor oi S’ dAAot Schoemann, but ol 8’ dAXai 
(however to be accented). 

Fr. 40 2 Mv\pa.Aov. 

4 tou]t’ (cctlv). 

Fr. 41 
script. 

I am inclined to think that this scrap is more likely to belong to 1092 than to this manu- 
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Fr. 42 If this note belongs to this manuscript, it might refer to the line 7rep fxev yap avrXoc 

(which would have occurred not very far away from fr. 5) and have had some such form as to crjpLeiov 
on rrjv avrXiav avrXov etprjKe. But I am not sure that it does and a note of this form might equally 

well occur in the margin of an Odyssey at xii 411. 

Addenda to 2297. 

After long consideration I believe I can say with assurance that fr. 9 (a) is to be 

located below fr. 5 (a) in such a position that ]p7jvr and ] •aXXa start from the same 

vertical line. 

Since I can trace in 9 (a) none of the cross-fibres of 5(c), I presume that it must, 

like 5 (d), have stood clear of it. But unlike 5 (d), which may have stood either higher 

or lower than 5 (c), 9 (a) can only have stood lower. 

The fixing of the horizontal situation of 9 (a) has the result of ruling out the possi¬ 

bility of actually joining 9 (b) to it. Although the fibres of the back of 5 (a) are 

partly stripped off, it is reasonably certain that 9 (b) stood clear of it. 

The following scraps are to be added: 

Fr. 44. Fr. 45. 

‘ ].□ * 

> 

Fr. 44 1 The lower tip of an upright 

descending below the line 

>e.[ 

Fr. 45 .[, a sinuous upright with traces to 

right; perhaps two letters 

Fr. 46. 

Fr. 47. Fr. 48. 

][’ M 

’m * 
]^V[ ]amv#[ 

M ] [ ’ ].[ 

Fr. 46 1 There is a stroke in the Fr. 48 1 Ofc only the base 2 

hand of the text rising to the right 
from the middle of the right-hand 

.[, apparently the start of a stroke 
rising to right from below the line 

stroke of a; perhaps an inserted letter, 

e.g. A, not a deletion 2 ,[>PerhaPs 
the top left-hand comer of c or the 

like 
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2298. Alcaeus. 

The singing at Attic tables of verses of Alcaeus and Anacreon was known from 
Aristophanes’ AairaXrjc (223 K). It would not be expected that this mode of trans¬ 
mission should make for purity of text, and by the recovery in its original context 
of an Alcaic stanza cited among examples of ckoXul by Athenaeus we are now enabled 
to see something of the deformation which in fact took place. 

The hand of this manuscript is a poorly executed specimen of the type represented 
by P. land. 1 (recto), P. Oslo 68, P. gr. Vind. 19996 a, P. Berl. 9775 (Schubart, Pap. 
grace. 11 b), P.S.I. 1092, P. gr. Vind. 19996 b, with large and plentiful serifs. Professor 
Schubart, for reasons given on pp. 112 seq. of his Griechische Palaeographic, assigns it 
to the first century b.c. ; I should have been inclined to think it might fall (later than 
P. Berl 9767, Schubart Pap. graec. 11 a, earlier than 1362, and their associates) 
wi hm the next century. Most of the lection signs appear to be due to the writer of 
the text and all may be so, but one or two e p thp clinri —j 

Fr. 1. 

].[ u 

10 

on the line, above which is a detached spot of ink: perhaps 
e or C .[, a spot on the line, perhaps casual ink 6 seqq. 
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Fr. 2. Fr. 3. 

’]...[’ ’ ]Aa.[ 

]eveA[ ]fccuco[ 

].-.[ ]ata[ 

>.[ . . 

, , Fr. 3 1 .[> a horizontal serif on the line 

Fr. 2 i Two curves on the line, Ae, ec among 
the possibilities, followed by a downstroke curl¬ 
ing to the left below the line 3 ]., a stroke 
descending to the line from left to right .[, o 
or at 4 .[, the left-hand tip of a crossbar level 
with the top of v 

Fr. 1 3 tfxpeCvyov, ‘benched’, unattested in this sense. evcSvywv . . . vacuv Ap. 17, 9. 
5 ar/raic, no doubt feminine as at Up. a 9, 9, Simon. 41, 1, and elsewhere. 
6 seqq. This stanza is quoted by Athenaeus (xv 695a), among other scolia, in the following form : 

(K yfjc XPV xo.tl8t]v ttAoov \ cl tic SvvaiTO xai TraAaprjV lyoi | cttcl 8e teal iv ttovtcol ycvpTai \ toil 7rapeovn 

rptycLv avayKrj. Bergk shrewdly conjectured that Alcaeus might be the author, without making use 
of the argument afforded by the form /can'S^v (preserved in A), and rightly suspected Tpcyciv, though 
not because it will not allow vapcovTt to scan. On the strength of Plut. 798 D /?Acttovcl vo.vtlcovtcc 

xai TapaTTopevoL pcvciv re koX xpfjcBai rote Trapovav avayxpv cyovrcc he suggested , which (though 
■nAaii xpvc^a 1 is the phrase which might properly be expected) is open to the same objection, as well 
as others, and he did not observe that kcltI8-rjv, which means ‘to catch sight of’, did not give the 
required sense. Perhaps it is now possible to come nearer to what Alcaeus wrote with <aAA’ ev pkv} 

ck yac . . . at kcv Svvarai . . . rail Trapeovri ptvrjv avayKa. I should guess that what was said in W. 

io-ii came to ‘There is no way of altering the conditions (ovS’ ia p]ax<iva). You must go with the 
wind (cue k av]epoc ^epjhjc)’. 

2299. Sappho or Alcaeus. 

The possibility of the coincidence of fr. 3 with two known verses of Alcaeus, the 

mention of Myrsilus in the note opposite fr. 8 (a) i 8, the variety of metres present, are 

grounds on which it might occur to one to propose the ascription to Alcaeus of the 

following remnants of Lesbian poetry. But the identification of fr. 3 is quite uncertain, 

Myrsilus might be referred to by (or in connexion with) Sappho as well as Alcaeus, and, 

apart from the fact that we know nothing of the metrical character of some of the 

books into which Sappho’s works were distributed, there is no proof that these frag¬ 

ments are all from one book or even from one roll. There are two considerations which 

incline me to favour Sappho’s claim to be the author. The word ’AfiavQL (fr. 10 (b) i 8), 

which contains what must be a very rare ending, may perhaps be due to be recognized 

in the hitherto inexplicable ]av0L oiEp.. a 11, 10. The ending ]_6i8rjav (fr. 5 (a) 5) might 
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well represent the adjective formed from Ardic, Sappho’s friend. But until there is 

stronger evidence one way or the other, the question of attribution must be left in 
suspense. 

The writing appears to me to belong to a type of which examples are assigned to 

the latter part of the first century before and the earlier part of the first century after 

Christ. During its currency I think there is recognizable a change in the method of 

cutting the reed-point, so that the strokes of which the letters are composed are no 

longer furry and uniform in thickness but sharp and variable in thickness. Accordingly 

I should place the present specimen towards the middle of the first century a.d. 

Some of the lection signs and corrections seem to be original, others to have been 

added by at least one subsequent hand, and not less than two hands are responsible 
for the sparse marginalia. 

Fr. 1. Fr. 2. 

]'.[ 

].cM '.]pxacced 
]avdp_[ ]kvolX [ 

] _ ardS[ J [ 
5 ]p°7Vl 5 ]a>car)8ajv[ 

]7760.[ ] t [ 

Fr. 1 1 Bases of circles before and after co, 
M | 

0 
e.g. ].a> or possibly ]/* before and o, e, c after ]. ,ya[ 
2 ]., a dot on the line, a probable 3 oj[ pos¬ 
sible 5 4y. for or not excluded. The accent is 
anomalously upright, but I do not think a letter Fr. 2 1 ^ or a> 7 A horizontal stroke 
can be read instead 6 .[, a dot above the joins the tops of a and t 8 The letter before y 

general level compatible with a, v, etc. seems to have been corrected or struck out, or 

Frr. 1-2 perhaps from the same neighbour- •* are perhaPS a cancelled * 
hood; see also on frr. 26 (a)-(b) 

Fr. 3. 

Krjvafj,e[ 

Fr. 3 1 Bottoms of letters compatible with S«7>[/u]ar[ Perhaps, therefore, the same two verses 
as Afi. 51, 6-7. 
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Fr. 4. 

63 

M 
]avd€iaca7Ty[ 

JecKijStcevS _ [ 

WaTOKaK^iX tt . [ 
K 

5 ]y8eAe/j.ocTia[ 

]c-7repere [ 

].^a£°.[ 

>Pe.[ 

Fr. 4 2 Of €l only the bases, o and y, r possible 3 .[, the upper left-hand arc of a circle 
4 Before it the base of e or o, after -n the bottom of an upright 7 ]., a curved stroke compatible 
with the upper right side of the loop of p .[, the left-hand side of a circular letter 8 .[> the left- 
hand side of a circular letter 

Fr. 5 (a). 

] _ Aa>v _ [ 

]f {jlowo[ _ ]fjL[xapya _ [ 

]aiacov#[. Ja7rov[ 

] oraAAa [ ]^va[ 

5 ] . OPrqavKecfxxXa _ [ 

]7ratcror8eTeAec _ [ 
80 

]cu8e^[ ] cok[ 

]oC7t[ ]e.u[ 

]0ptac[.].[ 

io 

]. 
jAcrai^tAa _ [ 

] _ TOydpKZLC _ [ 

Jiuoiy. .cu, [ 

15 ].[. 

Fr. 5 (a) 1 ]., the top and bottom of an upright . [, the foot of an upright and part of a crossbar 
to its right, would suit y, 7t, etc., but possibly parts of two letters 2 Of e only the end of the centre 
bar 3 Of 6 only the left-hand arc 4 ]., a crossbar touching o below its top, perhaps only a 
ligature, as vov .[, the middle of an upright; between this letter and 77 nothing may be missing 
5 ]., a cross-stroke, touching d below its top, with a trace below its left-hand end, v and r among 
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the possibilities .[, a trace compatible with v 6 .[, c and 6 among the possibilities 8 eS, 
possible io .[, the foot of a stroke hooked to left ii the foot of an upright followed by a 
triangular letter .[, the left-hand tip of a cross-stroke level with the top of the second upright of v, 

possibly the ligature 12 at made out of p? .[, traces of an upright 14 Between y and co 
the top right-hand arc of a circle, the top of an upright, the top of a small loop, e.g. oip .[, a loop 

on the line, perhaps <£ but this is not satisfactory 

Fr. 5 (b). 

’]...[ 
]Vvd[ 

]M 

M 

The appearance of the back is compatible with a position on the right-hand side of the previous 
fragment below line 8 

Fr. 6. 

]cocoT€7ra [ 
— ’ 0 

]-77poccSe[ 

-\\afJL7TO _ [ 

]-7ravTemx[ 

5 ]ojcTO[ieAi[ 

]rjp€TLTrdcT[ 
]rrp6c6cvc|XEuSa[ 

E.[ 

va[ 

Ka[ 

o 

va[ 

Fr. 6 1 There are traces of ink above the letter lost after a 3 A stroke ascending left to right 
from the line, p[ suitable 5 1 close to the edge of the break, but r] improbable 7 e[, o[, co[ 

Fr. 7. 

Ipjxtv'rjT aprico[ 

]pTTtvdrotcwd[ 

] _ aKpova) 

Fr. 7 2 ]q> possible 3 ]., the lower end of a stroke descending from left 
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Fr. 8 (a). 

i. Col. ii. 

]fcaAatc,tuc[ 

]TOUTOTOt<^[ 

]yev€cda 1 _ [ 

5 ] [ ] (pc yapKe[ 

] p-7T7Toamv[ 

] /xcoca^Lfi 4 [ 

] cb v CM 
‘ fmpfl.JAo y[ 

J v t.[..]oM 

]eA7rcupa[ 

].8°co[..]...[ 

]^e.[ Mot.[ 

Fr. 8 (b). 

10 iV'Tfr ]7T7r[ 

]otucaudSeec[ ]9drf{ 

]vrayapTrapo[_ 

' ’JM ' 
j7T7rO(C7JX€c[ 

}c6ac[ 

]eiTa[ 

] [ 
_ ] baWanrapefi _ _ [ k.C 

15 ]oc KOCjU.a»KiiSoce^[ • . 

]oic</ vwSei/c7jvap,e[ 

] : 

Fr. 8 The level of fr. 8 (b) is fixed by fibres running across from fr. 8 (a), but the appearance 
of its back makes it probable that it should be placed clear of fr. 8 (a) to the right. 

Fr. 8 (a) Col. i 8 ]., a crossbar or ligature Schol. av not verifiable Some of the ink after yap 

may belong to the line above, some to the line below rtu might be tpco 10 ]., A and p among the 

possibilities 17 No signs of ink before that at the end of the line 

Fr. 8 (a) Col. ii and fr. 8 (b) 1 The first letter had a tail descending below the line, the traces of 
the third and fourth are apparently consistent with pa ].[, the lower part of a slightly concave vertical 
stroke 4 .[, perhaps the left-hand stroke of k 9 ].» perhaps ei but the traces are only what is 
preserved on a single fibre ].., the foot of an upright hooked to right followed by the base of a 
circle 10 After e an upright; if v, nothing is missing After r an upright with foot turning out to 
left 14 ]., a dot on the line After jS a trace compatible with the start of a 17 Perhaps 
pdKaic, but one would expect to see part of the upper arm of k ['] is preceded by the upper tip of a, 

8, or A, and followed by a loop as of p and the top curves of two circular letters 

Fr. 9. 

]V[ 
]A 

Fr. 9 2 ]., perhaps the upper right-hand arm of k 

F 
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Fr. io (a). 

Col. i. Fr. ii. 

]Ai ].w[ 
]a ]vw[ 

Col. ii. ]0au/iat[ 

>• . . 
5 .[ . 

Col. i. 

].[ 
YMM 

].. _ oicary^ 

Fr. H
 

O
 

• 
Col. ii. 

:]%M . 
]a/ce<^a_ _ [ n. .]kva 

[]av\vdeLca • ayXaoi [ 

]ovapavecolfuiv /3a>jU,oc[ 

Jvywai/ccov Kvav[ 

] _ £ae teat 
cav-rjavTicTp0 
evSiS aAAo'b apy[ 

. ,]eccajSav#i • xpv[ 

Fr. 10 (a) seems, to judge by the fibres of the back, to contain the same two columns as fr. io (b), 

but I cannot determine the vertical distance between them. 

Fr. 11 may well contain the beginnings of verses of the same column as ii of frs. io (a), (b), but 
I cannot say whether it is more likely to stand higher or lower than fr. io (a). 

Fr. 10 (a) Col. ii 5 An apex 

Fr. 10 (b) Col. i 2 Above 17 a washed-out circumflex on which have been written 3 After 
</>a the bases of letters; what is left of the first has the appearance of a comma on the line, e.g. 1, v, 

the second would be taken for a or A, though not quite normally made, the third ended in a hook to 
nght just off the line, the fourth was a or possibly A 6 Before jS the lower part of an upright 7 

°r X° 8 .[, on the line the lower end of a curved stroke rising to the right 

Col. ii 4 .[, the left-hand side of c or <£ or the like; it might be combined with the preceding 
1 to form k ^ a 

Fr. 11 1 ]., a dot level with the tops of the letters and a dot below it on the line; not c possibly 
* but not Ky/xa 3 .[, a dot level with the tops of the letters 4 * anomalously made but I see 
no alternative. 
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Fr. 12. 

67 

• • • 

]..[ 
]<f>OV€ _ [ 

]app,’epo[ 

]_ 'Occljj,av[ 

5 ] ’cu#€pocov[ 

]ecocSeva[ 

]up,aaovp.ev _ [ 

] _ _ TT€(f)VKe8 _ [ 

] _ e/caAoc[ 

1 o ]e^avr[ 

]_ac8eA[ 
.£ 

]Atpvow[ 

]Aoc 

Fr. 12 1 .[, perhaps/? 4 Before o the bottom of an upright, ] At or ]ar may be possible Touch¬ 
ing the bottom left-hand side of c (which has lost its top) is what looks like the remains of a ‘divider’ 
(uTToStacroATj). It would have to be assumed that it was written before the wrong c 5 ]., perhaps 
the tips of the branches of k 7 seems to be corrected from vc .[, the lower part of the first 
stroke of a, A, fi 8 ].perhaps the base line of S followed by the bottom hook of e .[, the top 
of a probable 9 ]., a stroke, hooked at the upper end, descending left to right to the line; pre¬ 
sumably x, but no trace of the upper right-hand branch Above the line between e and k a dot, which, 
if it is ink, must be a high stop. But I am by no means sure that it is ink at all n ]., a cross 
stroke level with the tops, ]y, ]r, or a ligature 12 Before the interlinear e the foot of an upright 

Fr. 13. Fr. 14. 

’ ]..[ 
]aoiSdi.#[ ]aptec_ [ 

1 
]_uAe«Af[ M 

Fr. 14 1 possibly the end of the second 
Fr. 13 1 ]o or ]o> .[, a dot below the line stroke 0f a> x, or the like .[, like the serif at the 

3 ]., a trace like the tip of the lower curve o c bottom of 1, -n, t, and similar letters 2 f[ 

possible 
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Fr. 15. 

]yvopya t[ 

]i<v8p _ [ 

]avei _ _ [ 

Fr. 15 1 ]., on the line the end of a stroke 
descending from the left For y perhaps ij .[, 
on the line the tip of a stroke ascending to the 
right 4 S or o followed by a dot level 
with the tops of the letters 

Fr. 17. 

• • 

]mt[ 

YMX 

]£°tc.[ 
]77aiS _ [ 

5 ](p(MCo[ 

] _oAAa[ 

’ M 
• • 

Fr. 17 2 ]o'A/3io[ possible 6 ]w possible 
7 A cross-stroke and an upright, but possibly 
parts of two letters 

Fr. 16. 

]eyac[ 

jvtSoc [ 
ec€iS[ 

]vy«[M] 

] vk<? r 

5 }A[ 
M 

]xv.[ 
]w- [ 

]«[ 

].«.[ 

Fr. 16 2 Or]i; 4 .[, the extreme tip of 
a, A, or the like 5 ]., o or oi 6 Or ]v 
10 ]., a crossbar, as of 7, or ligature .[, the 
left-hand arc of a circular letter 11 Of a only 
the top angle 

Fr. 18. 

].*«..[ 
>.<*.[ 

]epoj[ 

].□..[ 
5 ]7ratS[ 

>a[ 

Fr. 18 1 ..[, perhaps r or v, followed by e 

or c (but 9, o, (o not excluded) 2 Between v 

and a a tall vertical stroke, perhaps k .[, c or 
the like 4 ].[, a crossbar with the left-hand 
side of a small circle at its right-hand end .[, a, 
A, fi, x possible 
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Fr. 19. Fr. 20. Fr. 22. 

].cciv[ ]...[ ’ ’].[ ’ 

L.[ ]vya[ 

. ]c vp[ 

Frr. 19-21 Perhaps from the K 
neighbourhood of fr. 7 

Fr. 19 1 ]e possible 2 ]<f> or • • 

]</< .[» a or a similar letter Fr. 22 1 The lower left-hand 
arc of a circular letter 2 ]., 
traces compatible with /x 4 ]9 
or ]? Fr. 21. 

]. aLK[ Fr. 23. 

]k(11 [ ] _ eSoc [ 

• • 'li/M. 

Fr. 21 1 ]., the right-hand end ]jxaroj[ 

of a cross-stroke or ligature 

Fr. 24. 

]fl€v[ 

>a •[ 

Fr. 26 (a). 

].[ Fr. 26 (b). 

]' c . . 
]acu..[ ]ca/c[ 

• • • • 

These two fragments possibly stand opposite 
each other at the level shown. They may well 
come from the same neighbourhood as frr. 1-2 

Fr. 26 (a) 3 Interlinear ink between ac and 
over v ..[, the lower part of an upright and the 
lower left-hand arc of a circle, e.g. 10, but I 

cannot rule out a single k 

Fr. 25. 

].<*.[ 

Fr. 25 1 ]., the foot of an upright .[, the 
start of a stroke rising to right 2 ]., two dots, 
one above the other, near the line; the right-hand 
end of an accent above them The vertical stroke 
of y is double 

Fr. 27. 

]..>.[ 
]_cucS_ _[ 

M 

Fr. 27 Perhaps from the same region as fr. 
2 2 Between S and the next letter interlinear 

traces 
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Fr. 28. 

’ M* 

Fr. 28 Or ]p Or /x[ 

Fr. 30. 

M 

Fr. 30 1 ]., part of the tail of an upright J 'L 
descending below the line 2 <*>[ not ruled out 

Fr. 4 3 seq. Perhaps ic kl^i,clv . . . idr/Karo. 

5 Apparently £k S’ lAe p(oi) ocria, cf. Ap. 97 eV 8’ lAero <j>pivac. 

7 As far as I can tell Se]ppa 18oo[c would suit. 

Fr. 5 (a) 2 vorjpp' apyaXe-. 

3 d[€p]a-iTov[T and, if so, perhaps -ata, cov 9. 

Fr. 6 There appear to be errors here. The interlinear verse between 6-7 looks like an emended 
version of 1. 2; if its first position is correct, there is only one line (instead of two or four) after the 
paragraphus below 1. 5, if its second, there are only three lines between the paragraphi below 11.1 and 5. 
Again, there are only three lines before the first paragraphus of the indented piece. 

This criticism, of course, assumes that the indentation of 1. 7 and the following marks the begin¬ 
ning of a new piece. There are actually the proper number of lines between the paragraphi below 
11. 1 and 5 and below 11. 5 and 9 (the proper position of the interlinear line being taken to be 1. 2), but 
I know of no parallel to the indentation of part of a stanza. 

6 f/p’ £tl . . .; cf. Ap. 146, which might be in the same metre. 

Fr. 7 1 I suppose apr/cov ‘better’. 

2 The accent on v may have been cancelled by the bracket at its upper end. 

Fr. 8 Col. ii There seems to be synaphea between vv. 6-7 and 9-10, but both p and c are capable 
of explanation as representing monosyllables, so that Asclepiads are not certainly ruled out. 

II dudSeec: cf. 2291 ii 22. I should have recognized this (or the infinitive, d^Setv) at Zp. d 
11, 5. The spelling follows avara not dadccw. 

13 tfxec- 

Fr. 10 (b) i What remains suits Ionic trimeters or tetrameters. 

2 A(f>p6]SiT[a corrected from -Setra suggests itself but the circumflex was not over et but over it. 

5 paX]oTrdpave. 

7 Cf. Hesych. £CL€VT€C‘7TV€OVT€C. 

cav T) dvTLCTpo<j>oc, ‘the corresponding stanza has cav’, seems a senseless observation in reference to 
compositions like those of the Lesbian poets. I suspect that to dvTiypa<j>ov is meant, ‘the exemplar has 

Fr. 29. 

"]>.[’ 

Fr. 29 1 ]., upper right-hand arc of a 
circle, perhaps o; some ink not accounted for at 
the upper end of the accent .[, a stroke rising 
from the line to the right, e.g. A, p 2 ]., the 
right-hand end of a curved stroke like the top of 
e but well above the level of the letters 

Fr. 31. 

]#’ 
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cav’. I do not know whether to go further and suppose that by erStS ev twi diSvfiou was intended. It 
would naturally be taken to represent evSi'S^v). 

8 opxrjcd’ could be accepted and then e.g. [epojecc’ ftfiavdi. I do not know whether there resides 
in this name a clue to the problem of 1231 fr. 15, 2 (Z^x. a n, 10), where the ending ]av9i recurs, 

ii 6 seqq. Nouns or adjectives, perhaps belonging to a description of some work of art in a temple. 

Fr. 12 6 jecoc probably the end of an adverb. 
7 9a]vfj.dciov. 

2300. Alcaeus. 

On the basis of our present knowledge it is reasonable to assign the authorship 

of the following fragments of Aeolic verse to Alcaeus rather than to Sappho. Fr. 1, 

which alone is to some extent intelligible, appears to contain simply a legendary 

narrative, in which the consequences of Helen's infatuation are recounted at some 

length in a rather conventional way. This might be an illustration of some general 

reflection, as it is in Zp. a 5, but it does not produce that impression. It appears 

rather to be comparable with Ap. 26. And the linguistic characteristics, so far as 

they go, corroborate this view. At least, that is the conclusion I am inclined to come 

to on the strength of the poetic plural So'/xoici (fr. x, 7), the neglect of the syllabic 

augment TrUde (ib. 9), the non-dialectal rroXeac for ttoXXolc (ib. 12). 

The hand is an angular uncial of the common type attributed to the second or 

third century and may be compared with P. Ryl. 14, to which the resemblance is very 

close, 1234, Milne pll. ix, x. p, with its unusually deep central bow, sometimes lower 

than the feet of its side strokes, and r, of which the cross-bar is nearly all on the left- 

hand side of the upright, are to be remarked. A corrector appears to be responsible 

for two additions (11. 4, 17) but neither he nor the writer of the text has contributed a 

single accent. 
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Fr. i. 

] Kaiv[ . ]tUV. tl. [ ]v[ 

] tovevo.[ 

KaXevacevcrr]d[ _ ]civ[ _ ]ttt[ 

dvfiovapyeLacTpajLa>8[ ] av[ 

€K{iaveLca£[ _ _]va7raTa7H7r[ 

ecTrerova'C• 

] 7raiSarevSo)U,[ _ ]iciAi7roic[ 

] KavSpocevcr _ . to _ [ ]e^oc [ 

] 77-€l0e/DCO0UjLto[ 

]SaS[JcT€ [ 

]me _ _ juavi[ 

]aayv7jrcoi'77oAeac _ [ 

] _ €xeiTpajcov7Te8ico8 [ 

14 Jve/ca/c^vac • 

]AaSap/xaTev/cpyt.aici.[ 

] ev-77o[ ]Aoi8 At/ca»7re[ 

IP 
]ot _ _ [ jvovro^ovatS _ [ 

18 ]..[..]«*• [ ] [ 

]...[ K[ 

10 

Fr. 1. 

kcuv[ ]a>v'Vy[ ]v[ 

cjvevoy _ tttt _ [ 

KaXevac iv crrjdLCav [e]77r[oaic 

OvpLov Apyelac Tpota> S[.].av[ 

e/qaaveica £[e _ ]va77ara m7r[ 

ec7rero vat 

7rat§a r’ ev 8o/x[ojtct At7iotc[ 

Kav8poc evcrpcpToy [A]e^oc [ 

TreW' epcoi 6vjio[ 

]SaS[JcTe 

]mei jaavi[ 

K <actyvpTow iroXiac 

] _ e^et Tpojojv 7reSta» Sa[ 

evjvetca Krjvac 

7roA]Aa 8’ apfxar iv /covtatct[ 

] _ ev, 77o[A]Aot 8’ iXihctoirCc 

]ot _ _ [ ]vovto <f>ova> 8 [ 

>uc 

Fr. 1 1 Between v and v the top and bottom of e or c 2 After o how the ink should be com¬ 
bined is very uncertain. Before the first it is a dot just below the level of the tops of the letters, 
possibly representing i; neither it has its crossbar and either might be divided to represent two letters 
(the first would be .e or .c); the ink on the line after the second might also represent two n Of 
the letter following <r only two dots on the line are left; next, the lower left-hand arc of a circle fol¬ 
lowed, after a gap, by a trace level with the tops of the letters, w probable, if only one letter is repre¬ 
sented 12 . [, the lower part of a stroke sloping slightly to right 13]? the lower part of 
an upright with the foot slightly hooked to right 16 ]., a dot level with the tops of the letters 
Between 8 and A the traces suggest the top of 1 not e 17 ..[, the lower part of an upright, perhaps 
slightly concave, followed by a cross-stroke as of y; only one letter might be represented In the 
following gap there is room for two narrow or one broad letter .[, an upright, e as well as 1 possible 
18 ]..[, a dot above the tops of the letters followed by the upper part of an upright 19 ] [, the 
upper end of a stroke starting slightly above the level of the letters and descending to right, followed 
by the upper part of two uprights (perhaps y) and the upper part of e, c, or the left-hand stroke of a> 
.[, the middle part of a stroke sloping slightly to right 

Fr. 1 3 seqq. For the sense cf. Ey. d 5, 6 seqq. and the Addenda in this volume, p. 122. 
3 seq. For the words cf. Ey. a 2, 6 App. e-moaicev or eVroatcac? 

4 Apyelac, but Alo\ryav 2165 fr. 1 i 6. See Ay. liv. For the mistaken trema cf. e.g. 1233 13, 3 
I should have supposed. Tpcncoi 8 en avSpi, but though 1 Trpocyeypayyevov might have been 
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neglected after w the evidence is against the likelihood of its being neglected after a. On the face of 
it, therefore, £[e.]va7rara prescribes Tpolcv 8’ vn avSpoc and, since there exists an active eKpalvco, there 
is no special improbability about this, though iWo more usually accompanies the means or the 
emotion. 

5 I cannot determine the proximity of the two pieces of papyrus, between which £[ and ]va-rraTa 

are divided, with sufficient accuracy to say whether Hew- or £ew- is more like to have been employed 
to solve the problem presented by the dialectally requisite but metrically intractable gevairdra. 

7utt[ : I should guess'm tt[ovtov, ‘over the sea’. The prodelision not indicated, see note on Addenda 
to 1231, etc., 2, p. 122. 

7 Sopoia.: see Ap. xlvi. 

9 neW’: there is no synaphaea between the second and third lines of the Sapphic stanza and the 
imperative can hardly be in question in the context, ireW' is therefore to be accepted as a genuine 
example of the neglect of the syllabic augment in ‘normal’ surroundings. See Up. xli. 

9 seq. ArfSac I iratJSa A\io\c re? 
12 TToXeac: Homeric not dialectal. 
13 Tputojv: the insertion of 1 (by the original hand) is mistaken. Tpwc, Tpoia (Troy, Up. a 5, 9), 

Tpoioc (Trojan, above 1. 4) are the Aeolic forms we must expect. 
wcSi'ai: I suppose ireSlwi to be intended. Cf. Up. xix seqq. (which needs correction in some points). 

Then possibly 8a[/xevT-. 
15 seq. In the Iliad ‘chariots’ are commonly ‘broken’, men ‘fall’ or ‘lie’ ‘in the dust’. I can 

suggest no suitable verb (at the beginning of 1. 16?) by means of which ‘chariots’ and ‘in the dust’ 
can be combined. 

I call attention, in case rjpi}rrev or the like may be thought of, to the remarks on the use of 
paragogic v to effect lengthening at Up. lxxiii (now to be amplified). The third person plural of an 
aorist passive avoids this difficulty. 

16 In the Iliad always e. Axaiol. 

fi J8 
17 ..[ ]vovto : ’cT[et]vovro, with which the indications are compatible, would account for the 

variants. But I cannot explain why ’crelvovTo, with its Ionic treatment of f, should have been pre¬ 
ferred to 'crevuwTo, which is true to dialect, has no metrical disadvantage, and is perhaps found (in its 
participle?) at Ap. 158. 

4>ovw: if the genitive is correct, perhaps ‘was filled’ is to be supplemented. But I am inclined to 
suspect that the dative was intended, ‘was wetted’ or ‘reddened’ ‘with blood’. 

18 I have looked for a river of the Troad, of which ‘flowed with blood’ might have been said, 

but find none ending in -eve. 

Fr. 2. 

]ayrocaA[J [ 

f 
] orrec % c 

>Spe.[] 

5 ].ev[ ] 

] 
] 
] 

[ 
[ 

[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 

• Fr. 2 On the strength of the evidence of the fibres I should locate this fragment at the top of the 

next column to the right of that in fr. 1. 
3 Before o no sign of ink except the right-hand end of a horizontal stroke just off the line, though 
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the surface does not show any damage Between c and c a stroke sloping upwards to right, e.g. 8, 
not A, followed at an interval by an upright, which, if i, requires a narrow letter between itself and 
the preceding 8, e.g. S[o]tc 4 .[, c possible though not particularly suggested 

Fr. 3. 

(a) ].vocx[ 

] _ ertv T 

(b) ]^.[ 

]oUTO _[ 

]o>ct[ 

].*.[ 
5 ]ojt[ 

yp[ 

Frr. 3 (a), (b) I am fairly confident that these two fragments are shown in the correct relation. 
I am not sure, though I think it likely, that the traces in (a) 3 are the tops of in (b) 1 

(a) 1 ]., a headless upright, the foot slightly hooked to right 2 ]., perhaps the base of £; 
the ink looks like a circumflex on the line with a faint stroke rising to right from its left-hand side 
.[, the hooked foot of an upright, perhaps tore 

(b) 2 Above ]o a trace not accounted for .[, an upright 4 ]., perhaps the upper right-hand 
arc of o or p, but only a trace on a single displaced fibre .[, the upper part of a stroke sloping slightly 
to right 
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2301. Alcaeus? 

The chief interest of the following fragments of Lesbian verse, provisionally 

attributed to Alcaeus, is the problems presented by the words which occur in fr. 2, 

3-4 and fr. 6, 3, and of these I can offer no solution. 

The hand is to be compared with that of P. Flor. 112—in fact, so far as one may 

base an opinion on a fascimile, I think the writer may well be the same—and ascribed, 

in my estimation, to the second rather than the third century. The corrections and a 

majority of the lection signs are in a distinguishable ink. 

Fr. 1. 

(*) . 

4>r)9yXai[ ]rai 
Taroux£incdv[_.] ,<}>T18iaXu€T 

] _ avaa>[ 

]Xvavdepup[ 

\yepoc7rdyoc 

] viTOTapTapov • 

jLVOjA eyei ' avYaXt]vrr)//KTr|v0aXaccav 

] (rotate iryoic tt]C€,[,., ,]Toiaurr|iYoucaTTii 

].. yov8 

] 7]c8’a8ap,a [ 

] _ ou(f>rjpa.KaTeKr[ 

]’[.].[.].^vPey[ 

5 ] _ oevva_[ 

Fr. 1 (a) and (b) These two fragments are very like in appearance and the fibres of the back 
make it probable that (b) stood vertically below (a) as shown, but their distance apart cannot be 
determined with certainty, though I believe that fr. 1 (a) 7 fits into fr. 1 (b) 1 after 8. 

Fr. 1 (a) 1 ]. a, a tall slightly sinuous upright, followed by what seems to have been originally 
a but is now partly covered by a thick accent-like stroke, descending from left to right, and some 
other ink 3 Schol. The first two letters are slightly larger than the rest For o possibly a 4]., 

an angle on the line, possibly 8 6 ]., traces reconcilable with v but not suggesting it The 
letter between c and v is covered by a heavy blot 7 Traces mostly on a single detached fibre, 

but the third letter is complete and may be o 
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(,b) i bases of letters compatible e.g. with At .apparently parts of circular letters 2 
]., probably the top right-hand branch of k . [, a letter covered by a heavy blot, above it a super¬ 
scribed letter running into the previous line 3 The middle or lower part of an upright with a 
short stroke through it, cf. y, r, v Above £ a superscribed letter, apparently e 4 Before u> the 
tip of an upright 5 .[, a tall, rather sinuous upright, just possibly t with something superscribed 
so as to touch its top on the right-hand side 

Fr. 2. 

kol[ 

7Tf>[ 

77e[_] _arrai8e[ 

ever _ va^'|JL, €7re[ 

5 etvyapK a/ia' [ 

] l crl[ > ] _ _ IKCLKK _ [ 

Fr. 23]., two dots one above the other, perhaps the extreme right-hand side of jS or x 4 Of 
T only the lower part of the stem. It is followed by what most resembles the base of o 5 .[, 
probably y, but A perhaps not excluded 6 After [.] what may be a large u) but I think is more 
probably the apices of /xa 

Fr. 3. 

]~ ou8ev[ 

]- KdLfj,r][ 

] A^c8[ 

] t«Qp.[ 

5 ] fc T.[ 

]ajcre^[ 

] evOab’_ [ 

] 7rai'c[ 

Fr. 3 1-2 To the left apparently the lower 
parts of a coronis 5 .[, a dot on the line 
7 .[, traces of the left-hand arc of a circular 
letter 

Fr. 4. 

] _ /xaK _ [ 

]adorjv[ 

] _ t Kacu[ 

}mv ’[ 

5 :n 

Fr. 4 1 .[, perhaps the foot of t 3 ]., 
perhaps the base of e or c 4 Before ]ju inter¬ 
linear ink, probably part of a lection sign 5 A 
hook, compatible with the top of £ or p 
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Fr. 5 (a) + (b). Fr. 6. 

]6vc[ M ’ 
].’<W[ ]7rac7rp[ 

]M.[ IparrtxC 

Kp€TOcS[ ']vtov’a[ 

5 Krjvaca[ 

]s P.Mvc.i 

]aStct>[ 

5 ] -L*XPi 

] _ Tovajl 

’].[ ’ 

Fr. 5 The proximity of these two fragments Fr. 6 3 Or possibly ]j3 5 ]., on the line 
is certain but they may not stand in the exact the end of a stroke descending from the left, 
relation shown e.g. a 6 ]., traces on the line and touching 

2 ]y or ]t 3 .[, an upright with traces of the cross-stroke of r; neither k nor c suggested 
ink to its right, perhaps v 6 After /S the top 
curve of a circle followed by the top of an up¬ 
right .[, the left-hand side of a circular letter 

Fr. 7. 

Fr. 8. Fr. 9. Fr. 10. 

# # ]f°w[ *4 ’].«[’ 

] ][lTJVVVl[ /*[ M 
]av#>[ ]>[..]’[ t°[ ]t?SV[ 

M • • ]./*?[ 

Fr. 1 (a) In vv. 2-3, 5 with their scholia a reference to the departure of winter and the advent 
of spring appears to be recognizable. 7ro]Avavdepw may be an epithet of lap, as at Athen. ix 371 c 
(Numenius), cf. h. Horn, xix 17. Sappho has TToXva.v9efj.oic apovpaic (e 5, n). In general cf. Ap. 130 
ffpoc avdepoevroc j e-naiov ep^opevoio. 

Kp]vepoc ndyoc (with . . . tov %eipivvoc . . . StaAtlerai) recalls Horace’s ‘soluitur acris hiems , Cartn. 
i 4, 1, the paraphrase yaXrfVT) Icrt /card tt)v daXaccav suggests a supplement such as yeXava Se daXaccae 

eTrjl voit' eyei. 

If yXaj is rightly read, the preceding o, above which the papyrus is broken away, should presum¬ 

ably be read as a. 

4 vtto apparently by mistake for ima. 

5 If err}! vtor’ lyei, for e-rreyei vaira cf. II. xxi 407, xxiii 190, 238. 
6 evcotac Tvyoic is an easy guess, especially as Tfjc ed[coi'ac] is compatible with the scholium, but 

it involves emendation and neither the first v nor r can be verified. I suppose roiavr-ijt is meant for 

the nominative. 

(b) 3 On <t>ijpa for dijpa see Eust. 101, 45 and 1817,43, who calls it Aeolic; it was not known to be 

Lesbian. 

Frr. 2-3 I am by no means sure that these two fragments do not belong to the same column 
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and in fact that the coronis against fr. 2,6 is not the same as that against fr. 3,1-2, in which case only 
one verse will be missing. However this may be, a paragraphus is omitted between 11. 5-6 of fr. 3. 

Fr. 2 3 -drTai perhaps a dative. 
4 Presumably at or n(oi) eVe[, which leaves cvctov to be accounted for. The alternative 

possibility, cvcroyai is not more explicable. 
6 The dot over 1 may be the upper of a pair denoting cancellation. crt[x]/ra does not look as if 

it had been written but I cannot rule the possibility quite out. 

Fr. 3 3 /xfc8[ this spelling is also found (after correction) in Ep. a 7, 6. In 2293 fr. 1 iii 18 pe£ov 

appears in a lemma and this is what one would expect -yi- to produce in Lesbian. 

Fr. 4 2 p]a96r)v pres. inf. act. or ip]a96rjv 1st p. sing, or 3rd p. plur. imperf. ind. act. of the Lesbian 
equivalent of Porj9eiv. 

Fr. 5 6 1 could not rule fioW-rjc out. 

2302. Alcaeus. 

Not much hesitation will be felt in ascribing to Alcaeus the following pieces of 
Aeolic verse, containing parts of at least two and perhaps more poems, although so 
far as I have noticed there is no verbal coincidence with anything for which there is 
evidence of his authorship. The theme of fr. 4, 1-8 should be recognizable, since a 
relatively small proportion of the verses appears to be lost, but I have had different 
ideas about it at different times and can come to no settled opinion. I should not be 
surprised if it were found to be concerned with the power of Love. The next piece 
(or at any rate the eight verses following) seems to open and end with references to 
some alfresco festivity. 

The hand is a firm uncial of good size which may be compared with 406, 

P. Berol. 9766 (BKT ii pi. 2), and dated in the second or third century. There is an 
unpublished Pindar in a very similar hand which I doubt whether I should in some 
circumstances be able to distinguish. The original copyist appears to be responsible 
for some of the lection signs (accents as well as tremas and apostrophes), a corrector 
with a thinner pen added others, among them {mohiacToXai at fr. 4, 8 and 9. 

Fr. 1. Fr. 1. 

]k07T0c[ ]k07TOc[ 
] ct<xco[ ]_CTaco[ 
] _ Aa tee _ [ ]_Aaice_[ 
]caTO [ ]caTo [ 
[epoy^oA [ 5 ]epov x°^l 

] > vdfJ,€V' [ ]7Tvd/J.€Va[ 

] [ 
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, Fr-1 Th,e appearance of both front and back makes it pretty certain that this scrap comes from 
the neighbourhood of the left-hand side of fr. 4. None of the cross-fibres can be traced in fr. 4, but this 
fact would not prove that it did not come from the same column. (See the palaeographical note on 
thatiragment.) If, however, I am right in recognizing ends of lines, that would prove that it came from 

u'uT presumably the immediately preceding—column. As the blank space after fr. 4,16 shows, 
the blank space after 1. 6 may coincide with the end of a piece, or, it would be better to say, does not 
necessarily indicate the bottom of a column 

2 ]., an upright 3 ]., the lower part of a stroke descending from left, a or A 5 r on the 
line the lower left-hand arc of a circle, consistent with oorm 

Fr. 1 2 Probably ]ic 

3 Probably ]aAaice.[, of which several articulations are possible. 
5 Probably xdAo[v. 

Fr. 2. 

’][ 

] [ 
]epad 4 _ [ 

IUM 
]..[ 

Fr. 2 The surface above 1. 1 is largely 
scoured off but I think writing would have left 
some trace. I cannot attach this scrap either to 
the top left-hand side of fr. 4 or to fr. 1, to both 
of which it has resemblances 

1 After 9 perhaps the base of o 2 ].[, the 
tip of a stroke level with the tops of the letters 
]., the right-hand stroke of a, S, or A 3 ]., 
traces compatible with the right-hand ends of 
the top and middle stroke of <r, but the second 
perhaps illusory .[, the top left-hand arc of a 
circle 

Fr. 3. 

].[’ 

]<W 
]..[ 

Fr. 3 The front resembles fr. r 
1 The lower part of an upright descending 

well below the line 3 The top of an upright 
slightly hooked to left, followed by the left-hand 
end of a cross-stroke, probably r 
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Fr. 4. 

10 

15 

20 

(«) (b) 

]vOT]C€v[ 

J _vra77eS[ 

]viSa[[i]]/3a _ tA 7^[ 

] '8e8av[' Jre[ 

] _ vevda 8[ _ ] _ ovt[ 

]AAara7ra[ _ ]T’a7r[ 

] _rorarovToSf 

]Aacd'epov' _ [ 

]87J77oAtCa)[ 

V>.. [.>..[ 
]etcai8a8o/xo[ 

]Seic770voca)[ 

] _ €VK.aAa. e.. [ ]. eracAa. a*c. [ 

] _ a£iocavTiAe[. ]p. [ ]’7jc,a77uSep0T7 _ [ 

JwrpoyevT^-eVceKaAl _t8a(aoam/<Tt8[ 

] 7rapeAaatcepoecca[ Jfcara^ccaTO [ 

jcwaic •a>cyapoi[ ] . vreapocirv . [ 

] _ ociacocbo/ievo . [ ]dxcu7rap.e[ 

].ijAa8e.[ ]v[ (c) 

]<»8e...[ ]’[ ]...[ 
] _ vko _ [ ]0’ -a[ _ _ ]au[ ]veav _ [ 

] _ £ia/c[ ] _ cTe(/>ay| _ /xevot[ 

] [ ] 
] [ ] 

] _ ayap87jSte[ 

] _ owrtoSie _ [ 

] ce77aeppov[ 
w 'w 
ML ./’"aceica-[ 

]£ _ |(^>UyOV7ToAA _ [ 

]v' |v[,]ve/xa)A[ 

] _ _ [ ]Soc[ ]c7Tvdn[ 

M ]vcw.[ 

U.U.vjt 
]..[].[ 

c 
C ] c 

M 
].. C 

25 
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5 

Fr. 4. 

j.voTdTov to'S[ c. 9 letters i]vorjcev[ 

]Aac#’ epov aA[c. 8 letters]^ _].vrave8[ 

]8r) ttoAlc a)[c. 7 letters Kpo]vi8a fiaciArj[oc 

If00. .[. . ]y. . [c- 8 letters] 8e ddv[ov]r€[c 

]etc At8a 8o/xo[v c. 5 letters ]avevda S[e] tovt[ 

]Setc TTovoc a»[c. 7 letters]AAaTa77a[v]r’ d.7r[ 

].ev KaXa e [c. 8 letters]Se TctcAa *rafco[ 

].a£ioc avrtAe[ JvT[> _ J’ 77c awSepdr] [ . 

K\)ttpoyev'q , ev ce koXcol Aap,oava/cri8[ 

]. 77aP eAaatc epoccca[. jAcaTa^ccaTO 

J curate. aic yap dt[y]ovT’ eapoc 77ilA[at 

dpfjjpocuic 6c8opL€voi[ Jaic U7rap,c[ 

]«r7]Aa8e_ []v[ 

>i8e...C ]’[ ]...[ 
]otnc o.[... .]#’. a[_ Jau[. _]veav_[ 

] ^ta/c[_ _ Ja> CTe</>avcop,evoi 

], a yap 877 Ste[ ]pa[ 

] _ OV7TCO Ste 

] _ c €77aeppov[ 

20 ]cuS’ [ejparac etc a_[ 

]£e<f>vyov 770AA [ 

]v v [d]vep,coA[ 

]ac[JSoc[,]c TTvdp\€V 

lovl.}ychLa.[ 
2 5 ].««[.].«x[ 

M..1.C 

Fr. 4 is made up of five pieces which do not touch (some of them themselves made up of smaller 
pieces which do touch) located in the following ways: 

When the top line of (b) is placed level with the top line of (a) the fibres on which the lower lines 
of (b) are written may be traced to the left in (a) as far as a ‘joint’ where the preceding ‘sheet’ of the 
roll starts a new set of fibres.1 The part of (a) above 1. 8 preserves almost exclusively this set and the 
corresponding part of (b) therefore affords no evidence. 

1 I should judge that frr. 1-3 all come from this left-hand ‘sheet’. 

G 
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The interval between (b) and (a) is fixed within close limits by the fibres of the back which can be 
traced downwards from (b) into the projecting piece of (a) containing parts of 11. 15 seq. and the 
following blank space. I say ‘within close limits’ because fibres are liable to wander from the straight 

and on the back there are no lines of writing by which their evidence may be controlled. 
The position of (c) is similarly determined by cross-fibres from (a) and vertical fibres from (b) 

and by the correspondence of the blank spaces in (a) and (c) between 11. 16-17. 
The vertical positions of (d) and (e) relatively to one another and to (a) are likewise fixed by the 

cross-fibres, and the horizontal position of (e) relatively to (a) by the fibres of their backs. I could not 
establish the horizontal position of (d) by means of the fibres of the back, but its front contains a length 

of the ‘joint’ referred to above and this fixes it within close limits. 
1 ]., the foot of an upright 2 Of A[ only the upper part; 8 and perhaps p, v are other possi¬ 

bilities ].[, traces on the line, perhaps parts of two letters ]., a trace slightly below the tops of the 
letters, apparently too low for the overhang of <r; perhaps part of o Of 8[ only the extreme left-hand 
angle, a and perhaps other letters not ruled out 4 After a> prima facie c. This is followed by two 
dots close together level with the tops of the letters; if these formed part of one broad letter, only 
one more may be missing between it and v ..[, the upper part of 8 or A followed by a trace level with 
the middle of the letters having the left-hand end of a mark of length or acute accent above it ]., a 
tallish upright close to the edge of the break; I should guess 17 or v rather than t 7 ]., on the line 
the right-hand arc of a small circle, not like /S (1. 3) or <f> (1. 16), possibly o or u> Between A and e the 
top and bottom of 6 or c; after <r the foot of an upright followed by some traces, level with the tops of 
the letters, which have soaked through on the under layer. Possibly e.[ should be written I prefer 
]8 to ]A though the base line has entirely disappeared 8 ]., a short nearly horizontal stroke just off 
the line, e.g. k Presumably [o], since a letter written on the line should have left a trace Of r only 
the tail but the spacing suggests it ]’, in some respects more like the loop of p, but abnormally high 
.[, an upright close to the break 10 ]., a trace slightly above the general level n ]o, the right- 
hand arc of a circle, more suggesting co A[, the upper part of a stroke sloping or curving to right 
12 ]p not particularly suggested but the trace is compatible with the right-hand edge of the loop 
13 Of k only the end of the upper arm. We have no specimen of x .[> the tip of an upright 14 
After e a stroke starting below the line and rising with a slight slope to right, perhaps 77 (cf. 1. 21). 
The traces to its right are partly on the underlayer and may be parts of only one letter ]...[, the 
lower part of an upright, the lower part of an upright descending well below the line, the start of a 
stroke ascending to right 15 After o an upright Between v and v one broad letter would suffice 
After v the foot of an upright 17 ]., the foot of an upright? 18 ]., scattered traces off the line, 
perhaps parts of two letters, oc? .[, prima facie the bottom left-hand angle of 8 ].., the right-hand 
part of a cross-stroke, as of y, followed by a dot at the same level, e.g. ya, «, or the like 19 ]., a 
dot off the line, perhaps a 20 Of 8 only the left-hand angle, of p only the tail .[, the foot of an 
upright slightly below the line 21 e represented only by the lower end of the straight back .[, 
apparently the foot of an upright 22 Between ]v and v the middle of a stroke ascending to right 
24 Of /tx only the right-hand upright and a faint trace to its left .[, a dot on the line 25 ]., an 
upright, presumably v though damage to the surface has removed all trace of the diagonal Of a 

only the end of the tail ]., a dot level with the tops of the letters; if e.g. 1/>, no letter between it and 
c would be wanted 26 ],[, I believe, the left-hand branch of v, but could not rule out the upper 
part of the right-hand stroke of a triangular letter 

Fr. 4 1-8 It is evident that there is a change of metre after 1. 8. LI. 9 seqq. can hardly be any¬ 
thing but Asclepiads and, if we assume that 11. 1-8 started on the same alinement as must be postu¬ 
lated for those, the metre of these might be recognized as what Hephaestion calls AIo\lkov hroc to 
KaraAij/cri/cdv, namely XX —-ww — ww — ww-w (p. 22 Consbr.), for the employment of which by 

Alcaeus Ap. 130 is evidence. But the assumption is not inevitable—in other manuscripts of Alcaeus 
poems following one another in the same column are found with different alinements, e.g. 1789 (see 
Ap. 5), 1233 (see Ap. 28), 2299 fr. 6?—and is attended by some difficulties. One, which attends the 
assumption of any single alinement of 11.1-8 (whether the same as that of 11. 9 seqq. or different from it) 
and any single metre in them, is that before the first visible letter of 1. 1 there would be less room 
available and a syllable more to be accommodated in it than in any of the following verses. But I 
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believe it to be illusory. I know of no evidence for indention within the single composition and the 
metre is prima facie homogeneous. 

The poem represented by 11. 1-8 was presumably constructed in quatrains, that being the in¬ 
variable practice of Alcaeus so far as we can follow it (Up. Introd. xvi). Whether the two quatrains 
partially preserved here formed a complete piece there is nothing positive to show, but v. 1 could be 
interpreted in such a way as not to be unsuitable to a beginning and pieces complete in eight lines 
are not rare. Others are Ap. 14, 27-28, probably 119, and apparently the second 8 lines of this very 
fragment (see below). 

I will not venture to express a view about the general theme of 11. 1-8. About the detail I have 
the following remarks to offer. 

1 seq. ‘It was a very bright (stupid) idea of’ so-and-so’s; ivoycev might refer either to a ‘notion’ 
or a ‘device’. The choice depends on whether Aac9\ which must almost certainly be an infinitive, is 
passive or middle. -XacdaT is compatible with perfect, aorist, or present infinitives and there are too 
many to make speculation profitable. I will mention only eXXaedaT (if that is the correct equivalent 
of iXacdai, IXacdac) as possibly appropriate. 

In view of the presumed necessity of keeping the syllables before vorarov to the same written 
length as the number less by one in the remaining lines, dnaXa]pv6Tarov has some claims to considera¬ 
tion. (Compare Ap. 122 cAc yap Synor’ ApTcroSapov <f>atc ovk aTr6.Xap.vov . . . Xoyov cltttjv, which our 
verse might resemble in containing a reference to some predecessor.) But I must confess that my own 
opinion is that the sense required is the opposite. 

3 KpovlSa PacLX-qoc Ap. 150, cf. 22, 9. 
4 seq. ‘Descended’, ‘entered’ is to be supplied in one of these lines. ]c AlSao So)pa Ap. 32, 15, 

cf. 38 (a) 5, Ep. y 3, 3 App. 

5 seq. An obvious reconstruction is ‘without his help no labour prospers’. If a monosyllable is 
required before oi5]8’elc, it is by no means easy to think of one that is tolerable. 

6 Prima facie d]AAa ra tt<1vt’ o.tt[, but I am not certain of the admissibility of the article and 
should prefer to operate with JAAara -navr, if that conveyed any meaning to me, or to make ra the 
relative. 

7 iv KaXa dele could be made out of the traces and this with ]8e rdcXa ko.ko[tctv, which seems very 
plausible, inclines me to infer that the verse consisted of two statements of similar form balancing one 
another; ‘having put fair in foul and’ (say) ‘a mixture of bad with the good’ would be palaeographi- 
cally and verbally acceptable apart from two objections. First, I should say the ink preceding ev was 
not compatible with c (-<h]c’) ; secondly, no participle will scan in the position before Se and we should 
have to assume a variation in the construction, for example, eieepacce instead of Kepaccaic. 

For the accentuation of TacAa I know of no nearer comparison than 7twcXov Ap. 47, 5. 
8 Although so nearly complete this verse is puzzling both in itself and in its connexion with the 

preceding. No syllable is lost at the end so that -8ijv, -fhji(c) are the only forms we need reckon with. 
Although the vocalization is not the customary, I cannot see any room for doubt that the aorist 
infinitive passive of Sepu> is to be recognized, dijioc ijc anvSepO-qv ‘he deserved flaying’ would have a 

high degree of probability in some contexts. 
After avriAf[.]j>., which I take unquestionably to represent avrl Xeovr-, two syllables are missing 

of which one appears to be inevitably -oc. (After this, in view of the relatively small spread of the 
letters o and e, there might be room for two more letters in the gap.) 

To say of a brave or savage person or, for example, a dog, that ‘he was fit to be flayed for a lion’— 
or the sentence could have been put with a negative, oil]* d£ioc is compatible with the traces, in an 
interrogative form—is not perhaps very surprising, but it seems to be introduced very abruptly here. 
I should perhaps add that I have envisaged the possibility that afioc is a genitive and Xeovr to v the 
equivalent of Xeovria (i.e. Xeovr-fj) without approaching a satisfactory solution. I call attention to the 
marginal note at 2297 fr. 1, 8 seq., though it brings me no light. 

LI. 9-16 are separated from 11. 17-26, which appear to be in the same metre though they are not 
sufficiently preserved for certainty on this point to be attainable, by a blank space exactly equivalent 
to two lines of writing with their interlinear room. This may mean that there was for some reason an 
omission which was never made good. Whatever the explanation, since such blanks are not normally 
used to indicate the end of a piece, we cannot infer that 11. 9-16 formed a complete poem. But they 
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may have done so. As far as I see 11. 9-16 contain third persons, 11. 17-26 the first person, but the 

clues are slight (see on 1. 17 below). 
9 seq. I infer from the facts that Kvnpoy€vri(a) has after it a middle stop and is almost imme¬ 

diately followed by ce, that it is a vocative and, as a consequence, that/Ja/xoai<a«:TtS[ is the nominative 
AafxoavaKriBaLc and the subject of the verb. The surviving letters are in themselves susceptible of an 
interpretation in which Kvnpoyiv-^a is nominative and ce anticipates the vocative AapoavaKrl8a. If 
the meaning of the verb Kana^cca™ could be determined, the ambiguity might be resolved, but I can 
neither translate it nor even account for its form. (A word beginning /caray[ also at Ap. 68, 4.) 

ev . . . KaXon: there is also a certain ambiguity about this, since we do not know whether the 
phrase is here used absolutely or whether a noun was expressed and has disappeared at the beginning 

of 1. 10 (or possibly even of 1. 9). 
■nap eAdaic(’) might be either accusative or dative. I am fairly confident that it was accusative 

and followed by epoeccau. For the accusative so used compare Ap. 86, 4 nordpco nap oydaic. But 
epoeccav, if there was reason to prefer it, could not be ruled out. 

11 evcf>po]cvvaic ‘carousals’ would apparently be suitable to the context. 
For o(e)tyo) cf. Ap. 225. I have no precise parallel to the ‘opening of the gates of spring’, the 

nearest I find being Pindar’s ‘flinging wide the gates of songs’ (01. vi 44). But Pindar fr. 75 olydivnoc 

dipav daXapov evoSpov inay(ji)civ eap <f>vna veKrdpea is not very dissimilar. 
eapoc'. rjpoc Ap. 130, I (rjpivov Ap. 58, 10). 
15 seq. i>edvt[<u . . . CTt<f>avwpevoi. 

17 I should guess a verb of the form Sie[AijAa]/ia[i or 8ie[Ae£d]/ia(V. enaeppov, i]^e<f>vyov (11. 19, 21), 
equivocal in themselves, lend support to and receive it from a first person here. 

19 inaeppov: enapd(ai), not inaepd(ai), Zp. e 4, 10. 
20 seq. ‘I fled from lovely (Lesb)os to . . .’? 

Fr. 5. 

' >0e.[ 
]ayKvppa[ 

].€‘KV.[ 

]repoc[ 

Fr. 5 1 .[> an upright, perhaps 1 2 Above ]a some ink but apparently not a 3]., appar¬ 
ently the overhang of c The stop rather elongated, but not, I think, e .[, prima facie n, but the 
surface is much rubbed 

2303. Alcaeus. 

In Ap. 28, and probably in 26 and 110, Alcaeus employs lyric metres (Sapphic 

stanzas and Asclepiads) for the purpose of short legendary narratives. The largest of 

the following fragments seems to be another specimen of the same sort. The poet 

recounts in Alcaic stanzas how the Locrian Ajax offended Pallas by carrying off 

Cassandra from beside her image and how Pallas livid with anger raised up a storm to 
punish him. 

The hand, which has a quavery appearance, belongs to the upright freely serifed 

type exemplified by P. Gr. Vind. 19996 a and b (Mitt. P.E.R. ns i), P. du Fayoum 1 

(B. Soc. Alex, ns 3, pi. ix), P. Berol. 9775 (Schubart, Pap. gr. 11 b), though it has not 

the usual v-centred M, and I should assign it to the first century. Some of the lection 
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signs (including all the signs of elision) are in a dark, others in a lighter, ink, some are 

made with a thick, others with a thin, point. I am not sure whether the participation 
of three hands may not be recognizable. 

Fr. 1 (a). 

] Xfi ] 
]y[.]avr)adoa [ .]e^o»v[ ] 

7raAAa[_ -ddeco[ ] 

]cideocvAaicur [vTip [ ] 

5 ]ja[xa.Kdpa)vv <f)VKe. 

] i§,a[j.(f)OLVTrap _ _ iKaveXiov 

] _ . pecrdKoicavayaXpari 

]oA[ _ j/cpocouS’eS _ ice 

] _ _ 7ToAe/rca8or. [. ]. av 

1 o ]Se8e _ vovvtt[ _ ]<^>puciv 

]. [. ]8ya>6eicaK _ Eoivorra 

]e/<S’ 'acf)dvToi[ 

] _ _ eKVKadveXXaic • 

' ]#[ 

] Xf[ 
]y[ _ ]avrja6oa _ [ _ Je^cov 

ndXXa[8]oc, a deiov 

]ct OeocvXaici TrdvTiov 

-ordjra piaKapoov ne(f)VKe. 

] i S’ dji<j)Oiv 7rapOeviKav eAtov 

]napecraKoicav dyaXpian 

]o A\o\Kpoc ouS’ eSeice 

] oc TroXcjxoj boTeppav 

]Se Seivov vtS [o](f)pvciv 

TTe]X[i\8vcodeica /car oivorra 

]ck 8’ d(f)dvTOi[c 

] _ _ CKVKa dveXXaic 

’ M 

Fr. 1 (a) Many of the surface fibres are loose and displaced. The readings towards the left-hand 
edge are particularly precarious. 

1 Before x?[ the bases of about 7 letters 2 About midway between a and 4 the tip of an up¬ 
right; I am doubtful whether a.[.]e or a[.].e more correctly represents the facts 3 ]..[ possibly 
Se or ac Above a a dot of ink not accounted for; I cannot make H out of what remains 9 I am 
not sure that there is room for 3 letters between t and a; if there is, 1 would be more easily accom¬ 
modated than p 11 In the right-hand margin part of a 3-line note 

Fr. 1 (b). 

’>•«[’ 

].[ 
]..[ 

Fr. 1 (b) I think it possible that this scrap contains letters of fr. 1 (a) 10-12 standing on the left 
of those preserved in the main fragment. If so, perhaps the right-hand transcript should run: 

]v. a §€ Seivov 

]n[e]?i[i]Sva>0eica 

77dr]rp[v], e/c 

But I can verify neither the location nor the readings 
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Fr. 2. 

[irjja\ 

cavKa[ 

aj3acay[ 

4 (fxurdy 

Kavra_ [ 
X<Jjpov[ 

vavra[ 

8 TTOpva _ [ 

Fr. 2 5 .[, a small loop level with the tops of the letters, perhaps r 

Fr. 3. 

]vcTpor[ 

lAero OTt 
KO[ 

4 ']AAot- 

]«:Ti8atc[ 

]c 

8 ]av8pa 

]Ppaxn C 
] _ caywv[ 

Fr. 3 io ]., an upright stroke sloping slightly to the right, the slope much accentuated towards 
the upper end, probably i; above it a trace of ink on the edge of the break, apparently by the same 
hand 

Fr. 4. 

]mo[ 

] _ KT-ecdeTdy[ 

]ycvvevre[ 

Fr. 4 1 Of 1 only the stem; I should have preferred r but for the spacing, since there are serifs 
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on both sides. If 1, perhaps corai are alternatives for the following letter 2 ]., the lower end of a 
stroke descending from left and finished with a small upward hook y[> only the hook of the left-hand 
branch; \ may be possible 3 Between v and v a slanting stroke not accounted for which produces 
with the serif of v the appearance of v8 written as a monogram Above the first e traces of ink by a 
different hand 

Fr. 1 3 seqq. ‘Of Pallas who most of all the gods hates the sacrilegious’. 
4 The scansion by synizesis is rare in Alcaeus (Ap. lxi), but deocvXrjc, at present attested only in 

late authors, is, as I hope to bring evidence to show, an old Ionic word1, in which such a scansion 
would be normal. The same word may have occurred in Ap. 37, where the bulk of the verse has 
perished but avA tov Upocu[A( ) stands in the margin. 

6 A statement to the effect that Aeolic had no dual appears in several places in ancient gram¬ 
matical writings (Theodos. k6v. Gr. Gr. IV (i) 134; Choerob. c^oA. Gr. Gr. IV (ii) 34; Sophron. tV to>v 

tov Xapanoc Gr. Gr. iv (ii) 419; cf. An. Par. iv 218, Aid. Hort. Adon. 191, An. Ox. iv 174, Greg. Cor. 
606 Sch.), all of which may be supposed to derive from a single statement whether of Herodian or 
another. There is no particular reason why Lesbian should not have said apfioici, as Ionic Svoici (Hip- 
ponax P.S.I. 1089, 6). But since we find not only ap<t>oiv here but a word ending in ]rdtv at Up., d 12, 
12, we may decline to accept the general validity of the rule. 

occolc Zp. inc. lib. 23 throws no light on the matter since the form occoiv had no existence, the 
genitive and dative of occe being occcov, dccoic-i in all times and places. 

9 Cf. OavaToio Soreipa Hes. Op. 356- 
Page suggests naiSa £]Loc for the beginning of the line. It is acceptable but I cannot verify. 

10 6(j>pvciv. abnormal? V. Ap. xlix. 
11 TTcXihvdidcLca is supplied by a verse quoted by Suidas in tmoSpag, i) 8e rrcXiSvaidcica Kal oppaci 

Aofov vvo8pa£ occopcvri, which may have occurred in a similar context. The offence of Ajax was related 
by Arctinus in the 'IXtov nepcic, by Callimachus in the first book of the Atria, and by Euphorion. 

Whether or not the location of fr. 1 (b) is correct, otvoTra may be said to imply ttovtov. 

12 If a<f>avToi[c qualifies dveXXaic, it does not seem possible to give it its usual meaning, d^droic 

would be comprehensible. 
I must also confess to some bewilderment at eV. ckkvk6v is neither recorded nor to be expected. 

The words which have survived do not appear reconcilable with the sense ‘she threw the waves into 

turmoil by violent winds’, which is what I should have looked for. 

Fr. 2 3 dj8acav[: Boeotian H/S- implies pan-Hellenic i?£-, but Lesbian presents d/3- here and at 

Ap. 14, 2, 22, 11, 81, 2 ?; cf. also 2307 fr. 16, 3. 

Fr. 3 Compatible with Alcaic stanzas. 
5 KXcavaKTiSav, ApxcavaKTiSav Ap. 55, 23-4, AapoavaKTi8( 2302 fr. 4, 9. 

Fr. 4 2 The interlinear addition, which I cannot explain, is not in the hand of the text nor, 

apparently, in that of the writer of the note at fr. 3, 2. 

2304. Alcaeus. 

It will generally be thought likely that the following remnants of Lesbian verse 

should, in view of their vocabulary and the conjunction of metres found in them, be 

attributed to Alcaeus rather than to Sappho, little as is left to go upon. But the 

contents are of less interest than the hand. The circular letters, edoca>, written on 

1 9co\cvXiv in Hipponax has now been recognized at 2176 fr. 1, 1, with the help of icpocvXiv, as 

must be read ib. 1. 14. 
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a much smaller scale than the rest and well off the base line, exemplify the so-called 

biblical uncial type to be seen, for instance, in 661, but rj, v, v, r are taller in proportion 

to their width than is usual in that type and p is not the straight-sided letter found in 

it but has the form seen in the Hawara Homer (Kenyon, Palaeography, pi. xx), 884, 

1084,1090, P. Ryl. iii 514, etc. I should be inclined to put the date in the second half 

of the second century, at least a hundred years earlier than the document inscribed 

(at right angles to the length) on the verso in a hand much resembling that of P. Fayum 

20. The lection signs appear to be in the same hand as the text. 

Col. i. 

10 

15 

Jacccu 

M 

] 

L 

1 
-i 

] 
"|VYa 
J.X°^ 
JciXou1 

] 
] 

Col. ii. 

kpxov 

] _ evavTcac 7reV^t[ 

or[^]ty av 

] T Ov[ 

ItIvtojv xV..]p^[ 

l.w cap.cf>o[ 

] _ aVTOLC A«[.]?ex[ 

i S TOLCTVpa[ 

3" , t* 
TapfEqpu[ 

dppxivy[ 

yeVryra _ [ 

I—s 

fivdove [ 
vepocKa[ 

TTvpyoj _ [ 
yevoLTor[ 

KapTepov \ 

€l€UeC€VOl<|>lXoiY [ 

. Co!-12 •[?the base of,a round letter, probably e or u not c, since, although there is a worm-hole 
to the right of it, one would expect to see traces of a following letter, if one had been written 5 ] , 
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an upright without the top, but tt more probable than y or r 6 Before a a speck level with the tops 
of the letters io ]., the lower part of an upright 

Col. ii 5 Of e only a speck corresponding to the end of the middle stroke 6 £ might be £ 
7 The lower part of an upright followed by a spot on the line Between 7-8 in the margin the left- 
hand arc of a small circle 12 Interlinear ju. by 2nd hand 14 .[, end of a tailed letter below the 
line, possible 15 .[, top of a vertical stroke at an interval from t;^orv possible 17 .[, an 
upright with a thickening at the top, v likely 19 .[, traces on the line of a stroke rising to the right, 
a possible 

Col. i The endings are consistent with a poem in Sapphic stanzas. The scholium may contain a 
mention of Myrsilus, not, I think, Penthilus. 

Col. ii 5 77eV0i[A-? 

7 No paragraphus was written below this line. 

8 x[e'p]p£c- 
12 seqq. The beginnings are consistent with Alcaic stanzas. 
14 Presumably an error for yevrjr. 

15 For the accentuation fj.v6ov cf. 1234, 17 Av'Soi, and regularly rviSe 1231, 1 ii 8 (rvi'Se 7, 2; 
2295 fr. 3, 3? 
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2305. Alcaeus? 

It appears reasonable to assume, though it cannot be conclusively proved, that 

the following scrap contains Lesbian verse. The metre is compatible with Asclepiads 

and the collocation of letters seen in 1. io recurs in Alcaeus [Ap.. 112, i). But I see no 

means of verifying a conjectural ascription of the authorship to Alcaeus either by the 

contents or the character of the language. 

The hand is a well-executed example of the common second- to third-century 

angular type. 

jy^SaAct/cairecce _ a[ 

]vpapiyacj3aLcaiTo[ 

] _ L/ie _ rj Lyrovayl 

] ajx(f)OT6p[ 

5 ]8oKL/jLoic(f)app.aK[ 

] e aXavj 

■ ]cvpL7racacf)[ 

]acovv(p[ 

]6acra[ 

io ] ceA €</>[ 

i Between € and a the lower part of a slightly slanting upright which, with the spacing, suggests r. 
Above the place where the right-hand end of its cross-stroke would have come is a short upright in 
the same hand, which might be though it is unlike that in 1. 4 2 y, which stands on a damaged 
place where two scraps are joined, is not at all satisfactory but A seems no likelier 3 ]., perhaps the 
top of an upright Between e and 77 apparently A, though owing to damage it does not now much 
resemble the A of this hand Between 77 and i only scattered traces 4 ]., faint traces compatible 
with o 6 ]pey is compatible with the ink, but of p only the top of the second upright remains and 
something not accounted for stands over the right-hand end of the cross-stroke of y After r perhaps 
the tips of the opposite sides of co 7 ]..[, two strokes meeting to form an apex, as of 9, followed by 
a small loop, e.g. ft or p 10 ]., the lower end of a stroke descending from left, a probable 

1 KiipftaXa, xpepftaAa, cdpftaXa are among the possible choices. 

1 can suggest nothing better than Kair(oi) Iccer’ a[, but one would expect the elision to be 
indicated. 

2 If cdp.fta.Aa occurred in 1. 1, one might think of evpdpiSac here, but S was not written and the a 

seems properly to have been long. 

10 It is to be pointed out that the line yAdec ck ncpdTCtjv ydc cXe^avrivav (Tl/i. 112, 1) was pretty 
certainly the first of a poem. If, therefore, it is to be recognized here, the metrical compatibility with 
it of what remains of the preceding lines is irrelevant. 
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2306. Commentary on Alcaeus. 

Something will be said elsewhere about the general character of the commentaries 

on Alcaeus and Sappho printed in this volume. Here it need only be remarked that 

the present example affords glimpses of two poems of the former not otherwise 

recognizably preserved. The first appears to end with a warning from the poet to 

some opponent and his followers that they will have to drain the draught he has 

mixed and will find it more than they can hold. The second is addressed to a man who 

aided an expelled tyrant to get back, though Alcaeus bears him no grudge for this. 

There is a third poem, commented on in the barely existing second column, which 

seems to be the same as one partly known from a long quotation, partly from a roll 

now first published and contains under the figure of a ship in a storm an allusion to 

the troubles caused by this same tyrant at Mytilene, but the commentary adds 

nothing directly to our knowledge. The metre of the first piece is the acatalectic 

dactylic tetrameter, so far as it goes, of the third the Alcaic stanza; that of the 

second is not clear from the lemmata, though Asclepiads may be suspected. 

The hand is a small, rather featureless uncial which may be assigned to the second 

century. Cf. P. Berol. 9780^. (Hierocles, tjOlkti cTotyetcocic). 
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Col. i. Col. ii. 

]tlv ]p^e.[ 

] LpOC ] _ 7jcaAA[ 

M ] x[.. .>/H! 

]e/catauro[ T_ .77trp[ 

jevoc atftr[ ye[.]^Seva.[ 

]-v/catAca[_ _ _ j7T7^tC OJCapLCT' [ 

yey[ _ , ]. [. JeivoeKT _ [ _ _ ]ralto. OevKvX__[ 

.7ro[_JouKeKepac_ _]arou /xu.[. JAou/ca[ 

TecTivovSenore, [... ]eujj€L «[r vca[ 

oef7]/_xojy77oAe/xoc[ _ JaicaAoc 077o[ 

CToAiacapim^evf. _ _]|ojc TatA[ 

€K0aAacojcavrAo[ ] _ rec -f- 8te[ 

ave/cAe(.7TTOV77oAe[ _ ]ve %*[ 
£ere e[ _ ] a/xot yaAa[ 

77 _ Ae/xoc/xryreyevotT[ _ ] -yeypa cw[ 

TTTCLLTTpO CTLVdOVOjiaTLKa -f- rtv.[ 

Xovp.evpyjxvrpxova.oca 8o/c[ 

KaTiovnapecT'qceveicT'qv T°y.[ 

' piVpciXoVKaOoSovifipCLVOVV .. cl x[ 

OTLOVKaLTiaTaiavTo\ _ JouSe ra8orj[ 

8ia<f>ep€TaL7T€piTo[ j ou €vott[ 

ocrtcSa/x/xeStacra[ _ J _ #eAei TCLL. [ 

7^rotKa0oAouA[ ] TOJV 
^ .[ 

TrepLcf) _ TTaKOv[ ] ratv TOtC _ [ 

a>p,va _ yLxov/c[ ] tiv cA/co[ 

J _/CU _ lOVOyO/x[ ci/3o _ [ 

J./cara^ ]a/cou vetc . [ 
]ur0ov _ev [ 

]_aprov [ ]<#/V[ 
]TTCOLKa Tcoat>[ 

]. racw[ 

• • • • • wa/c[ 

poucx.[ 

Katror[ 

J7§OJp[ 

]Sa.[ 

!avj[ 

35 
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Col. i. 

]tjv 

]. LP°C 

k ] 
]e Kal avTo[ 

]evoc cu/c[4 

J.V Kal fCa[# _ 4 j7T7JtC 

yev[. .].[.]etvo €kt_[_ Jrat ra 

47ro[ Jou KeKepac _ [ _ Ja, rou- 

t’ ecnv ovSinore _ [ _ XjeupeL 

6 it; rjfjLcov voXe/xoc _ [ ] ojc aAoc 

e(/c) TToXiac dpvTrj[aev[oL’ ]ojc 

e/c OaXdccrjc dvrAo[u]vrec 

, dveKXeLTTTOV 77oAe[/xo]v e- 

~ £ere e[.. ]. ct/xoi 
o — 
? iroXepLOC purjT€ yevoiT[oj • yeypa- 

J TTTat Trpoc TLva ovopsxn /ca- 

Xovpievov Mvrjfiova oc a- 

koltlov TrapicTTjcev elc rrjv 

MvpclXoV KcWoSoV. (f)7]clv ovv 

on ovk amarat avro[vj ot»oe 

SiacpipeTat, ire pi to[v]tov. 

octlc S’ afifie Stacra[_ J _ deXei' 

rjTOL KadoXov A[.]4Ta)v 

7rept (MrraKov [.]_tojv. 

d> Mvapiov k[.] rtv( ) 

t ] _ KVpiOV ovopja _ _ # M]v7JjLiO- 

i/ ] _ Kara _ [ ], a/cou 

t]ut#ov 

]_ aprov 

plTWLKa 

93 
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Col. i 2 ]rrpoc does not seem to be a possible reading 6 )., perhaps a 7 ].[, a circular 
letter 14 ]., the upper and lower tips of the right-hand side of k or x 22 ]c possible 23 ]. 
perhaps the right-hand side of k or c, but neither quite satisfactory; v not impossible 25 pvapojv 

could be read, but I think an apex too much was written between a and p and simply pvapov meant 

27 ]a.Ka possible After ra there may be the tops of two letters, tr[ ]? possible 29 ]., y or r 

Col. ii 1 .[, apparently an upright 2 ]., y or r 5 After a the base of A or v probable 
7 ..[, iv not verifiable 22 .[, the top of an upright 27 .[, the left-hand side of a small circle, 
o or possibly c 34 Of r[ only the left-hand end of the cross-stroke; n not ruled out 36 .[, the 

left-hand side of a circular letter 

Col. i 5 seqq. I call attention to the possibilities: 5 y]Aoc ~ 7 y<rV[oc; 5 al k[cu kc ~ 6 e’]dv *ai. 
7 eJVJtivo. 

7 seq. I suppose ra 1mo cov KeKepacpeva, although stands in 11. 13 seq. 
9 I cannot be sure which of the compounds of Aeumv, meaning ‘give out, be exhausted’, was 

used here, but I should guess i[TTiX]d<fiei. 

11 seq. die aAoc . . . apvTrjpevoi, the metre is the same as that of Ap. 132, where the same verbal 
form occurs. 

For the proverbial expression compare the more modest eV ttWcj avrAefc Theoc. x 13. The in¬ 
exhaustibility, not the bitterness, of the draught is the point. 

17 This addressee of Alcaeus has not appeared, at any rate recognizably, hitherto. For the 
comment, apparently made in 1. 26, that Mvrjpaiv is a proper name, cf. Schol. Lycophr. v. 241. 

19 For the sign in the margin, which occurs four more times in col. ii, compare, e.g., 16 + 696 
(Thucydides), P. Flor. 112 (Aristoph. comm.). It has the appearance of an o/kAoc nepiecTiyptvoc 

with various degrees of tilt, but does not appear to have the critical significance attributed to that sign 
(when applied to the text of Plato) by Diogenes Laertius iii 66, nor indeed any other, since the text 
of a commentary is not treated critically. Nor can it have any particular connexion with the occur¬ 
rence of the proper name, as may be seen from other places where it is used. 

(I take this occasion to remark that the lemniscus, which has the same form but is used on sacred 
texts and with a different significance from the dotted o’/JeAdc, has escaped the notice of Liddell and 
Scott and Lewis and Short.) 

22 Leg. ottic. 

Col. ii It would appear that the trifling remains of this column enable a connexion to be estab¬ 
lished between Ap. 87, of which it is expressly said MdpciAoc . . . o S17Aovpevoc ecn Kal rvpawiKrj Kara 

MuriArivalwv eycipopevrj cvcracic, and the new fragment 2297 fr. 5. At any rate 1. 7 recalls evOev Kvpa 

KvXlvSeTcu and 1. 14 ydAatct S’ ayKvppai, at 1. 8 is a mention of Myrsilus and not improbably of his 
‘return’ (to resume the tyranny, cf. col. i 19), while at 1. 29 must certainly be recognized ev /h/ijSAi'Secct 
(with possibly cyoivla at 1. 32 or 1. 33 or both). If this combination is correct, that suggested in Ap. 

51 and 87 must be withdrawn. 

20 The accent as well as the tKdecic seems to indicate that this is part of the lemma. As a long 
shot I suggest 0171a ‘rudder’. 
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2307. Commentary on Alcaeus. 

The two manuscripts containing poems of Alcaeus, of one of which constituent 

fragments have been published under nos. 1234, 1360, 2166 (c), and in pp. 130-4 

below, of the other under no. 2165, since they possess one piece, must be presumed to 

have possessed one book, at least, in common. It is, therefore, possible that the 

remnants here printed of a commentary on poems of Alcaeus some of which are 

partially preserved in the former may also contain matter referring to poems in the 

latter. But if this possibility is realized, I have not succeeded in recognizing the fact, 

and it must be said that very little light is shed on or received from either. Apart 

from the question of reference to an otherwise existing text, the commentary is not 

very illuminating in itself. Its general structure, like that of others in this volume, so 

far as its state of preservation allows one to generalize, is simple. The comment on 

each piece begins with a lemma (sometimes, and presumably always, the first words1) 

followed by a general statement of the circumstances to which the poem relates.2 It 

then proceeds, picking out disconnected phrases for paraphrase and occasionally inter¬ 

jecting a grammatical or historical observation.3 But the paraphrase is often far from 

lucid and the quotations are neither necessarily complete lines or clauses nor given in 

the pure form of the original but in a jargon in which the dialect and common speech 

are liable to be mixed quite arbitrarily.4 The total gain, therefore, would probably 

not be very great, in the absence of the text commented, even if the commentary were 

continuous. In its present state of ruin it is hardly any use at all. Although the text, 

where one has an opportunity of judging, is not particularly correct, it is written in a 

hand of great fluency and elegance, employing a large variety of letter forms, which 

may be assigned to the second century. 

1 Fr. 1, 18; 9, 8. Cf. 2306 i 14; 2293 1 iii 25. 
1 Fr. 9, 9 and perhaps 3 ii 8; 4, 9; 5, 4. Cf. 2306 i 15; 2293 1 iii 26; 10 (a) 14. 
3 Fr. 14 ii 3 (on the dialect); 3 i 4 (a date ?). Cf. 2293 1 iii 12 (an etymology). 
4 Fr. 1, 18; 14 ii 13; 16, 1. Cf. 2306 i 22; 2293 1 iii 21. 
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Fr. i. 

'.?[ 
&>.[ 
fcp.[ 
flOVTOj[ 

5 [ 

oev _[ 

vo.[ 

va>y[ 

vocev[ 

10 TOVK^Tj^ 

v.vl 
voco/x[ 

IS V 

KAectma[ 

atc^w[ 

jiaava _ [ 

] KOVTCOl' [ 

] i/»6ucrat[ 

] £eu7rarep[ 

] 7rec^;aAac[ 

20 ] Tecemr[ 

] /ZtOVOlAl>[ 

Fr. 1 i At the beginning a horizontal stroke on the line, £ or perhaps £ 
of A or the first half of \x likely, but k possible 3 .[, to more likely than v 

n Before v a small loop off the line, after v a similar larger loop on the line 
margin the upper end of a coronis 16 , [, the bottom of an upright 

i .[, the lower parts 
7 .[, an upright 

15 In the left-hand 
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Fr. 2. 

97 

5 

10 

]9o8.[ 
Jvecuc. [ 

] evemf 

]adrjKO [ 

]Socrou[ 

]a</>epo[ 

]ycrou[ 

]eSe/xot[ 

]U7]C€ a>[ 

]t7rpoc[ 

M.].[ 

Fr. 2 i ]., the tail of 
slope to right, v possible 

a probable 4 .[, the lower part of a stroke ascending with a slight 
11 ]., the tail of a, A, or ^ 

]. vc Col. ii 

]T°v 

].[...>ac .].[ 

] c em/xev [ .] vap[ 

]rjc(f>v[_]rjc ^ VOVtLi[ 

] _ cecd[ _ ]iro 0 <MC.[ 

]ran/3[.]/cxt / \kCTX, 

jr'SeSte j TaVj[ 

].[ ( <f>rjCi{ 

c..[ 

Fr. 3 Col. i 1 ]., an upright slightly turning over to the left at the top, possibly 1 3 ].[ 
would suit the lower part of r 4 ]., a small hook on the line which would suit e or c, but the letter 
would be too close to the following 6 ]., a dot level with the tops of the letters, e, v possible 
9 e, or possibly c 

Col. ii 7 After tt what most resembles a small c; if t, the next letter might be y or v 

H 
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Fr. 4. 

]_€Cv6[ 

]o> TTivaf;S_[ 
]vea>caJca7Toi.[ 

Jevouro _ aA/c[ 

5 ]yeyovoTaxa _ [ 

]vaKi.Socavayi<[ 

]Ao/tevot> /ceA [ 

]cacecucy«AaA[ 

]/catauTr;yey/pa7r[ 

10 ].. 

Fr. 4 1 ]y or ]r 2 .[, the lower part of an upright 4 After o the lower part of an upright 
5 .[, the bases of two letters like tc or one like 77 7 .[, a spot above the level of the letters 9 YP 

would more naturally be read 7r 10 There may be traces of the tops of four letters, the last two 

perhaps being pa 

Fr. 5. 

].?“*[ 

]otoc/t . va _ [ 

]Se7rpocor[ 

]7TTatou/ce _ [ 

]ova£ouct[ 

JiTcutyeref 

] _ vl8tt]vk[ 

Fr. 5 1 ]., the lower part of a curved stroke descending from the left, possibly c 2 After p 

a trace compatible with the lower right-hand side of o 4 .[, the left-hand end of a crossbar, 
possibly r 7 iS apparently in litura 
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Fr. 6. 

99 

].%*.[ 

]vopv[' ]vr[ 

] _ am. [. ]t[ 

] _ orjK' t[ 

5 

]r?«[ 

].[ 

Fr. 6 i ]., the tail of a or A .[, a small loop on the line, a or e probable 
has a long hooked tail, presumably p 

5 The second letter 
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Fr. 8. 

5 

io 

IS 

20 

Fr. 7. 

].c«.[ 
]juaS[ 

]sfov?l 
] _ iov8e/c[ 

\Xecovyap\ 

]aipeiaA[ 

] kovk[ 

] _ _ vtojl [ 

]eC7TOT€'[ 

JeSavnyi.^ 

]tjvot[Jc 

]r[>8ie 

jr^raiSa 

]ov/rev 

]Ao7raAat 

] # TODvrrai 

] _ OVlT€ 

] _ V6TTO 

] ai/AGCl 

]oS _T7j[ 

] _7Tp0C 

]vc 

]. 
1KO 

Tt 
pv[ 

Frr. 7-8 The appearance of the papyrus justifies the belief that the small fragment belongs to 
the neighbourhood of the lower half of the larger 

Fr. 7 1 .[, on the line the bottom of a stroke ascending to right 2 ]., below the line the end 
of a hooked stroke, perhaps p or v 3 ]., a trace compatible with a, A .[, the lower part of a stroke 
ascending from the line 4 ]., right-hand end of a cross-stroke 8 ev or ov 9 .[, apparently 
an elongated 1, but p not impossible 16 ]., a short stroke above the general level, descending 
from left to right 18 ]., two dots consistent with the upper part of an upright 19 ]., the 
right-hand end of a cross-stroke, y or t probable 21 the tops of strokes suggesting v or at 
23 An upright 
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io 

Fr. 9- Fr. 9. 

]* 

• • • 

’ 1 

].[.]. T°Se 
/CcA[ ]jovayadt] /ceA[ ]tov ayadrj 

wvSei [ }aya9rjxprj vvv Seia[ ]aya9rji XP7]' 

capi€vov[ ]ev€u9peiy capidvov[c ]ev9opeiv 

Kai€VOppi[ ]oICt[ '}l>(f)lT Kal evopp\fjcai t]o7c t[o]{5 01T- 

ra/c[Jwa>r[ ]/ca 7 to.k\o\v vcut[oic ]/ca- 

]KTjcv^pecoc[4 m ] _ Tvpavvov 

J.aucat emSf^J iSto ui c 

] piSa /caxa[ < _ ]rjKar _ 

]^tTTa/coyyey[_ j77Tgi. _ 

pi ajvopKcoy[' 

VpfMeVOJV€v[ 

'At.M ]. 

3 

770/ 

Krjc vj3pcajc[ to\v rvpavvov 

Travcai. em§[_ ] t Aibc vtoc 

C KpoviSa • /cat a[vr]r] Kara 

- 0iTTaKov yey[pa\nrai rre- 

“l pi rtuv op/ca»v[ to>v y]f[y]e- 

vr)pL€va>v iv[ 

.M ]. 

Fr. 9 The top of a column? x Or perhaps ]..e.g. kcu 2 Or possibly ]y 8 ]., prima 
facie the right-hand stroke of y 11 [y] seems unavoidable but there is room for at least two letters 

Fr. 10. 

U[ ’ 
].Ae .vto[ 

]eAeu0epat[ 

]pX°v°°vp[ 

5 ]epaicaAAa[ 

].o.[.]..[ 

Fr. 10 1 ]rj or ]w .[, the foot of an upright 2 ]., a trace consistent with the central bar of c 

Presumably civ, not cov 6 ]., the upper right-hand arc of a circle above the general level After 
o the upper part of an upright with a thickening on the top right-hand side 
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Fr. ii [a). 

' 

TjOiKCOC' jS[ 

SpCLTOVTOVCL _ [ 
5 va[']'yadov[']'[ 

]-[_]otca_e_a[ 

]avjovk[ 

] _ Xoycov[x[ 

]cvvict[ 

10 ]xoce[J.T[ 
] _ 77Tat[ 

]o7TO _ k[ 

1 ..VT.[ 

Fr. 11 (a) 2 If ]o, some ink at the top right-hand side not accounted for, but 9 less probable 
,[, the lower part of an upright followed by the lower part of a slightly curved stroke with a hook, 
77, or ic or similar letters . 3 Between c and /S the lower part of a slightly curved stroke with a hook 
followed by an upright and a vertical stroke with a hook, e.g. 01c, cue, scarcely 07 or 6rj 4 .[, 1 and 
v among the possibilities 5 ]a probable ].[, a horizontal stroke on the line with a dot above it, 
perhaps £ 6 ].[, the top of a tall upright, perhaps only ]</>o, ]<fio Between a and e, a dot above the 
general level, perhaps not a letter but a stop After e what looks like i, but the distance from the 
following a suggests y, the surface having flaked off 10 ]., the top of an upright, possibly simply 
ey was written 11 ]., possibly the end of the right-hand branch of v 12 Before k a trace on 
the line 13 ].., a tail below the line followed by two spots on the edge of the hole suggesting e 

.[, a small semicircle just off the line 14 an apex, as of some <rs <f> might be 1p, it is followed 
by a high stroke which might be taken with the trace to its right to be part of 77 
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Fr. 11 (b). 

’ ]/ 

m 
]..[ 

]K€K[ 

5 ]t&p[ 

]eveS[ 

M 

I believe the above fragment (itself made up of three scraps placed end to end) should be placed 
to the left of fr. n (a) 11. 8-14, so that JrfoJpoTro is made continuous in fr. n (b), 5 and fr. 11 (a), 12. 

See the commentary 

Fr. 11 (b) 1 Perhaps the middle of e or the right-hand branch of ip 3 A tail on the line, as 

of a, followed by what might be the left-hand side of o 

Fr. 12. Fr. 13 (a). 

]cei at§er[ }fipLxaa[ 

ecoc ll€T(JJTTOV ]_vovt[ 

y€LVO)CK€Ul(f>[ ].[ 
€KTrX'qCCOLTo[ . • 

evaj3pvvofJi[ Fr. 13 (b) 

KCLU«XTaKe(f)[ • Fr. 13 (c) 

l±evov fx\_ ].ret • • 

]eajc[ > 

].[ ]..[ > 

]? 

The appearance of these fragments makes it probable that they stood in close proximity to one 

another 

Fr. 12 1 After 9 the lower part of an upright, with a small hook, descending below the line, next 
a hook on the line apparently belonging to a stroke ascending with a slope to the right, then the tip 
of a vertical stroke on the line, then the lower part of a stroke ascending to the right, then the lower 
part of a vertical stroke and of a curved stroke with a turned-up tail, which might be parts of the 

same letter 

Fr. 13 (a) 1 The bases of letters compatible with aet8, though what is then taken for ae might 

be parts of the same letter 
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Fr. 14. Col. ii 

776r6bfcbv7raAA[ 

€CTavauftop,pLoc[ 

eojcovcreLyeLTO _ [ 

Ta\ap,/3avovcLve[ 

5 a •otaioAeic/caivw[ 

Col. i. IpapLpLOVlpOpLpLOVe _ _. [ 

. /recTy/xtjvetSeTtjvatca 

M dapciavdAiftopievrjcav 

] _ €TTL(f)€p€LV7TO TrjCKfli7T€p<XLV0pL€VrjC 

] ocSiepprjyvLav 10 TroXArjdvaKadapcLaava 

] ajcdaXaccav iropeveTaiKaLAevKirjeipr] 

] <paXoLTOTTOl raiSeroAeu/cocStaroe 

]oVKOVT€Cpi€V 7Tapp,a otaSec/ceA^ 

]pir](f>cu[']p,e Sr]K€xajpr]K€avTCUKCu 

]8taro[] 15 t CKeArjavT-rjcveTTaXaL 

]0aAaccav[ aira[ jaretcat^a/x [ 

~\irep€ppiaTUj[ 8po \ ]7nrrjcaA\ 

]vaKpea>v A17yop \ ] 7T€7rAev[ 

] _ rjyopojvxaL KVicuavTr]8i,aTovc7roA 

1 at r 20 AovcirAovcKaLTTVKVOvcrj 

877 _ [. JAatayeyo ve[ _ 

]. Aon [ ] ojveve [" 

] Tat [ ]ouStaro[ 

Aatco 

25 doppucdrjvair][ 

cuvoact[- 

rjvavc7r[ _ ]Aatarou[ _ 

7iAetv _ [ J _ tcyetToiiT_t[ 

tt\ ]yac7ropeveTa[ 

30 r r ]o/aevouc77e[ 

]yetc7ravTaAt[ 

] ayeratai[ 

].[ 

Fr. 14 Col. i i .[, below the line the tip of a long-tailed letter 2 ]., the right-hand tip of a 
stroke level with the tops of the letters 3 ]T or]y 4 ]., a trace of a crossbar as of e 8 [. .]f 
possible, but c might be the right-hand stroke of, e.g., n, in which case [.]tt would fill the room 
10 Anacr. fr. 38 13 seq. The surface is rubbed and the traces might be combined in different 
ways 15 Traces compatible with 77 

Col. ii 6 After e the lower part of an upright, hooked at the bottom, followed by a hook on the 
line and the lower tip of a tailed letter descending below the line 17 . [, an upright with apparently 
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5 

10 

pei 

i5 

Fr. 14. 

Col. i 

]_ €7TL(f)Cp€L 0770 

epptajroc hiepprjyviav 

] _ a>c daAaccav 

\v<f)aAoi T07T0L 

]o8/C OVT€C flkv 

'\pLi] 0at[v]op.e- 

]Sia to[' [ 

]6dAaccav[ 

v\nkp ippidra>[v 

JY]va Kpeajv 

dX]Xrjyopa>v yai- 

]. at. _ _ t _ _ 

3. 

] 

5 

10 

15 

20 

25 

30 

Col. ii 

( )tA aAA[a/v 

ecrdvat. tjjojijioc [ 

etoc ovcTetyet • to o[ p,e- 

TaXapbftdvovcLV e[m to 

a ot yltoAetc /cat vvv [ rrjv 

ifjdpipLov ipopcpiov e _ 

/ce. crjjxaivei Se TTjv a/ca- 

dapciav. 6Aipop.evr)c av- 

Trjc /cat rrepaLvopLevrjc 

TroXXrj riKadapcia ava- 

7TOp€V€TO.L Kdl XeVKTj * €LpTj- 
8\ X \ f O X XV 

6 TO AeVKOC Oca TO €- 

rrapjia. ota 8e cKeXrj rj- 

8rj /ceyojpry/ce avrat* /cat 

Ta CKeXrj avrrjc TreTraXai- 

a/Ta[f Ja tc /cat #ap,a[ 

Spo [.e]77t T>pc aA- 

Af]yopta[c .. . ]. TreTrXev- 

kvIcu avrfjL 8ta touc 770A- 

Aouc ttXovc /cat ttvkvovc rj- 

8rj 7r[a]Aata yeyovejy.] aA- 

A’ ou c.[_]tojv eVe/c[a 

tcu 00 8ta to[ 

Aataic_[.]...[ Ka_ 

doppLLcdrjvcu rj[ 

cvvovcl[4 _]7re7rA[ 

rj vavc 7r[a]Aata tou[J_[ 

ttXclv k[ _ Jptcyet Toim[ 

7t[.]yctc 77opet/eTa[t 

t[.JopteVoac Tre[ 

/ctjyetc rrdvTCL Al[9ov 

]TayeTat a>[ 

].[ 

a stroke descending left to right from its top; ^ and v not suggested, if i.[, the second letter is abnor¬ 
mally close to the t 18 ]., a dot on the line 22 After od traces which look like the upper part of 
c followed by the hooked base of an upright on the line Or possibly]yco 23 After rat two uprights 
followed by what looks like the bottom left-hand corner of a off the line 24 After w the base of 
a letter like tore followed by a similar but narrower curve, perhaps a 25 The first 0 has been made 
out of r by the original hand Or possibly tt[ 29 Though there is a trace of ink to the left of the 
top of ]y, t seems less probable 
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Fr. 15. 

]l)TlVO' [ 

]7]T0LLCTr[ 

]ovkcl[ 

5 ]cav 7r[ 

]wSe_[ 

Fr. 15 may come from the neighbourhood of fr. 3 col. ii 

3 0r yo[? 

Fr. 16. 

]c ovXeXa9a>v[ 

]flTVIA[JUTepiT' [ 

] _ /3cuc/cai77eSa[ 

Fr. 16 On the question of the position of this fragment see commentary. 
1 After c the lower part of an upright with a thickened foot, r more likely than i 2 e[ possible 

3 ]., the tail of a or A 

Fr. 17. 

>y?[ 

]cfia[ 

}vvy[ 
]ra£[ 

Fr. 17 I believe that this scrap, of which the surface is much rubbed, should stand on the left 
of fr. 14 col. i, 1 but I cannot find any point of attachment 

2 c very doubtful 3 Of y only the second upright, of y only traces of the arms, of y only the 
stem and left-hand end of the cross-stroke 
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Fr. 18. 

]ecy[ 

Fr. 18 The appearance of both sides of the papyrus is compatible with a position about the 

centre line of the column contained in fr. 9 
Or simply i[ 

Fr. 19. 

]8anSpa 

] .TOV 
]evye 

]S etpcrj 

5 ]aAAe 

Fr. 20. 

] taAAavt 

]7rat£ov 

]toca 

]tT€CCOV€1 

5 ]a)L At 

]-n-e7rot^TO 

”] 

Fr. 20 1 ]., the tip of a horizontal stroke on the line 
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Fr. 21. 

] _ €L@a _ 

]6r]V 

].hv 
].cte 

Fr. 21 i Bases of letters, the first may be k, the last p or another long-tailed letter 

Fr. 22. 

].««' [ 

Fr. 22 ]., the tip of a tail, A, p, or the like 

Fr. 23. 

]Trpoc[ 

].’ [ 

]av [ 

]fcAe [ 

5 ].[ 

Fr. 24. Fr. 25. 

]cn/>ou[ 

]yicaij[ 

]auTou[ 

j^OCCT^ 

Fr. 24 4 ]., an upright .[, a dot above the 
level of r, probably v 

].T1T€PV[ 
]/eatrep^[ 

].h.l 

Fr. 25 3 ]., the serifed top of an upright 
.[, the top hook of c or a similar letter 
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Fr. 26. 

yvfiva[ 

fiapvav[ 

_ctolvv[ 

Fr. 26 1 Of y only the stem Of a only the 
bottom left-hand corner 3 ye or possibly ce 

Fr. 28. 

’ ]fo.[ 
]er[ 

M 

Fr. 28 1 .[, the foot of an upright 

Fr. 30. 

]ar[ 

]>[ 
]7rap[ 

5 M 

]va>[ 

M 

Fr. 30 2 > perhaps possible 3 ]., the 

foot of an upright 

Fr. 27. 

’]...[’ 
]Aeyouci 

]rovtcrov 

Fr. 27 1 the hooked lower part of an 
upright, e.g. r or v, followed by the base of e or c 

.[, a dot, on the line, apparently the foot of an 

upright 

Fr. 29. 

]ep°(f>[ 

}.9avi 

Fr. 29 1 ]., the tail of a or A 2 ]., a 
small hook on the line as of e or c p might 

perhaps be v 

Fr. 31. 

'].[ * 

]X 
M 

[ ] 

5 ]y[ 

].H 
]...[ 

Fr. 31 2 ]., remains resembling the right- 
hand side of c, off the line 6 Perhaps ]y 
7 Bases of letters, pey among the possibilities 
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Col. i 

Fr. 32. 

Col. ii 

5 

10 

].i°y 

].V 
]at 

]l£,ov 

] TV 

to 

to 
]ov 

]’ 

]Aa 

]a 

]? 

> 

«.[ 

.[ 

[ 
[ 
[ 
ft 

7T[ 

Fr. 32 Col. i 1 Or ]a> 2 ]., the lower tip of a stroke descending below the line and the right- 
hand end of a crossbar opposite the middle of i, perhaps t/> 3 Perhaps ]u 10 ]a or ]A 

Col. ii 6 The top left-hand side of e or a similar letter 

Fr. 33. 

• • 

]couA[ 

>°C .[ 
]r)c<f>ev[ 

Fr. 33 2 The fourth letter appears to be A 
made out of p 

Fr. 34. 

• • 

]vTO _ [ 

]earov[ 

]vcco[ 

>a.[ 

Fr. 34 1 . [, an upright with ink to the 
right of its top 
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Fr. 35. Fr. 36. 

]vyap [ 

].P°c [ 

].M [ 
>ev [ 

W 
>§.[ 

Fr. 36 2 ]., a stroke ascending from below 
the line with a slight slope to right, p possible 

Fr. 35 2 ]., a dot on the line 3 ]., an 
upright with a thickened top, perhaps 77 

Fr. 37. Fr. 38. 

]...[ ' 

]§€OcS[ 

Fr. 37 1 Bases of letters, of which the first 
might be n 3 .[, an upright 

’ M 

]£°y^/p[ 

~\vTrjCj[ 

H.]a'[ 
5 ]07T0[ 

]a_ _C7r[ 

]fivK£v[ 

Fr. 38 2 The tops of v and p are lost 4 
.[, the top of an upright, e.g. 77 6 A broad 
letter, like p, would fill the space between a and c 
For ctj it would be permissible to substitute e 
and ic 

Fr. 39. 

]_V_7TOLT][ 

]7j7rAetu^t.[ 

]ir ovex@[ 

Fr. 39 1 £77 or on possible 
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Fr. 40. Fr. 41. 

’ ].[ ’ ].C 

]."/?[ ]ouck[ 

].te [ ]occf>[ 

]a>tra _ [ ]t°v[ 

]vae[ ]ya[ 

]coya[ M 

].M . 

Fr. 40 2 ]. , on the line the tail of a stroke 
coming from the left 3 ]., the lower end of a 
stroke descending from left with a dot above 
4 .[, a trace above the general level 

Fr. 41 1]., the tail descending below the 
line of p, <f>, or the like 

Fr. 42. 

’ ix' 
]..[ 

].T«.[ 
}vkX[ 

5 ]a7roS[ 

]jP eiov[ 

]aKOVo[ 

](f>vya[ 

]covoTa[ 

Fr. 42 1 ]a possible 3 ]., a trace compatible with the top of c .[, a dot on the line 
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Fr. 43. 

u 

].T°^[ 

]ovyaca[ 

].«7*v[ 

5 ]ouc/ca[ 

.[ 
>...[ 

]t°...[ 

].T. 

Fr. 43 The surface is damaged 
4 ]., the lower part of an upright 7 The 

last letter might be A or ^, which might be 
preceded by x> would not be impossible 
8 Or ]y .possibly ac 9 tep</a compatible 
with the traces but not strongly suggested 

Fr. 44. 

]ata[ 

]TaV.[ 

5 >c0.[ 

u 

Fr. 44 1 Bases of letters, which might be 
]ot., ]ok. but could be otherwise interpreted 
3 .[, a stroke ascending from the line with a 
slight slope to right 

Fr. 45. 

’]...[’ 
>007 [ 

]Aetr[ 

]poi[ 

Fr. 45 1 Lower parts of letters, e or c, 17 or w, 1 are among the possibilities 

Fr. 46. 

'].?[’ 
]ycor{ 

]wt 
Fr. 46 2 Or ]t 

I 
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Fr. 47. 

]v.[ 
]?”.[ 
~\yapirpe[ 

Kt 

Fr. 49. 

]epirai[ 

] _ CKay_[ 
]o>V77[ 

Fr. 49 1 After e the lower part of a hooked 
upright, e.g. v, and the foot of an upright on the 
line 3 ]., traces of what may_.be an upright 
If y, perhaps yo[; scarcely 

Fr. 50. 

]£eiv[ 

]v7ra [ 

]ri#e[ 

Fr. 52. 

]ou.[ 

]p°.[ 

]A€TOk[ 

]/cpou[ 

].[ 

Fr. 48. 

>vc..[ 

]tC7TOu[ 

]epojL [ 

]M 

Fr. 48 1 .the lower part of an upright, 
e.g. t, v, followed by a dot on the line 4 ]., 
a dot above the general level, perhaps v or x 

Fr. 51. 

u ’ 

}evl 

M 

] o*[ 

5 ].«ok[ 

}.VKa[ 

Fr. 51 2 .[, lower left-hand arc of a small 
circle off the line, e.g. o 4 Perhaps ]j3, but the 
surface is damaged 5 ]., an upright with 
serifed top, v or a> probable 6 ]., scattered 
traces compatible with 9 

Fr. 53. 

]«..[’ 
]77pOc[ 

M[ 

].Fou[ 
5 ]t>«a[ 

]l«[ 

].[ 

Fr. 52 1 .[, part of a crossstroke, perhaps 
r 2 .[, the lower part of a stroke ascending 
from the line with a slight slope to right, traces of 
ink to the right of it, possibly k or n 

Fr. 53 1 ..[, the lower parts of an upright 
ending in a hook and of a stroke curving slightly 
from left to right 4 ]., the lower part of a 
stroke descending with a curve to right 
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Fr. 54. Fr. 55- 

’ .if M ' 
ou[ >c.[ 
7Tp[ 

^ia[ 

c/4 

Fr. 54 i Two lines meeting at an angle, e.g. 

\ X 

Fr. 56. Fr. 57. Fr. 58. 

M 

• • 

]vKaA[ M 
]vap.[ ]vo/re[ M 
>ap[ ]eSa[ ].«*[ 

]...[ • 

Fr. 58 3 ]«■ or 

Ft. 59. 

]w*.l 
] av[ 
]vw[ 
]tok[ 

5 ].aTe[ 

]veoi.[ 

]«..[ 

Fr. 59 5 ]y or ]r 7 .the tops of up¬ 

rights, the second well above the general level 

Fr. 60 vacant. 

Fr. 61. 

.].[ 

.[ 
7TP[ 

7TOLk[ 

.M 
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NEW CLASSICAL FRAGMENTS 

Fr. 63. Fr. 64. 

]8‘.[ ’ ]V.[ " >.[ ' 

luTa>c[ 

].M 

iA[ M 
M.[ 

. 

].[ 
• Fr. 64 1 the left- 

Fr. 63 1 .[, the lower part hand side of a circular letter 

of an upright ending in a hook, 

Fr. 62 3 ]., perhaps the upper slightly off the line 

right-hand stroke of c 4 Serifed 

top of an upright 

Fr. 65. 

• » 

].[ 
]Pw.X 

]evrr[ 

Fr. 65 2 Possibly m 

Fr. 66 vacant. 

Fr. 67. 

].!?.[ ’ 

]{X€C(f>a[ 

]vTOUc[ 

Fr. 67 1 .[, the lower part of an upright 

sloping slightly to^right 

Fr. 69. 

L. .[’ 

Fr. 68. ~\vdviLl[ 

]ltv[ 
* • 

hxvH. 
]emro[ Fr. 70. 

• * 
*].. c ’ 
] _ 7raT[ 

].T .[ 

Fr. 70 3 ]., perhaps v or <0 .[, possibly a 
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Fr. 71. Fr. 72. 

]..[ ]’.A.o[ ’ 

>.[ 

]«H 

]TOU7r[ ]a)CT€t[ 

]7TOt€l. [ , . 
3. ocye[ 

]a>cay[ 

]mve[ 

]^A[ 

].&*.[ 

]™[ 

The script of these two fragments is rather different from that of the rest, fi in particular being 

differently made, but there is no doubt it proceeds from the same hand 

Fr. 71 1 ]., part of a descending stroke hooked up at the bottom, e.g. c .[, a tiny segment off 
the line, probably o 2 .[, the lower part of a stroke ascending to right, e.g. A 5 .[, (he lower 
part of a stroke ascending with a slight slope to right 6 ]r or possibly ]y n ]., the tips of the 
right-hand branches of k or x .[> the lower part of a stroke ascending with a slight slope to right 

Fr. 72 1 ]., the tail of a stroke curving down from the left, e.g. a Between A and o the lower 

part of an upright with a small hook at the bottom; aAyo, aA™ would suit 

Fr. 73. 

].[.].[ 
]vic/x[ 

]..«“( 

Fr. 73 has a somewhat heavier stroke than 

the others 1 ]? probable 3 may be 

meant 

Fr. 74. 

].«.[ 
]..[ 

Fr. 74 1 ]6 or y (and similar letters) pos¬ 
sible 2 An apex as of a, fx followed by the top 

of a circular letter 
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Fr. 77. 

Fr. 75. ' Fr. 76. 

].a>v.[ ]..[ 

lToy[ 
Fr. 75 ]., the right-hand end Fr. 76 1 The lower part Fr. 77 2 ]., an upright 

of a cross-stroke, as of y of a hooked stroke, e.g. c, fol- 3 The second letter may be p, 
lowed by the foot of an upright the third o or c 

on the line 

]«> [ 
].7.[ 
]...< 

Fr. 78. 

>...[’ 
]VT6C [ 

V [ 

Fr. 78 1 After v a small hook on the line Of the last letter the end of an upright below the line 

Fr. 79. 

]Ata[ 

Fr. 80. 

’ «.[ 
«[ 

Fr. 80 1 .[, an upright 
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Fr. 81. 

• • 

]. 
]tt 

]7 

Fr. 81 1 An upright with a thickened foot 4 ]..» the tops of letters compatible with ]vo, 

].io, etc. 

Fr. 82. 

>... c 
The appearance of the papyrus is compatible with a position near frr. 12-13 (c) 

Fr. 82 The bottoms of letters compatible with vavc, vote, etc. 

Fr. 1 io*la contraction of which I cannot supply the extended form. 
13 If there is any connexion between K\ecova[ and the KAeavd/cnSai (Strabo 617) and it may be 

supposed that K\eu>va£ and KXedvai are alternatively possible derivatives—the reference here may be 

to Myrsilus, as appears from the marginal note Ap. 55, 23. , 
14 This part of the commentary corresponds to Ap. 46 so that the supplements av-]aicXH™c 

and dvat[cXi>vroc suggest themselves. , , ,,, 
18 The beginning of the comment on Aft. 47. The sense is: Zev nanep, [Avboi pev a-J|7recXa- 

Adcravrec- dAyoCv-]|rec ini T[atc cv^opale j-]\pwV ot Av]8o(. The commentator may have taken 
inacvaXavrec (see 2166 (c) i) for the aorist participle of <WxdAAaj (though acXaAAo> has no aonst 
forms and the analogical form would have -XaA- not -XaA-) and therefore interpreted it by what he 
supposed to be the aorist participle of inacxaXda) (which has no aorist forms either), which a copyis 

proceeded to corrupt by interchanging e-a. 

Fr. 2 K]a9o8 [ (1. i), K]a8i)K0v[ (1. 4), «^o]Soc Tor*[ (1. 5) may lend each other support, so that this 
scrap refers to one of the periodical ‘returns’ of political refugees so often mentioned m connexion with 

Alcaeus and his opponents. 

Fr. 3 Col. i 4 seq. Perhaps ini ^ | [AJc ]t?c ^y[y]^c ‘at the time of the .th exile’ or ‘of the 

flight to’. Cf. Apt. 57 marg. 

7 

Fr. 4 4 A\i<[aiov? t 
7 Possibly 7n]va/a'Soc with the same reference as mvag (1. 2). 
9 If Kal avTTj yiypan[rah cf. fr. 9, 9 at the beginning of a new piece. 

Fr. 6 2 The space admits only 6Pv\C\v. 

Fr. 7 6 Resembles, perhaps fortuitously, fr. 14 1 12. _ 
10 I mention as a mere possibility alpovvjrai peel-\-njv, since we know from Hdt. v 95 that 1 eri 

ander arranged terms between the Athenians and Mytileneans, when they were disputing possession 

of Sigeum, and 11. 17-21 contain, as far as they go, nothing that excludes this supplement and som 

syllables that can be made to harmonize with it. 
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Fr. 9 5 ivopovcm might rather have been expected. 
8 The beginning of a new piece. The description of its subject would suit 2165 i i seqq. but the 

metre appears to be different. One’s first thought would be of em8[ot,]pi but this would produce 
neither metre nor, as far as I see, sense. To read ]tji is by no means so attractive, but I see nothing 
more probable and at least a recognizable verse, ionic a minore, results. intended for an 
optative, may be worth considering. 

Fr. 11 (a) 5 dyaddv. 

n seqq. If I am right about the position of fr. n (b), we have at the beginning of this and the 
next two lines: xex[p~\vTTT<u, .]r[[oj]/j07ro[.] /c[, evfSpfirr.jk 

Fr. 12 3 Icoc cf. fr. 14 ii 3, ‘as far as’, i.e. the lemma extends from . . . ‘to’ .... 

Fr. 14- Col. i contains part of the comment on Up.. 51, 3 seq. dcdpan] J 8* eppaTi TVTTTopJ^evav. 

Compare Hesych. in eppa' . . . tov 77 orpco8yj xal C77ixvpoTil^o pevov djcto prj fiXeneiv TO770V TTjC OaXdocTjC xal 

Avaxpeojv- acr/piuv inrkp ippaTwv <f>opevpat, and similar explanations in Et. Mag. s.v. eppara, Harpocr. 
s.v. tppa (= Phot., Suid., Zon.), Pollux i 115. 

7 <f>aiv6pe-\voi 8e ? 
10 Anacr. fr. 38. 
12 Perhaps cf. fr. 7, 6. 
For the position of fr. 16, which would be expected to belong to the bottom of this column, see 

below. 

Col. ii 2 A paragraphus appears to have been omitted below this line. 
3 seqq. So Ioann. Compand. 111 § 1 ot AtoXetc c9oc eyovcLv dvA pev 6. to 6 TiOevai. 

6 Not etp\r)-\xe, though would be a possible reading. 
8 avrfjc I suppose, ‘the ship’. But many of the words and expressions following seem more 

applicable to a iropvq than to a ship. The same kind of mixture seems to occur in Ap. 61, 20 seqq. 
10 axadapcta dv air op ever at Corresponds to 1fjoppoc 6{v}cTetxet ... /cat Aevx-q. etp-qTat 8e to Xevxoc 

implies that the text of Alcaeus contained also the word Xevxrj or Xevxoc, ‘leprosy’ or ‘white’. The 
commentator is too muddled to have made clear which, but Sid to cnappa ‘because of the swelling’ 
obviously refers to the same fact which makes Aristotle Hist. An. 5i8ai2 say that Xevx-q is an e£dv67]pa 

and on account of which Aeschylus wrote, as I do not doubt he did, at Choeph. 282 AeuW 8c xopcaic . . . 
cnavTcXXciv. There is, so far as I can discover, no word Xevxoc as the name of a disease, though the 
couple coxpdc, <LXpoc may show that it is not theoretically inadmissible. 

13 I can give no satisfactory account of 01a (oca) . . . xexcvprjxe. Leg. cxeXea. 

16-17 ...]“ re xal 9apa[ \8po.[ appears to be a lemma paraphrased in ...]. TreirXevxvlaL—ydyovev 

(11. 18-21), and 21 -3 ciA| A’ od c.[. .jrcoo !oe/c[(a) |rai a lemma paraphrased in ou 8id ro[ ?7re7ra-|Aatcof.[ 
(11. 23-4). As a guess, 8p6p[occa■ pevel «], and presumably correct e(v}vex[{a). 

30, Since in the next line there is a reference to the game of ttcccol, there is a chance that r[ovc 
Xey]opevovc 77e[c-|coJc should be recognized here. Cf. ’Ap. 113. Fr. 20 does not appear to belong to this 
immediate neighbourhood. 

Fr. 16 Since this scrap of the commentary plainly refers to 'Ap. 51, 8-10, it would be natural to 
suppose that it must form the foot of fr. 14 col. i. But this position seems precluded by the words with 
which fr. 14 Col. ii begins. 

1 Many must have felt dissatisfaction with the repetition ev tovt[oji or -occt . . . tovtcov XeXd9cov 

(Ap. 51, 7-8). Although the text of Alcaeus preserved in this commentary is not such that one would 
choose to use it in evidence against a book text, ]cjov XeXaOcov suggests the possibility that tovtwv is 
perhaps due to dfitography and that Alcaeus may in fact have written voctco XeXdduiv. 

2 seq. cu> r’ vppi Tcpve\_ ] dpaic. On Lesbian dp- for dfi- see 2303 fr. 2, 3. 
xai ne8a [BaxyiSoc 

Fr. 20 See fr. 14 ii 30 note. 
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2308. Aeolic Verses? 

The following fragment, to which others may have to be added after further 
search, is prima facie, though not certainly, written in Aeolic and in a metre, so far 
as can be judged by what remains, either common to all writers in this dialect (if the 
long Asclepiad) or employed by Alcaeus (if the short Asclepiad) or Sappho (if the 
Ionics exemplified in 1787). It is included here for the sake of the relation it may have 
to 2294. 

The hand is of the angular type. This specimen may be compared with e.g. 232 
and dated in the late second or third century. 

^prjovda\afia)ja)8ec[ 

]iceu77o8avn/i.^>am^3[ 

] _ wvSf 

]vpm •[ 

5 ]ac7f.[ 

1 t headless c[> e and perhaps £ possible 3 ]., the top of an upright 5 .[> the top left- 

hand arc of a small circle 

2 ]prjov: presumably the end of an adjective in -rjoc, -tjcdv (Attic -etoc, -euvv). 

3 (vno8a vvfi<f>av in a line of Sappho at 2294 5. 
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1231 (Sappho, Book i), 2081 (c), 2166 (a) 

Some subtractions from, as well as additions to, the fragments published under 

these numbers are to be recorded. 1231 frr. 33, 37, and 46 (which I can assign respectively 

to their proper manuscripts), 24, 32, 34, 39, 40 clearly, 8 (where read ay/)), 37+47 

(which can be joined) most probably, are not attributable to the same hand as the 

rest. The additions, of which the numbering runs on from 2166 (a), are as follows: 

2. Two scraps have been attached to 1231 fr. 1 i so that 11. 19-24 (Z/x. a 5, 7-12) 

are now to be read: 

] UDTTCDveXev _ [ ]ravSpa KaXX'oc [dvd]p<jma>v ’EXeva [. ,]v avSpi 

]r°.[ ]_ CTOV TOV [ jlCTOV 

i.oaat ] _e^ac’rpoi'aF7rAeo(.[ ] KaAA +oqc’ e/3a ’c Tpotav 7rAeot[ca] 

]/<d)t)S[ ]i8ocot)Se^itAa)fTo[ _ ji/tov /ccuu8[e 77a]f80c ouSe (f)iXojv rol+jpam 

].«[ Je/xvdc^’aAAa-n-apa y’aurav 7ra[. .epvdcdrj aXXa -napayay' avrav 

\ 
]cav /crA. 

\ 
]cav 

21 Above c there is a worm-hole, on the right-hand side of which there is the right-hand arc of a 
small circle, which looks like part of the sign of elision. I cannot explain it. It seems most natural 
to suppose that e/?a ic Tpotav it\loica is what Sappho meant, but so far as I have observed prode- 
lision is not usually indicated (cf. 2300 fr. 1, 5; Ap. 29, 5), so that there is no great probability in the 
suggestion that ac’r was written by error for a’cr. 

23 vdfnrav appears suitable. 

3. A scrap has been inserted in 1231 fr. 1 ii 8 (Z/x. a 6, 7), which completes tvlS, 

and another at the end of 1. 21 (ib. 20) which gives .]/>am/ce[ 

4A. A scrap has been prefixed to 1231 fr. 9, 5 (Z/x. a 9, 5), which is now: 

] evocKperriccu 

4 B. A new fragment has been attached below 1231 fr. 19 (Z/x. om.) and I think 

but cannot be certain that no complete line is missing between them. A good deal of 

the writing, like that of the published piece, is nearly or wholly obliterated. LI. 8 seqq. 

now run: 

].[.M ].[.].[ 

- ]8e*[ 

] + .[ 

8 For/x perhaps another A 9 After e an upright Before and after y the tops of circles After 
t blank space sufficient for 2 letters 10 ]..[, a stroke descending from left, e.g. A, followed by the 
left-hand arc of a circle with a trace to its right, e.g. e 11 ]., the tip of an upright 

9 Topyoi is acceptable but cannot be verified. 
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5. Two more scraps have been attached to the combination of 1231 frr. 50-4, so 

that Up. a 15, 2-9 now have the following form: 

].□.[>c[ 

]«' [ 
] KtiLyap _ rjCV7TaCcTTOT\ 

^iKTjc/JLeAvecdayiTavTal 

]£aAe£ai -KajipaTTVTLodeN 

]8pa^apiccat 

\reiyopevyapecyap.ov -euSe[ 

]lcvtovt 'aAAoTTLTayiCTa[ ktA. 

2 The first visible ink seems to be the foot of an upright; possibly no letter is missing between this 
and the next, represented by the bottom of a stroke well below the line 5 Between d and a ink 
which I cannot interpret either as stop or apostrophe 6 A trace over the first apex of the first p. 

6 A. A scrap has been attached to 1231 fr. 56 on the right so that 11. 3 seqq. 

now run: 

2 

5 

t 
w 

w 

’f* 

Trawvyicho. [. ]a _ [ 

cavaeiS 01 _ v<f>\_ 

(f)aCLOKoAlTCO [ 

aAAeyepdeic ,r]Ld[ 

cret^ecotcu/xaAi [ 

rjTTepoccovaALyvcf) _ [ 

VV-VOv[ ' ]Sa)p,€V 

pLeXoov a[ 

yrjrjrjSS 

3 Travwxic8oi[c]at . . . now indicated. 
4 I am not sure that there is not room for an t between the doubtful letter and v. -c[i]v would 

appear to suit the context better than -ev, but the available evidence is against crediting Sappho 

with v i<f>e\KvcTu<6v in such employment (Ufx. xxxvii, lxxiii). 
6 seq. If i]ie[e€, the occasion must be the night before the wedding-day. If it is the night of the 

wedding-day, I suppose rjLd^eoic must be preferred. ‘Go and’, presumably summon , or the like, a 

future participle. 
7 seq. After vfj.d\u<[ac I suggest d>c iXdccw. The reference seems to be to the sleeplessness of the 

nightingale (Hesiod fr. 203 Rz., App. Prov. iv 41, et al.), but I cannot satisfactorily continue after 
a Xiyv<f>a>\voc. opvic is not very attractive and a8co for ar]8a>v highly improbable. Procne was an Athen¬ 
ian princess but ITrfoc would be apt in Sappho to be otherwise interpreted. I do not see that Martial’s 

multisona Atthis (i 53, 9) weakens this objection. 
9 [t]8oi/xev: cf. Wasps 91 vttvov S’ o'pfit . . . oi58e TracTrdXrjv. 
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Unattached. 

6 B. To the right of 1231 fr. 19, 1 seqq. ? 

].«>.[ 
77/50 [ 

.0PP[ 

avr[ 

1 Above o a trace perhaps representing the lower end of an acute Interl. ]., the lower end of 
a stroke descending from left .[, the lower left-hand segment of a circle 2 Before /S perhaps rj but 
this is not satisfactory and does not account for a trace to the right of the foot of the first upright 
4 The first letter is either tt or less probably y. Perhaps -no. or 7tA is preferable to ycj 

7. (a) 

]'.[ 
, ]aiyapa[ 

rav-f' [ 

7T9... [ 

.]/w[ 

(b) 

K.1..C 
av8a[ 

5 ].ai.[ 

The general appearance is much like that of 4 B and 6 B. I believe 7 (b) to continue 7 (a) 
downwards but I cannot be certain that (b) 1 contains the beginning of (a) 7, though it appears to 
me likely. 

(a) 4 To the left of the line a short horizontal stroke level with the top of 7r 
(b) 2 To the left of the line a horizontal stroke level with the top of 7 3 .[, the left-hand arc 

of a circle 5 ]., an angle suggesting the upper right-hand angle of l .[> the upper left-hand 
arc of a circle 
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8. 

].ml 
].'Xap[ 
]eT°rrX1 2 11...[ 

i ]. t] or v Of p only the tail .[, the foot 
of c or the like, but abnormally distant from a 

2 ]., an upright 

9. 

' i.A.i 

] [ 

].c 

1 .[, the lower left-hand arc of a circle 
2 .[, the left-hand tip of a cross-stroke level with 
the tops of the letters 4 The tips of two 
uprights, perhaps two letters represented 

10. 
].eS[ 

]e«:da[ 

M.M 
]....[ 

1 ]., the right-hand arc of a circle 3 ]., 
traces suggesting a slightly curved stroke 
descending from left, e.g. a, A 

11. From the left-hand side of the 

same column as 1231 frr. 12 and 15? 

M 
]y8rjn€V'{ 

] _ afjacKO _ [ 
M>aA[ ' 

5 

i Only the tail 2 .[, perhaps the ex¬ 
treme lower end of the loop of a, but /a equally 
possible 3 ]., the tip and foot of an upright 
.[, the foot of an upright 4 [.], a narrow 
letter, e.g. i, o 
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12. 

mi 
) 

COl[ 

ovk[ 

5 K«[ 

wl 
A 

w.[ 
/*[ 

i .[, A or perhaps a 2 seq. Between y 
and c a dot of ink, not part of a paragraphus, 
which, if written, is entirely lost owing to a 
worm-track that has removed the surface 6 

What I have taken as the tip of the upper right- 
hand branch of x may be part of a separate letter 
between x and p 8 .[, the left-hand arc of a 
circle 

13. 

] [ 
] [ 
] [ 
] =[ 

U«5t 
]..[ 

14. 

’].*[’ 
]Sv 7To[ 

] *..[ 

i ]., perhaps a but I cannot rule out ].A as 
an alternative 

15. 

].[ 
] tKa[ 

Resembles 4 B and 1231 frr. 
22 and 25 

1 Perhaps the lower part of v 

16. 17. 

n M ' 

]atyo[ 

] [ lca.[ 

M ]fAa[ 
]yayS[ . 
].[][ 3 .[, an upright < 

little below the line 4 Of f 
only the end of the cross-stroke 
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1233 (Alcaeus), 2081 {d), 2166 (b) 

To the additions and corrections to 1233 published in 2081 (d) and 2166 (b), the 

following supplement is to be made. (The numbers are continued from vol. xviii 
2166 (b).) 

9. 1233 fr. 4, i (= B 5, i). A scrap containing the letters ]cov77eA has been 

attached before 0770c. va]cov EUXottoc is, therefore, now established. 

10. 1233 frr. 5+6 (= B 6 («) + (&))+26? 

frr. 7 (= B 6 (c))+2081 (d) 5 (=B6 (e)). 

The location of fr. 26 is open to question. It looks as if it might contain the lower 

parts of the letters of which the tops are contained in fr. 6, 5, but the back being 

stripped no confirmation is to be had from the vertical fibres and I cannot trace the 
horizontal fibres of the front with any certainty in and below fr. 7, 3. The other four 

fragments join by pairs and form a complex, which I think it may be asserted with 

reasonable confidence comes from the lower part of the same column as fr. 4, though 

the evidence of the vertical fibres of the back does not enable me to fix the exact width 

of the gap between the two pairs, which are fixed relatively to one another by the 

horizontal fibres at the level shown. 

(a) 

]_avS[ 

].ftW [ 
]e^7T€[ 

5 ]8eu/cec[ 

]77ap77or[ 

] _ pawoic[. ] _ 8rj m m [ (b) 
]7Totac77 _ ivimroy 

10 ] 7rovTec[xaKapo[ ].VPaT\1.1 

^aveX6ereTavK[4 ]. e/ret [ 

]vt€c[ ]/racS[ ] _ airoc 

]paicaTe[ 

Ydr]ce<jov[ 

15 ]7toXlv [ 

].iav [ 
]a77UTO)CTta)[ 
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i the base of a circle followed by the lower part of an upright 4 ]..., traces on floating 
fibres; that before v may be from the left-hand arc of a circle 7 ].[, the tip of an upright 8 
Before p a dot level with the tops of the letters After c a narrow blank space Before S two traces 
on the line; if the second is the foot of i, the first might represent a, in which case no whole letter would 
be missing After rj traces suggesting either + or A (or x).[ 9 wofiv probable but o not verifiable 
10] At possible, but represented by minimal traces Before 77 a dot on the line [[.]], the left-hand arc 
of a circle cancelled by a diagonal stroke rising from left to right 11 scarcely 1, though the 
vertical stroke is so near the break that nothing is visible on its right. The letter or diphthong imme¬ 
diately following was surmounted by a circumflex, not an acute ]., v seems suggested though 
represented only by two traces on a single fibre 12 If fr. 26 is wrongly attached, the letter before 
ac is represented by a trace level with the tops of the letters and that after them is lost ]., a trace 
on the line 13 ].[, a trace apparently too high to be part of a letter in the line 14 ]., a trace 
level with the tops of the letters; the acute accent on it now certain 16 ]., apparently parts of a 

stroke descending from left to right 

The only column of this manuscript of which the number of lines is known contains 40. To make 
up the same complement 8 lines would have to be lost between the last of 1233 fr. 4 and the first of 
the newly constituted piece. They seem likely to have been the last two verses of the stanza starting 
at 1233 fr. 4, 13, the whole of the following stanza, and the first two verses of the stanza ending at 
I. 2 above, which is prima facie the last Adonius of the poem in Sapphics. What then follows may be 
inferred from 11. 9 seqq. to have been a composition in Asclepiads. We have to reckon with the possi¬ 
bilities that it was alined with the preceding piece or that it was written ev ix9tfeet or that it was 
written ev elcdecei. If IJoXv]SevKec is to be recognized in 1. 5, it must either be the first word of the 
verse or have been preceded by three syllables. It scarcely seems possible that it can have been the 
first word, for the single syllable that would then be all that could be missing before e.g. mnac in 1. 9 
would have to occupy the space of nearly 5 letters, and similar objections would hold in regard to 
II. 8,10,11. I can bring no such simple argument against the hypothesis that three syllables preceded 
it and consequently cannot rule out the possibility that we are here confronted with the long Asclepiad. 
But in view of the relative ease with which the sense of 11. 10-11 can be filled out on the assumption 
of a much smaller loss than that implies, I incline to the belief that lloXv]8evKec is a false clue, that 
At7Tovr€c is actually the beginning of 1. 10 and no more than one syllable missing before the legible 
parts of 11. 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, and therefore that we are dealing with the short Asclepiad written ev elcdecei. 

But where all the elements on which a decision must be based are so dubious, a statement of the 
problem is the most that can usefully be undertaken. 

5 If not noAv]8evKec, perhaps a]Seu*:ec, but there are other articulations. 
9 ttociv ltt7tolcI t€, ‘on foot and on horseback’. 
10 If AiVovrec . . . eA0ere, it may be guessed that the instructions were ‘leave Lesbos’, Ai'novrec 

MaKapoc vacov inriparov (-dray), ‘and go to the land that K. holds’, ec ydv cXOctc, rav K[.- ] vepiei, Or 
something not very different. 

11. 1233 frr. 13+28 ( = B 3)+27. 

fr. 16 (= B 4 (a))+2166 (b) 6. 

These two newly constituted fragments, (b) and (c) below, together with 1233 

fr. 10 (= B 1 , B 2) and 1233 fr. 22+ 2081 (d) 3 (= B 4 (b)), (a) and (d) below, present a 
problem of location. 

(a) contains a joint, and the fibres on the right of this can be traced into each of 

(5), (c), and (d), which therefore stood on the right of (a). It is, further, reasonable to 

assume that (b) was nearest of the three to (a), since, when their respective fibres are 

brought together into correspondence, so also are the lines of writing, which (owing to 

the dip of the fibres from left to right) is not so with the other two. (c) and (d) cer¬ 

tainly belong to different columns, since, being on the same level (that is, fibres and 
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lines of writing corresponding simultaneously), both contain ends of lines. (b) has 

also been thought to display a line-end in 1. 5 but I believe this to be illusory. If it is 

not, at least three, and conceivably four, columns will be represented. If it is, there is 

no theoretical need to assume more than two (viz. i (a)-f-(6) + (c), ii (d,)), the fibres 

which run from (a) across (b) having dipped enough to make it possible to bring fibres 

and lines of writing of (b) and (c) simultaneously into correspondence. The horizontal 

relations of the four fragments may, therefore, be reasonably supposed to be as shown 

below. There is no external indication that I see of the intervals between them. 

(a) (b) 

]...[ 
].[ lToaS[ (c) 

L K O c[ ] €KK€Ka\vir[ ... (^) 

') S e V p[ ]pKevovap, _[ ]Saur_ [ . 
a£a[])M 5 ]"CKeyripd\[c]\c [ ] VTOXtOTT _ [ ]. 

5 e£at>a>[ ].[.].. Aa(t>[ ]eTLyv'ia<f)[ ].oc 

7T A e 17 v[ . ]toAox^>oc[ ] €cddL 

aiS €Ke[ 5 ]. vSlStjo [ ]cav 

€LCLpav[ ] jiievoc S[ 5 ].P*> 
k ava>x[ ] _ top-ov [ ].«" 

10 ) yu, e v cu[ ] _ vraSa_[ ]■TToWdrav 

].oc 

(b) 3 Before the first e a blank space, perhaps due to damage 4 .[, a trace compatible with 
the middle of e 5 Before the first c the right-hand arc of o or a>; if w, preceded by one, if o, by 
two, dots level with the tops of the letters After the last c (which is not of the normal appearance 
and is preceded by a deleted c, not an e) a blank space, but the accent on a implies that at least one 
more syllable must have followed 6 ].[, the tip of a tall upright as of <f> ]..., the top arc of a 
circle followed by the apex of a, or possibly A, and this by two traces, level with the tops of the letters, 

which may represent p. but may belong to two letters 

(c) r .[5 a would suit but I cannot rule out o 2 .[, the lower left-hand segment of a circle 
4 c [ anomalous 5 ]., the right-hand arc of o or m with what looks like a ligature to v but I think 
must be part of a stroke cancelling the letter 6 ]., the right-hand arc of o or w 7 ]., an upright 
.[, the top of a circle 8 .[, the upper part of a stroke descending to right 9 ]., a trace on the 

line, possibly A; not, I think, c 

(a) 9 I guess, for xal ei3a>x[- 

(b) 4 inovdfie[ cf. Ap. A 5, 9, F 6, 17, inc. lib. 46, 2. 
5 I should suppose that some part of yrjpdcKw, which has a number of suppletive forms, is to be 

recognized. It can hardly be the participle ynpac, of which the accentuation would presumably be 
paroxytone in Alcaeus. The future or aorist, if divided between lines, would have to be divided 

before c. 

K 
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12. 1233 fr. 24+2O8I (d) fr. 4. These two fragments join to give: 

][ ]raic/x.[ 

] .[ UK 
] KOpO)\[i]\[ 

] 4^1 

2081 (d) fr. 6 does not come from this manuscript. 

1234 and 1360 (Alcaeus), 2166 (c) 

To the additions and corrections published in vol. xviii, 2166 (c) and Addenda, 
the following supplement is to be made. (The numbers run on from vol. xviii 2166 (c) 

Addenda.) 

40. 1234 fr. 1, 1-2 = 1360 Introduction (= D 10, 1-2)+2166 (c) fr. 38. 

ovKa[' Jrcbcei ktA. 

ovk aTTaTauel seems reasonably likely. 

41. 1234 fr. 2 i i5a-i4 Schol. (= D i3)+a new fragment. 

,..[..W.[ 
p[o]vK(uepuf)oy[ 

fiajaTVxl 

5 C7TOU§7]C77o[ 

€77 ep L(f> [oA’/rat^o [ 

1 The letters at the beginning of this line appear to be rather larger than the rest. Of the first 
there remains a tail descending into the second line. Before </> a similar tail and above it to the right 
a stroke ascending from left to right, over which there may be an accent, e.g. v. After <p what looks 
like jS, but may be e 2 After <£+<+) apparently a v-shaped 77 

2 Perhaps <f>iXoc Se, <f>r)a.v, rjcda but I cannot verify 
3 [/caAetv, toCt(o)] seems to give the extent of the gap 
5 77o[loC-ClV, -VTCU eiljcuxtuv 
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42. 1360 fr. 17+2166 (c) 10+11+13+14+16 + 32 (= D 4 (6) + a new fr.)+35. 

Of 14 only the horizontal relation is certain. The distance between 1.16 and 1.17 cannot 
be determined. 

1360 fr. 15 and 2166 (c) 15,17, 23 look as if they might come from the same region 

as 42, but I cannot attach them nor even assign them approximate locations, apart 

from the first, of which I believe the level is correctly shown below. 

5 

to 

15 

20 

]v ai[ _ ] _ a>v[ 

] _ LToepyov | 

ba' [ 

]ajyjgKrj(x)v[ 

]aca[ ]. [ 
]vo7tt[ ]<pAa/3[ ]vra[ 

]v™[ ].+C°M 

]yaflav[ 

]P. ,[.]p-++va[ 

] OVTOVOrj/JLfJLCufivCOU • •[ 

^afJioxdrjTov . r]v8uuTav[ 

] _ OV ■OVT(X>Sev[ . ]t7p,[ _ _] _ 7]TO 

]vaj[ _ _ _ ]aKpyoe _ [ _ _ ] _ a _ ifjou[ 

].[-]M.M "]. ’[ 

M 

] 
] 

]XVV [ 
ra 

2 t is so close to the break that y, -n cannot be ruled out Before u> apparently the lower ends of 
two strokes descending from left. Two letters may be represented but it looks as if they would be 
crushed 3 ]., a trace level with the tops of the letters 6 ]., an upright; v not less probable 
than t 7 Of ui only the lower right-hand angle 8 Before v a trace suggesting the tail of a 

10 After p the tail of v (or perhaps <f>, but this is metrically difficult) 11 ]., a trace below the line, 
p or t suggested In the right-hand margin the first letter (perhaps v) of a note 12 e% or eA would 
suit 13 ]., the tip of a stroke rising from left to the bottom of o ]., the right-hand tip of a cross¬ 
stroke level with the tops of the letters 14 .[, an upright ]., a trace level with the tops of the 
letters Between a and </> the middle of an upright 15 ]., an upright 
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What remains of each line is consistent with Ionic trimeters or tetrameters. 
3 i must be itself long or a constituent of a long. No word of the requisite form is attested and I 

doubt whether dAeito- or dXoiroepyov is consistent with the trace before i. 
10 Between py and p there would be room for one letter more than I have shown, if some of the 

missing letters were narrow. «r]pue[pa], for example, is not ruled out. 
11 Presumably <fyvcai, but <f>vcai not out of the question. 
12 apoydrjTov ^x8v Siairav, which might be said of gods, though 1. 14 makes me disinclined to 

suppose that it is so here. 
13 v[o]r]p[p’ e] appears to be unavoidable. This leaves only the letter before tjto to supply and 

this must apparently be y, k, or t. Ikijto is not very attractive but I see nothing else more probable. 
14 8a]var[ov £]aKpvoev[ra] pap^at., cf. dip. B 5> 7 seq., the accusative being the subject of the 

infinitive, strikes me as the likeliest of the alternatives. 

43. 1360 fr. 19 joins below 2166 (c) 12, thus: 

]ec/>o/3a/x[ 

]j8oAA[ kt\. 

44. 2166 (c) 2, &c. A new scrap has been joined to 3, which shows that 3 contains 

the beginnings of 2 ii, not as was conjectured of 2 i. To this last have been attached 

4 and 36 on the left, 2 a and a new scrap on the right. The net result may be exhibited 

anew as follows: 

Col. i Col. ii (c) 

{a) (6) # , 
m # ] [ 

’][ J H ] [ 

] [ ]<f>v\'[ ] [ 

]_V c[ KtA. ]77ao[ 

].*a.[ 

]aprapoc [ 

5 ]aco[ 

]pu8[ 

M 

The first line of (b) may well be the first of the column. If so, the first remaining 

of (a) and (c) will be the third of the column. 

The notes to the right of ]/rav (formerly 1. 6, now 1. 7) and the following verse 

now run: 

rouT07re.[. , ,]ktT[ 

oicaTpa.TTCU<j>[opo]ya,VTT][ 

VTToSr]paTavTrfSr]c[,] .ij, [ ktX. 
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The lines after JwaTTjp (now 1. ii) are to be written: 

i5 

(<*) >C...Q 
]...[ V [ 
]/“*>.[ ]k?v [ 

M ]<W,].Yt“>[HM 

ktA. 

]^.D 
ouuoAeiccifJvr.., 

7roAA[. pAe yoLavrr]. [ 

[-]a77^>a>K'ar[.. ,]yA[ 

Id) is a detached fragment of which the distance from (a) is not determinable. 

44 A. 2166 (c) 39 = 1611 fr. 34. A scrap has been attached on the left, giving 

the beginnings of lines: 

]..[ 
M 

W.M 
] _ KTOc[ 

5 ].[.].-[ 

3 ]., a dot on the line followed at an interval by the lower part of an upright; perhaps two 
letters represented. Of S only the bottom left-hand angle; possibly £ 4 ]., presumably e, but 
represented only by two dots, one above the other 5 ]. [, perhaps two letters represented, of which 
the second might be 77 ]., perhaps the extreme upper tips of k Of e only the lower left-hand part 

6 ]., the right-hand end of a cross-stroke touching the top of the left-hand upright of 17 

Unattached fragments (new): 

45. 46. 47. 48. 49. 

*[ ’ Vx[ ’ *]?.[’ 
■ >S[ ■ u * 

A.[ . • ]>[ i.r >r[ 

7T[ 

1 .[, the start of a 
stroke rising to right; a, 

A, x possible 

1 A dot on the line 
and an upright descend¬ 
ing below the line 
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50. 

][ 
] [ 

] arpt8d[ 

] fcPW [ 
•[ 

].[ 

Possibly the top of a column. 
i ]., a trace level with the top of a, suitable to n 3 ]., possibly e The trace opposite the end of 

this line and that below it (which resembles the loop of p or /3) may be part of a marginal note 

I Probably KaKojirarpoSa^ 

51. 52. 

]oiTtc[ 

] _ Tat7r[ 

K[ 
]CT0V[ 

Y..m[ 

3 Perhaps ]v 3 k is preceded by an upright with a hori¬ 
zontal stroke to left of its foot 

53. 54. 55. 

’ M ]rtv[ 

M. .M ]vrac •[ ]acca[ 

>y.[ ]cu 6[ ].f 

[ 'l 

2 There is a thin stroke 1 Or A[ 

3 .[> the bottom left-hand 
curve of 0 or m 

through c, which may denote 
cancellation 

2166 (c) 21 is to be deleted. The truth is to be found in 33. 

1787 (Sappho) 

Two new fragments were published in 2166 (d). The following further additions 
are to be made. 
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Fr. 6. A scrap has been attached, adding a couple of syllables to the first two 

verses of Sp.. 8 ii. 

j/xtccejLtt/ca 

]Adc’eycouKeacco 

Fr. 7. A new fragment has been attached so that Up. 8 96_8 now read 

6 ]ap[ ] . . a . . k . [ ]a [ 

]€0vS€T/)07T0Va[ l-
1 -3
 

]KOpOVOVKCLTLc[ ]_€_[ KtA. 

Frr. 11 and 16. Three fragments which appear to come from the same neighbour- 

hood as these were published in Up. 8 13-14- I think the following should be associated 

with them: 

].[ ].[.].< 

]aci'Spoj[ ] V7TO _ [ 

] k* 

’ m’ 
1 ].[, if one letter, v; if two, a or A followed 

by an upright Before € perhaps k 2 .[, prima 

facie 7r 

They may be referred to as Z/x. 8 14 (d), (e). 

Fr. 25. A scrap joins above, giving the top of the column. 

]'.«{ 

M 

] Ka[ 

T CLk[ 

] t4 

1 From the position of 1 it would be inferred that it was the second letter of the line but there is 

no trace of ink before it except a dot above and to left, like the left-hand dot of a trema 2 

the start of a stroke rising to right 
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Zp. 8 15 (c). A couple of letters have been added to 11. 3-5 : 

3 K..C 

]fm.[ 

]rap,€_ [ 

3 ...[) x€t possible, but I now think A as likely as k ; of e only the foot, so that c is an alternative; 
r represented only by the start of a stroke rising to right 4 .[> if one letter, -n, but y.[ equally 
acceptable 

Frr. 35 and 40 (= Zp,. 8 25 (c) and (a)). These two are now linked by a new frag¬ 

ment as shown. The distance between (a) and (b) is uncertain; (b) and (c) probably 

touch. 

(a 

(*) 

(c) 

Col. in ].[, on a single fibre a trace of a stroke descending below the line 3 .[, the left-hand 
side of a circle, perhaps o or u> 

The following unpublished fragments appear to be due to the same hand as that 

which wrote 1787, but since this hand varies considerably and is responsible for a 

Pindar as well as a Sappho, and for all we know copied other authors as well, there is 

no certainty that any particular fragment is correctly ascribed on the strength of the 
writing alone. They may be referred to as 2166 (d) 3—13 

) Col. i. Col. ii 

:japov 

]a.Kovr]v 

Idimxi' 

']y av v[.].[ 
r?[ 

.[ 

] j: 

] 5 f o8[ 

> -tv 
] J J 

]X 4 
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3. 

’ ] i 
] [ 

]ecda [ 

]ec Oaf 

] [ 
]. [ 
]_ [ 
] [ 

3 Of e only the top; it is rather close to c, 
but no other letter as likely 8 The tip of a 
stroke rising to right 9 A short cross-stroke, 

perhaps not part of a letter 

4 If ajSav, Sappho is indicated, since this 
treatment of the -r) of -ij^a is characteristic of 
Lesbian, but another scansion and articulation 
are possible, if Pindar is in question 

4. 

J.[ 
'.].Pav [ 

]. [ 
] .at [ 

] [ 

] [ 
> [ 

] 
] 

] 
] 
]. 
] 
]ov 

J5 ] 

] 

There is some anomaly in the spacing. Be¬ 
tween 11. 3-4 there is more than the usual 
interlinear space but less than enough to ac¬ 
commodate a line of writing 

2 ]., a short upright with ink to left of its 
top, t) or >t not particularly suggested 3 ]., 
1 or possibly v 4 ]., the right-hand part of a 
circle, 6 not particularly suggested 

]p7TOvaf3av [ 
] c 

5. 

]pac6a 4 [ 
> ’■[ 

][ 

1 .[, the lower tip of a stroke descending 

below the line, 1 possible 

6. 

]aaArj [ 

]eyaS _ [ 

>oc.[ 

1 .[, the start of a stroke rising to right 2 
.[, possibly the left-hand angle of a 4 .[, the 
start of a stroke rising to right 
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7. 

:m 
[]k(jl>c a[ 

]v 'COlf 

].8V«1 
5 ]ea7T7r[ 

].<*.[ 
]_ecca[ 

].[.].[ 

4 ]., perhaps two letters, ai, with an acute 
accent written lower than usual on a .[, the 
start of a stroke rising to right 6 ]., above 
this letter apparently a grave .[, the start of a 
stroke rising to right 7 ]., perhaps a or A 

9. 

(*) . 

M 

M 

]. *n[ 

].[ 
W . 

K[ 

] ^ 

There may be no complete line missing 
between (a) and (8) 

8. 

]&*.[ 
]. c 

5 >TS.[ 

.:h 

r The second letter was e or c, now repre¬ 
sented by the hooked foot .[, the start of a 
stroke rising to right 2 .[, the lower part of 
a stroke descending well below the line; rj> would 
suit 4 If two letters are represented after a, 

they are written rather close together, perhaps 
ce or re 5 There may be the lower tip of a 
stroke descending from left against o .[, the 
start of a stroke rising to right 

10. 
]TP°[ 

].« [ 

].U77\[ 

]c/ca[ 

5 ]’.[ 

2 ]., the right-hand part of a cross-stroke 
as of y or r .[, the left-hand stroke of v, 

tt, or the like 3 ]., a thick dot, perhaps 
the end of the upper arm of k or x, but not 
necessarily part of a letter .[, a trace of the 
lower end of a stroke descending below the line, 
P would suit 5 The apex of 8 or A suggested 
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11. 12. 

]cKi[ 

]?W.[ 

:]A[ ].««.[ 

]/^a.[ M 
M 
M 
].f[ 

1 ]., the right-hand end of a cross-stroke 
as of y or r 2 ]., at mid-letter the tip of 
a stroke coming from left .[, the start of a 
stroke rising to right 

2 .[, an upright 7 ]., the right-hand 
end of the cross-stroke of e suggested 

13. 

].4 

1 The deleted letter perhaps r The a also 
shows signs of alteration 3 ]., the top of an 
upright, slightly convex; perhaps v 

1788 (Alcaeus) 

1788 fr. 1, 2-4 (= F i, 6-8)+a new fragment: 

] idecc’aTrvAlfjLvacTroAcvecTaySl 

^aveKKopv(f)dv6TTTrodevev(x><!)ec[ 

]auKdr’!//t»^por'uScupajU-77eAdecc[ kt A. 

Frr. 10+8 (= F n) may be located with great probability under the new frag¬ 

ment in such a way that fr. 10, 1-3 are level with fr. 1, 6-8 (i.e. F ii, 1-4 level with 

F 1, 9-12), thus: 

°v.[.. .]o/xev[ 

/<aS8 _[ _ . _]vT6t>[ 

]vKa.Tar][ ktA. 

but it must be admitted that it is not easy to reconcile this location with the require¬ 

ments of the metre. 
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F i, 12-13+a new fragment: 

Wp. ctat_[ ktA. 

11 The letter after y looks like c and is presumably e with all lost above the cross-stroke. The 
next letter may then be c with the lower part rubbed away 13 The letter between p and c seems 
to have been corrected. I cannot reconcile the traces with o .[, the left-hand upright of y, v, n 

The newly-added scrap shows that I was wrong in attaching the fragment con¬ 

taining F 1,12-16 directly to that containing F 1, 5-12. I should still locate At vertically 

below e<f> but the interval between the two fragments is not determinable. I cannot 

trace any of the fibres into the part of F 11 which might stand opposite, if the location 
suggested above is correct. 

1788 fr. 4, 1-16 (= F 4, 1—18) -f-2 new fragments. One of them does not actually 

touch and its distance depends on the correct setting of the interval between the 
broken A and the broken a> in 1. 9. 

] [ 

].[ 
].TV.[ ].e.[ ] [ 

].ac«n7[..]oi[] [ 

5 ]'ifi€pjoi’oprj eva 

~\.\_^\ov<f>a)8,VTrlr]c po/xco 

]...[.]. c _ [. JSacaiJ Jeraf 

] 'CuckoAokvvtcucv7tcl[ oc £lCT[ ]v [ 
?§ w " 

jacra , . [_]eo[_ _ JbcarraAoirepatc • t]'l'Tl^a4>[..] .5! [ 

10 ][P>]]_ar[t # . ]8W[># Jiar^oi. [ 

java , a # [< _ . Ja[., . JAetjSjJ Jo £IC.[ 

]..ayaSoc'ra J_]a[. . , j.a 

]Sap,a-7r(p[J_[> # J.aJ'Jeca •"[ ] 

..]??. .e/>8eo[. J...[ 

*5 .].T^[ 

].to[J.atp,[jK [ 

]..<*>xepp[. M 

].a.[^]c[.].tce. .[ ktA. 
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4 Before 01 the right-hand part of a cross-stroke as of y 5 Before 4 a trace at mid-letter 
6 Before p a dot level with the tops of the letters 7 ].c.[, I am now inclined to think the base of 
o more likely than that of e before c, and, if it is to be read after c, only one letter lost between n 

and 8 not more than one letter missing, perhaps not even one 8 Between a and ? a dot 
about mid-letter 9 Of ]<£ the extreme lower end of the tail touching c 10 After oi a trace which 
may be the tip of the overhang of an otherwise rubbed away c 13 ].a.[, the right-hand end of a 
horizontal stroke touching the back of a at mid-letter. After a either y or the left-hand angle of n 

After ca no traces but I am not sure this was the end r4 After 7? a short upright above the level 
of the letters 16 Of the first letter apparently the lower end of a stroke descending from left 
18 Perhaps ]aic but ]Aic not ruled out 

4 I see nothing against e7nj[pd]roi[c] 
6 \_K]ov<f>cu S’ vttLt]c Spopco ‘you slacken from your nimble course’, you slow down, is an acceptable 

interpretation of the letters as they stand, if -r/c is admissible for -77cda (Ap. xxvii). But other alterna¬ 
tives present themselves, when one envisages the possibility of omissions of 1 adscript. 

8 -paroc must be regarded as most probable but I cannot supply a satisfactory beginning. 
Though the surface is rubbed, it seems reasonably certain that one must operate with inra not im'd- 

9 The newly acquired ^Xa^>- (before which it is possible that e has been lost) indicates -/3]derac8. [ 
(a variant or correction of some other form of /Savra^cy), as appears from such passages as Suid. 
fiaCTacac avrl tov SoKtpdcac . . . Kal fiacTacai ov to apai SrjXot 7rapd rote Attckolc aXXa to i^ijAac^ijcat . . . 
Kal 8iaCK€i[iacdcu tt)l yeipi n)v oAKtjv, Polyb. 8, l6, 4 nav ifldcTa^e -irpaypa Kal -ndcav emvoiav iipr]Xa<j>a. 

The compound 8iajSacrd{a> is also found accompanied by fidpoc and oA/cqv (Lucian Ep. Sat. 33; Plut. 
Dem. 25). 

eo[tca]tc aTraXcorepaic. For the whole perhaps compare F 6, 15 seq. 
II e]Aei)S[£T]o 
13 d77-[ajA]eca {or ca[.]) 
14 /cep8eo[c 
16 I am inclined to see here ]di'o[c] Kal p\_a]Ka[piov diwv, in spite of the present appearance of the 

ink representing the first letter. 

1788 fr. 6, 1 (= F 4, 28)+a new fragment+fr\ 4, 25-6 (= F 4, 27-8). 

_ ]' ca/ca[. ]. o _ iac/cfip,’aA[ Jce [ (]At)v • 

^]7re[. Je..tc KT 
27 i.e. ica Kac noXlac Kvp’ dXoc ecfidXTjv ‘one might as well throw into the sea . 

Fr. 6, 6-9 (= F 4, 33-6)+new fragment+fr. 4, 31-4 (= F 4, 33-6). 

.]qt[.]Ae..[. .. J/ca/catvecxar[.].[][][][] [ 

]vSe/r,[ . ]_r]ifjdxdvaKaT[ ]. [ ] [ 

35 _ Jaiei8aar[_ _ _ Jr-dS’ou_eco_[ ]. ..aTa[..] — 4>[ 

] [.].c“'D'*7[.. J.S’aAAoe ktA. 
33 [, an upright followed by what suggests the upper right-hand arc of a small circle on the 

line and this by the lower part of an upright with a slight slope to right; three letters may be repre- 
sented, e.g. yov ] , perhaps v or cu, but very little remains 34 The ink at the end is a horizontal 
stroke which may not represent a letter 35 The ink at the end of the verse has the appearance of 
a thick upright with the right-hand arc of a circle of normal thickness touching its left-hand side, 
perhaps ]an marg. Perhaps «ar( ) referring to the preceding line, but what follows does not 
bear this out. It might be taken as d[v(ri tov) e]m K£</>[aA-, but this is quite uncertain 36 Between 
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i and i? room for a narrow letter but £['] might suffice Part of the letter after ?? should be visible 
but the papyrus is blank 

35 seq. Perhaps 8aK[pvci~]v. If ]Aauj[, it recalls xXat-qv haxpvcLv quoted as Aeolic Et. Mag. (Et. Gen.) 

574, 65. 

Fr. 6, 13-15+fr. 4, 38-40 (=F 4, 4°+F 5, 1-2)+3 new fragments. 

F 4, 40 ] _ epcicv(f>o[' _ _ jarovQa _ [ 

F 5, 1 ] ra/i[. , JeS.[ 

]n-on t[ _ jn/careA/ce _ [ 

]’ V] [ 
F 4, 40 a ]</>evaAA[_]/<:AiWo[ 

40 b ]777ra[< (J.pic'cuJj 

40 c ]#*>,.[ ]..£.[ 

] [ 

- ] [ 

] 

] 

] 
] 

] 

] 

] 

] 

] 

] 

] 

1 

. oi^TOucicu^ouirpocTOKaKeivt 

. ei, _ ai'TouTovouyap 

, 6SoTai6lCm0OVT€Tp [ 

. aXoYocrrapaKeiTai 

h 
ouSi5[] 

It was evident for two reasons that there was some error in F 4, 32-40. First, between the last 
visible paragraphus under 1. 31 and the end of the piece there are 9 verses; there ought to be a multiple 
of four. Secondly, the alternation of the verses has reversed itself between 11. 35-8. It is now to be 
seen that three verses were omitted and added by the original copyist but in smaller script in the 
lower margin. 

F 4, 40 marg. 1 ]., the turned-up lower tip of a stroke descending from left 2 ]., the upper 
part of a stroke sloping to right Perhaps eicdai but of c only a dot remains 4 (i.e. nepC) may be 
meant but this does not account for all the ink 3 Se not improbable but not verifiable The 
sloping stroke over rp may be part of a suspended letter 

F 5, 1 After S the middle of a stroke sloping to right followed by traces compatible with the top 
of k but perhaps representing two letters, next the lower part of a stroke descending from left, an 
upright and an angle like the left-hand angle of 8; v8[, Aiai[, a/c[, and some permutations of these may 
be possible interpretations of the last signs but there is something anomalous about each 2 ]., 
an upright, apparently belonging to the text not the note 

F 4, 40 b ]., perhaps x or A o has a somewhat flattened left-hand side but p seems ruled out 
40 c After cd a trace of an upright descending below the line ].., perhaps vS After e a small arc off 
the line, e.g. o, c, <£ marg. ]., a stroke, above the tops of the letters, rising to right 

F 4, 40 marg. In the last words of this note I am very much inclined to recognize etc ttWov rerpv 
i.e. T<ETpTip.evov, and, if this is right, it would be reasonable to see a reference to the punishment in 
Hades of the Danaids and further to conjecture, since the punishment of Sisyphus was different, that 
OV yap . . . TrapaScSoTac, ‘it is not the tradition that Sisyphus had to pour water into a leaky barrel’, 
was what was said. But this would imply that the text commented on introduced this innovation 
into the legend. I cannot trace it there and KeKaiv[oTo]p.fjc9ai. is not what was written between 77p6c 
to and (rrepl?) tovtov. 

40 c The marginal note stands below the level of the last of the verses added beneath the column 
but presumably refers to them. 

Neither the form nor the use of the critical sign called aXoyoc is precisely known. Here, as at 
Anstoph. Vesp. 1282 (where Dmdorf has mistaken the compendium and aXoyovc is to be read), it 
seems to be used with reference to verses omitted though not in themselves questionable. 

Didymus is also quoted in the note on v. 20 above. 
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1788 fr. 15 ii 13-15 ( = F 6, 5-7)-fa new fragment (itself made up of two scraps 

which do not quite touch). 

SevovrocovSevKa [ ] avou[ 

o ' 
raccace . [. ]u. [(]caAA’e/x[ _ ]9evcv[ 

ttcl vcai 'KaKcovSel kt A. 

F 6, 5 Apparently xai [ydjp drou[ac 
6 No doubt c dA/V lp[e]dev cv [, though the papyrus is broken so that the sign of elision presumably 

written between c and a is now lost 

1788. Unattached fragments (new). 

Fr. 16 

>o[ 

>e/x[ 

]>Sa[ 

i.[ 

Fr. 16 1 ]., on the line the tip of a stroke descending from the left, e.g. a, A .[, a stroke rising 
from the line with a slight slope to the right, e.g. i 5 A horizontal stroke with the start of a stroke 

descending from its left end, y or c probable 

The fibres of the back strongly suggest that this scrap stood below 1788 fr. 1, 8 (= F 1, 12), 
so that p was vertically below the a of *a8. I cannot trace the fibres of the front into the frag¬ 

ments presumed to stand (see above, p. 139) to the left and right of it. 

Fr. 17 

]toto.[ 

>op[ 
].M.M 
]f“x[ 

c 

5 ]arocec[ 

~\a>wa[ 

]/raT_ _[ 

Fr. 17 3 ]., the tail of a or A Of P only the base 7 Perhaps rrC, but the e is anomalously 

made and might be a cancelled 1; of r only the left-hand end of the cross-bar 

On the strength of the fibres of the back I should assign this fragment to a position above the 

right-hand side of 1788 fr. 4, 1 (= F 4, 3), * vertically over v. 
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Fr. 18 

C ] 

].[ 
]..[ 

5 'l.F[ 

W°..[ 
].«:•[ 

].[ 

Fr. 18 i .[, the upper left-hand arc of a round letter 4 The foot of a stroke on the line and 
the tail of an upright descending below the line 5 Aiv would suit 6 After o the middle of a 
stroke sloping slightly to right followed by a small curve level with the tops of the letters 7 ]., 
the top and bottom of an upright descending slightly below the line 8 The tips of two apparently 
converging strokes 

I am fairly confident that this fragment stands above the right-hand side of 1788 fr. 6 (= F 4, 
28+a new fragment, see above, p. 141), but I cannot trace the fibres into the part of F 4 above 1. 26 
to the left of which I should conjecture it was situated. 

Fr. 19 

1.7JOV [ 

]fXavtc.[ 

] _ a)VTama[ 

• ] _ Ka/z’at>[ 

5 ]acccor[ 

]eVK7]v[ 

Fr. 19 1 ]., the top of an upright, v possible 2 .[, a horizontal stroke on the line; if S or co, 

one would expect to see more of the left-hand side 3 ]., on the line the end of a stroke descending 
from the left, a or A more probable than k or x 4 ]., the top of an upright 

The papyrus is much darker than in the other fragments. 
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Fr. 20 

(o) . 

{a) . ]..[ 

].«■’«[ ]. x£^l 

]avrtc[ ]p0eAo.[ 

javaiK _ | (b) . . }pow [ 

].c(?aix[ ]..[ 1 [ 

]/"“/>[ ].SePT[ . 

].w°?[ ] T6 __ocSe[ 

]u,oc,S[ Je/cerat [ 

„ 8 

].eFe[ MfI1ov °[ 

'.]pav[ ]tcA evr]c[ 

]?.[ ]-nepTrer _ [ 

!areAeu[ 

>‘a[. 

(a) 2 ] the lower half of x or possibly A (c) 3 .[, the lower part of: a stn*e 

to right ' (6) S ]• .[>k that has soakedano^ouf W 7 the lower right-hand arc 
hand edge of o (fl) 7 ]., P^aps o likeliest Jut anomalou U ^ rather taller than 

of a small circle well off the line, /> suggested ,o y , ( b possible alternative 
the others and with a longer upturn of the foot, « thata'ianut|d « y V could be Iea<i 

instead ^ ^ ® “ 't 
a loop on the line, a or, less probably, e or o 

I see no conclusive evidence that these three scraps amrightly 

in 1, 6 would be such evidence, if it were cel y and veru[-, 1. it, are Pindaric, as well 

accent, but an alternative articulation is possi ,e‘ ’ 'd -’n j lr \ am not sure whether oc, if it 
as Lesbian, spellings. Either 6]«fP or 
signifies 5c, is an argument against the identificati unpublished Pindar must be left open. 

The possibility that these in 11. 6 seq. ,UP[o. > 

The hypothesis that (a) and,rularlvP attractive, k^tcoc <5c8e[ cannot, in my judgement be 
ScPr[p- is not impossible, but not particul y J be made out 0f them, conveys nothing 
... ^,,4- /-vf rpmcnnq. KWreDCOC or Kr)T€puOC, wnicn _• rArrrpcPnt 

fcprfr- is not impossible, but not particuto(^^^h Could be made out of them, conveys nothing 
made out of the remains. kVtcPcoc or i1 ^ aU Qn the same piece, might represent 

*° ‘“I fPTLWiL™Pbeing credited with the corresponding plural «,<■» 
to me. Even if repcoc were accepted (and lt^jT^s’h^correspoiiding plural reptiot', *. 187', the 
the genitive of re'pac, Alcaeus being credited add that Kijreioc, 

be elicited on auy reasonable 

assumption that I see, 
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1789 (Alcaeus) 

To the additions and corrections published in vol. xviii 2166 (e) the following 

supplement is to be made. (The numbers run on from 2166 (e).) 

10. 2166 (e) 9+2166 (e) 1 + a new fragment. 

]av [ 

]’P°ci.[ 

[ ] 

5 ]-[-]..?[.]ac 
t[ ] 

]apaice^Tj[[i]] • [ ]XXaic|xaKp(oc[,. ,]x. .Pa^f... 
J+eac 

]eu7TpocixaKapajy6eojy[ ktX. 

1-2 on a detached fragment, but I am fairly confident of the location 5 Before e the lower 
part of an upright on the line preceded by the tail of a letter descending below the line, <f>pe probable 

6 No doubt <f>p4[v]ac followed by aAAatc somewhere in the next line. For the schoh, of which the 
recognizable part says ‘ aAAcuc with a long a ’ and another hand has added ‘i.e. rjXedc, see 2297 
fr. 28, 2. 

11. 2166 (e) 2+a new fragment. 

5 ]>V.[ 

M 

5 .[> perhaps the top left-hand arc of a round letter 

12. 1789 frr. 29+16 (= A 10) + a new fragment. 

]vui)8cc 

7 ]aLVOpL€VOv[ 

]auaratc’cu[ 
]a.Taic 

1789. Unattached fragments (new). 

13. 

] _ va'An _[ 

].t: im 
]. ’Spai[ 

1 ]., the foot of an upright with a hook to the left, neither 1 nor v quite satisfactory Between 
a and A apparently the lower right-hand arc of a round letter .[> the left-hand side of a round letter 
3 ]. [, a horizontal stroke as of y, 7r, r Before <f> the foot of an upright 3 ]., traces compatible with v 
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Above co interlinear ink which might be interpreted as -a. or possibly ", though this leaves a spot 
unaccounted for. 

This scrap evidently comes from the same neighbourhood as 1789 fr. 24-26+34 (= A 1), I should 
guess below it so that Au.[ stands vertically below ]Fd>[. Further, 1789 frr. 35 and 37 cannot have 
been far away. 

14. 

](c8i/ce[ 

]., the top of e or o 

15. 

].[ 
]tw[ 

>d)[ 
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INDEX 

{The figures 22 are to be supplied before 88-99, the figures 23 before 00-08; small 

roman figures refer to columns.) 

PROPER NAMES 

A/3avdi.c 99 Fr. io (b) i 8. 
.MtSas 02 Fr. 4- 5* 
AloAeis 07 Fr. 14 ii 5. Add. 1234 &c. 44 15 mg. 
Avaxpda>r 07 Fr. 14 i II. 
AvSpo/ueSr] (?) 93 Fr. i (a) iii 26, 27. 
AttLwv 95 Fr. 28. 1, 17 mg. Frr. 54 mg., 55 mg. 
Apyeios 00 Fr. i. 4. 
Apyeavacroa 92 2. 
At9ls 89 Fr. 3. 3 93 Fr. 10 (a) 15. 
Avcos 94 13. 
A<(>po81tt] 93 Fr. 1 (a) ii 7. 

Bvkxic 07 Fr. 3. 7. 

royyvAt) 92 6. 
ropy a) 92 3, 5. 
Fvp[vv[ 93 Fr. 1 (a) iii 15. 

A apoavaKrtSaLC 02 Fr. 4. 9. 
AojpL]xas (?) 89 Fr. 2. 1. 

'EAeva 00 Fr. 1. 3. Add. 1231 Fr. 1. 19. 

Zwr 97 Fr. 3. 1, 6 00 Fr. 1. 10 (?) 07 Fr. 1. 
18. Fr. 9. 8. 

Zecf>vpos 93 Fr. 1 (a) iii 22. 

7fAecuva[ 07 Fr. 1. 13. 
KpovtSaus 94 6 96 Fr. 1. 9 (?) 02 Fr. 4. 3. 07 

Fr 9. 9. 
Kvdeprja 93 Fr. i (a) ii 5* 
KvTrpoyevrja 02 Fr. 4. 9. 

Aoxpos 03 Fr. 1 (a) 8. 

Av[8oL 07 Fr. 1. 21. 

Mdxap (?) Add. 1233 &c. 10 (a) 10. 
Mtxa Add. 1787 Fr. 6. 1. 
Mvapcov 06 i 17, 25, 26. 
Motoai 94 8. 
MvpaiAos 97 Fr. 40 mg. 2 (?) 99 Fr. 8 (a) i 8 

mg. 06 i 19. 
MvTiAriva 95 Fr. 13. 4 (?). Fr. 34. 1 (?). 

ndAAas 03 Fr. 1 (a) 3. 
llAdoj 93 Fr. 1 (a) ii 8. 
iTtAoi/' Add. 1233 Fr. 4. 1. 
n4v6i[A 04 ii 5* 
TIUpiBes 94 8. 
nAeujToSiKr] 92 4, 9. 
TTaiAuava/CTiSatS' 91 i 2, 23. 

2aTT<jxx) V. XFd.TT<t>Cl). 

ZYci^oc Add. 1788 Fr. 4. 40, 40 mg. 

Taprapoc Add. 1234 &c. 44 (c) 3- 
Tpota Add. 1231 Fr. 1. 21. 
Tpoios 00 Fr. 1. 4* 
Tpwts 00 Fr. 1. 13. 

(PEraxos 95 Fr. 2. 3 sscr. Fr. 18 i 3 mg. Fr. 31 
ii 4 06 i 24 07 Fr. 9. 5, 10. 

<Ppvv(Dv 95 Fr. 28. 17. 

XapiTes 94 8. 

88 20. Add. 1234 &c. 44. 15 mg. 
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